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Hancock County Savings Bank, |2
1(1 STATE STREET, ELLSWORTH, ME.
Coin mewed business Ms> l, 1H73.
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1, ami money deposited by that date
Home Mnvlnjfs It auk* furnished

>>xt quarter begins September
at above rate.
goes on interest
when desired.

i
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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW AIlVKHnsV‘%1 KN

Southwest Harbor:
Local BoRrd of Health—By-laws.
Sucxspokt:
Bucksport Nat’l Bank-Statement.
Bangor, Mb:
Eastern Trust &|Banking Co.
Boston:

Write

and we will call

us

on

you

First National Hank
Main

street,

FOR

II. W. Canr

iasi

dwelling and stable; conulus 30

property. Water street. K Us worth. Me.

A

effect June 10, I Oft 7.

Miss J. A. Thompson is spending
with relatives in Searsport.

Harbor,

pply to
C. W. & F. L. Mason.

Sundays.

Mrs. Rhoda Eaton, of Boston, is visiting
Mrs. M. M. Whittaker.

running to

acres

p m.

inter

SALE.

\

a

week

C. E. Walker and wife, of Portland, are
quests of W. H. Titus and wife.
Dr. H. W. and Embert C. Osgood are
building a camp at Patten’s pond.
Jessie Nash has returned (rom
riait with relatives in Harrington.
Miss

We represent
sixteen ot the

Largest

and fleet American and Foreign 8tock
Fire Insurance Companies,

ind are prepared to write
Ible rates.

laipe lines

improved property

on

at the lowest pos-

You cm wire orders at onr expense.
KlUw.rUi ut tier Harbor Maine.

ceutrally located in Ellsworth; two flue properties at
Lamoine, and a fine property at Southwest Harbor. Call and find out
atxmt these if you are interested.

Three houses

O.

W.

TAPLEY.

Phonographs
and Records
Everything

in the Mmicat
Line sold (or Cash or on

FULL LIST of Edison

Records for you
JVee'concert at our Stoie every afternoon.

STAPLES PIANO & MUSIC CO.,
ELLSWORTH, MB.
Franklin St.

Doyle,

Tbe

Miss L. M. Jordan, of Boston, end Miss |
Berniee Macomber, of Hall Quarry, are
I
visiting Mrs. Frank R. Moore.
Him Lacy Spofford, wbo has spent sevI
eral weeks with friends here, has returned
to her home at Haverhill, Mass.
j
and two
are

children,

visiting

of

Mrs.

Mre. «C. E. Bullard, of ChaMestowu,
Mass., Ja spending her annual vacation
among Mends and relatives here.
ur. n. ii. u. w o(xirun nas

Mrs. Wm. T. Moor the house

I hare purchased the business of the old established
grocery store of my father, the late Albert M. Hopkins,
and will continue the businees at the same stand. I
will carry a complete line vf

street which he is

P. HOPKINS.

V»——n—

Lunch Rooms

City

clean,

people

now

know, the City

Lunch

liooms are

always neat,

cool and free from dies.
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Hancock

▲

small

building

near

Charles

opening

of the schools of tbe

has been deferred for

one

week.

city twenty year*.

All the !

Proprietor,

FV*riklin Street, Ellsworth, Maine.

schools, both in tbe city' proper and the
outlying districts, and including the high
school, will open Monday., dept. 16, instead
of Sept. 9, the date first «el.
The Ellsworth Foundry & Machine
Works has purchased of the Frank Jones
estate, the hands -me steam yacht E. P.
Dickson. She is now lying at the company’s wharf. It is oof yet known what
disposition will be made of her.
A horse owned by Frank Maddpcks, of
North Ellsworth, was killed at Nicolin
station Saturday. The horse was standing
back of the station, when an approaching
train frightened it and itetaded for home,
dashing on the crossing just In front of
the engine.

interest of my brother, John II. Brimmer, in
the business conducted under the firm name of J. H. Brimmer & Co.,
I will cor * inue the business at the same stand, and hope by fair and
courteous treatment, to merit a continuance of the patronage heretofore enjoyed. I will keep a full line of

Having purchased the

Boots and Shoes
with prices

as

low

as

W.

quality will permit.

H.

BRIMMER,
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tall.

Thursday morning

President

rill deliver his address.

P

This- will

owed by a business meeting when
f committees will be heard, new
•ers and officers elected, and
th
1 •resident installed. Addresses by i
j

J

>.

Mathews,

Ellsworth,

of

and

by

c

the National funeral director
E ociation, will close the meeting.
The members and their ladieg wil
j he noon train Thursday for Bar lirhere backboards will meet the tra
1

1

•er

of

They

drive about town.

o.

will rcti

ills worth at 5.37.
The convention will close The
< vening with a banquet at Manning
] 'resident George M. Phoenix will j
s toastmaster, and among the sp
rill be Chief-Justice L. A. Emery,
iate Justice A. W. King, Rev. V. F
lee, Hon. John B. Redman, Rev.
PBrien and members of the associal
1

Sullivan 31 an Killed.
Fred B. Bunker, of North Sulliva
tilled by an electric car bound fron
1 for for Old Town Monday
night
notorman of the car soya the ms
reared suddenly beside the track
;hough the power was shut off ai
brakes set, the car could not be at
before it had struck the man and di
The bod,'
bim twenty-five feet.
badly mangled. It was identified by
ind letters in the pockets.
Bunker was about thirty-five ye
*ge. He was a granite cutter, an

Miss Ida

M.

Baker and

1

Clarence b.

were married at the
bride’s Ellsworth home this iorenoon. I
Only the immediate family w«* present,
Rev. V. F. Hendee, of the MethodistJ
church, officiated. Mr. and Mm. Chase
left on the noon train for a wedding trip
to the Thousand Islands and theSt- Law-

Chase, of Boston,

j

j

region.
There is good prospect that the
M. maining buildings of the burned
rence

two

re-

row

on

routes on the i&land in order to ascertain the
that would he best adapted for our purpose, it is only now that we have received the
report of the chief engineer. His estimate of
probable cost is based on the assumption that
we would, as we have throughout intended to
do, build an electric road first class in all respects, with low grades, bridges of steel construction and highway crossings above or below grade.
The estimate of the cost of a road so constructed exceeds what the company had anticipated. Careful review of the route, the
plans and estimates may lessen considerably
this preliminary estimate of cost. Such review will now be made. After this has been
done, and a thorough study of the situation
made in the light of the results obtained, a
farther statement will be issued to the public
and subscriptions to the company’s stock invited.
Such subscriptions may be made now, however,
by anyone sharing the conviction
of
the
incorporators of the company
that their undertaking is important to
the
welfare of this region, and wiring
to share with them in their endeavor. They
have now subscribed for $160,000 of stock;
should others also interested in the welfare
of the region subscribe proportionately, the
prompt building of the road would be assured.
The company makes the present statement
so that the motives animating its action, and
the progress thus far made may be made

I

j

WUham’s ice-house .at Ellsworth Falla was Main street will be rebuilt before spring,
Thomas J. Holmes and Fred A. Eddy are ;
burned at midnight last Wednesday.
for the building of another
Mias Lotie Johns, who has been spend- negotiating
brick party wall between the buildings, as plain.
ing part of her vacation in Prospect Har(Signed) John S. Kennedy, President.
was done on the other side of the Holmes
bor, is now visiting in New York city.
George B. Dorr, Vice-president.
building. If agreement on this is reached
Herman E. Hill, who baa spent the sumboth buildings probably will be rebuilt.
mer here, returned
to Boston Sunday.
CHURCH NOTES.
The changes at the Franklin street enMrs. Hill will remain a few weeks longer.
gine-house
necessary for the horse equipMETHODIST
EPISCOPAL.
Judge George L. Wentworth, of Boston, ment are
completed, and the people of
Rev. V. F. Hen dee, pastor.
and Albert A. Kenney and wife, of Brewer, Ellsworth are invited to
buildthe
inspect
Sunday, Sept. 8 —Morning service at
visited relatives in Ellsworth last Moning. The homes are stalled in the north- 10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Junior
day.
west corner, facing large doors which open
league at 2.30. Evening service at 7 JO.
Mias Bernice Sprague, who has been the directly on the engine-room floor, and
Prayer meeting and bible study Friday
guest of her cousin, Miss Eva E. Aiken, swing open as soon as the bolt is draw n.
evening at 7.30.
(or two weeks, has returned to her home The horses have taken kindly to training,
UNION OONQ’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
in Somerville, Mass.
and already, as soon as the doors are
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
Irene chapter, O. E. S., will resume opened, hurry to their places in front of
Sunday, Sept. 8
Morning service at
and
back
into
evenhose-cart
and
ladder
forthe
winter
next
meetings
Friday
track,
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
harness
under
will
be
business
of
the
There
import- place
suspended snap
ing.
at 11.45.
which is adjusted ia a few seconds. The
ince at this meeting.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
for
the
accommodations
has
house
good
UNITARIAN.
Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F., will work the
and
a
men
stationed
there,
permanently
Rev. &. IF. Sutton, pastor.
initiatory degree Friday evening. This is
w
hich
on
attachment
with
gong
.he first work of the season, and a large telephone
Services discontinued until Sept. 15.
alarms can be quickly sent in. There are
kttendanoe is desired.
BAPTIST.
for
hose.
facilities
for
caring
Rev. P. A. A• Killam, pastor.
Herbert F. Monaghan, who has been improved
At Pleasant Beach a cottage colony soon
Sunday, Sept. 8
Morning service at
decking in C. L. Morang’s store for several
rears, has entered the advertising office of to rival Shady Nook is springing up. Next L0.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
P. H. Clifford, of Bangor.
spring is likely to see several new cottage it 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at
shore lots r. Evening service at 7.30.
Hoyt A. Moore, who has Bpent a vacation homes building there. Several
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
>f two weeks here, returned to New York with 100 feet front each, have been sold,
The ownFriday evening.
iunday. Mrs. Moore, who has been here south of the Grindal cottage.
ROMAN CATHOLIC.
ora in the order from north to sout h are
tor a longer visit, returned with him.
Rev. J. D. O'Brien, pastor.
George P. Smith, Henry E. Davis, L. H.
James E. Parsons will leave Saturday to
Sunday, Sept. 8 —High mass and serCushman, ArthurShute, John P. Eldridge,
ittend the national encampment, G. A. R.,
Leonice Foster and Charles P. Dorr. Mr. non at 10.30.
Before returning he
it Saratoga, N. Y.
CONGREGATIONAL.
Shute has already built the cook house of
vill visit his daughters in New York.
Rev. Jfc B. Mathews, pastor.
his cottage, and ia occupying it. He will
Sunday, Sept. 8
Morning service at
Invitations have been issued for the build the main house in the spring.
vedding reception of Miss Emma A. R. Henry E. Davis plans to build on his lot 10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
it 11.45.
Ulen and Harry E. Rowe, of Ellsworth, this fall. Others expect to build in the
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7,30.
ehich will take place at the home of the spring. Miss Morris, who bought the

j
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Thursday, Sept.

takers’

2

Maine l

26—Annual convention of

association.

Friday, Sepu

one

—

CHANGE IN FIRM.

j

Annual Convent loci
Held fn Ellsworth.
The seventh an nun l couveutioi
Maine Undertakers' association w •'
held in Ellsworth Wednesday and
lay, Sept. 25 and 26. The meetii,
tie held nt Masonic hall in the R5
Mock. It is expected that mam,
visitors will be accompanied by la<'
The first meeting will bo held
Wednesday morning. The meetii
ye called to order by the president.
tf. Phoenix. After in vocation by s
CV. Sutton, address of welcome by
k. W. Greelyand response by Vies
lent F. B. Wood, the praLimina,
less meeting of the convention
a ill A si-v. iJa
leid. The
alk by Dr. Lewis Hodgkins.
Wednesday afternoon Prof, H. S.
if Philadelphia, will give a talk <•:
miming, with demonstration. Dur**jg
ifternoon the ladies of <jlie party w
oy a backboard ride about EHswoi1
Wednesday evening th ire will b<
4
eption and entertainment at M

Wednesday

Owing to unfavorable weather and the
necessity of surveying two or three different

—

Meals served at all hours
and in first-class style.
C. R. Cirone,

on

Widows’ pensions have been granted to
Mrs. Helen M. Beal, of Ellsworth, aud
Mrs. Elizabeth Hamor, of Eamoine.

i

Orders Taken for Home Cooking.

purcaosea

occupying.

Frank D. Hove has heen elected princischool at Warren.
The
school opens next Tuesday, Sept. 9.

and will continue the fair draiiag which has always
ruled in this store in dealing ti> b customers and farmers.

CASH.

now

or

pal of the high

Groceries
TERMS

j

Mimes Catherine end Anna Larkin, of
Rock Island, 111., who are making a tour
of Ike East, spent Sunday with relatives
in Ellsworth.
They are daughters of
Oharlea Lsrkin, well known here.

in Ellsworth with his jarents,
Daniel Doyle and wile.
Beth W. Norwood, of Southwest Harbor, and George R. Hadloek, of Islesford,
wjre in Ellsworth yesterday.

Haary Brown, wife
Pawtucket, R. 1.,

THE HOPKINS STORE

■Vs

n uumb

Miilinochet, spent

of

Brown’s brother. W. R. Parker.

H

The State examination for teachers was
at the high schoolhonse last Friday,
conducted by Principal W. H. Dresser.
Seventeen applicant* for State certificates
look the examination.

given

UNDERTAKER

Seventh

j

M iss Lutie H. Floyd returned yesterday
trom a visit of several weeks in York. She
was
accompanied by her niece, Miss
Hattie 8. Plaisted, of York, who is viBither
here.
mg
H. M. Dorgan and wife have beenspendIng a week at their summer home, “The
Birches,’’ at Pleasant Beach. Walter J.
Clark, Jr., and wife are now at “Th9
Birches’’ for a week.

been drawn is grand jurors and Roacoe
Taylor and R. E. Morang as petit jnrors to
serve at the United States district court at
Portland, beginning Sept. 17.

MAIN E

Edwin L. Clark, of Worcester, Maas., ta
The old Ellsworth schooner Loduakia,
grandparents. A. W. Clark
•old away from here several years ago, has
ind wile.
been in the river this week for the first
Mrs. J. F. Haley, ot Portland, has beta
time in several years. She la welcomed
ipending a few days with her annt, Mrs. down
along the wharves like an oM friend.
F. B. Aiken.
Mies M. F. Hawkes, of Boston, la spendab buuu us vixc
wwiiner
auuuucu
oi
u»
Mn. George W. Downing, of Brockton,
ing her vacation with her paronfa, Richard which was not till late in the spring, a corps
Mans., formerly of Ellgwortb, is visdtlng Hawkes and wife. Mrs. Annie
Burke, of ] of engineers was placed in the field and prorelatives here.
Roxbury, with daughter Ella and son j ceeded to make the necessary surveys and
prepare a profile of the proposed route beMiss Rnbie J. Gurney will leave SaturJoseph, is visiting her brothers, John and tween
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, together'
day loeHermon, where she will tanoh the Riche# u Hawkea.
witna preliminary estimate of the probablh
lately been employed in Levant.
grammar school.
The Helpsomehow society mot this week cost of the road.
lie*. S. M. Bowles, ol Columbia Falls, with Miss Helene
the
Meantime
a
conThe
attendcompany negotiated
Bellatty.
COMING EVENTS.
will occupy the pulpit ol the Methodist ance was
light owing to the storm, but a tract with the Bar Harbor & Union River
Power Co. for the supply of eleotoic power for
church next Sunday.
was
Refreshi
nu sitroKTiT.
passed.
pleasant evening
the operation of the road, which contract
Regwter-of-Pro bate T. F. Mahoney has ments were served. Phuts for the annual i only requires the signatures of the officers of
Thursday, Sept. 5, at Hancock f
rented Herman E. Hill’s house on State straw ride were laid.
the two companies to make it binding for “Hearts of Gold.”
Bred E.

Mail orders given prompt attention.

Fine

Mass., Sunday.

Baaday

select from,

to

J. W. Tatley, wile and two children left
Monday for their home in Montreal.
Miss Dorothy Moss, of Beaton, is visitng her aunt, Mrs. Charles H. Emery.
Charles M. Eppea, of Brockton, Maas.,
ipenl a few days last week in Ellsworth.
Mist Sophie Walker left Monday tor
Boston to resume her work of teaching

Ur. Charles S. Bragdon, wife and chilMiss Mary F. Robinson, who have
been spending the summer in Lamoine
ind Ellsworth, returned to Brockton,
Iren and

street and moved in.

Easy Terms.
We now Lave the

The Mount Desert Transit Co. wae incor>orated in the month of January, 1907, under
he laws of Maine, with power to build and
< >permit an electric
railway from Bile worth to
Ir.r Harbor, and with branches to Seal,
forth east and Southwest Harbor, making a
otal of about forty miles.
The company's
•bject and intention was, in the first instance,
o construct the line from Ellsworth to Bar
farbor.
The parties who applied for and obtained
he act of incorporation were induced to do so
n consequence of a public notice given by
srtain parties that they intended to make
.ppllcation at the next meeting of the legls] ature of Maine for a charter to build an elecric road from Ellsworth to Bar Harbor.
Beng led to believe that the intentions of the
•artiee were bona
that they were able to
ommand the necessary capital, and fearing
hat the road would be built to a large extent,
fnot entirely, along the public highways,
t he incorporators of this company applied
or, and obtained a charter from the railroad
< ommissioners of the State, last January, and
ubscribed for the amount of stock required
mder the general railroad law in order to efect their organisation.
Believing as they did, and as they still do,
hat sooner or later an electric road will be
milt between Bar Harbor and Ellsworth, and
o other points on Mount Desert island, they
Leaired to secure the franchise in advance of
•there and so construct the road that permanent residents would acquire all the benefits
inch a road could confer and at the same time
to the least possible damage to the least pos1 •ible number of summer cottagers, or others
vho would prefer not to have railroads of
And also so to conmy kind on the island.
tract the road and ite branches as not to
nar, but to preserve, as far as possible, the
>eauty of the landscape.
Immediately after the organisation of the
lompany negotiations commenced for the actulsition of property suitable for terminal
Facilities, and these have been aoqnired both
In Ellsworth and Bar Harbor and title taken
thereto.

rial ting bis

SALE?

~<DR

a

nusic.

ThefOEO. H. GR \NT Co.,

[Directors of .lit. Desert Transit Co.
Issue Statement.
A meeting of the directors of the Mt.
Desert Transit Co. was held at Bar Harbor
Friday. The directors issued the followng statement:

continuing through

No-

)*?a°^r.y.r,”I

ELECTRIC ROAD PROJECT.

Fred W. Stanton, of Boston, was here
for a short visit last week, accompanied by
hie little daughter, who will remain for a
time with her grandparents, Oapt. H. J.
Joy and wife.

L*

H. W. Dunn, jr., will leave this week to
Bates college.

BUIg..
Eilewokth, Me.

>.210 b*«*t of las*' MfHtte on with s»de aud at foot of Sea street, Northeast
Main*. Thh lot of land Is on the shore ami tub* gven t.» low.aater uui- k.
John l> Mnrrh p'aw ai Bay side with
l he shore of lTu*w river Uay.

H S I

MAIL CLOSES AT roSTOVVlCM
JniNU Fast—« and 6 45 a in, 4 and VSO p m.
Jot bo W EST-I LAO a n», *2 *5 and *9 p n».
•Itallv, «undsys Ine’uded.
No mnli» dispatched to or received from the

ITT MASON.

c. w &

'HKIHTLK O*

MAILS RECEIVED.
rR< m W RST—*6 40. • 11 5*. a m, 4 80 and »6.12
fHOM East— 12 24. ».** ami IU-7 p m.

immediately.

and

the week.

Tn

for you.

There will be a school of instruction in
Ibe Order of the Eastern Star in Ellsworth
Friday, Sept. 27. The grand worthy matron and gTand worthy patron will be

Sunday morning,

l‘H>7.

Prank 8. Lord cottage farther op the bay
ihore, a few years ago, has purchased a
lot adjoining the Joyce cottage at Pleasant
Beach, and plans to move her cottage
ihere this winter. A new road to the
ihore has been built across the Trim field,
a short distance below the old road.

Two Paulist missionaries from New
Yo.-k will conduct mission services at the
Catholic church here, beginning next

AT ELLSWORTH FORT OFFICE

We will certify the title.
We write all kinds of iusutauce.

bride’* parents, Mr. and Mrs. William A.
Allen, at X Loveitts Heights, South Portland, Tuesday evening. Sept. 10.
Mrs. Reuben Cox, of Malden, Mass., and
the children of the late James Bresnahan,
Helen and John, who have been visiting
here, returned to Massachusetts Monday.

present.

Hyde, Wheeler & Co—Veal, lamb, eggs, etc,

We will sell for you.
AVe will reut for yon:

buy

THIS WKIK.

First Nat’l Bank—Notice.
E O Moore—Tenement to let.
Clara A Richardson—Notices of foreclosure.
H A M Joy—Tenement to let.
Mrs H C Hatheway— Music and German
aught.
J A Haynes—Cash market.

84

We will

»*n

City Lunch Rooms—Girl wanted.

wanted.

......

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

American.

27—School of instru

E. S., in Ellsworth.
Friday and Saturday, Sept. 27 an
Hancock county teachers7 conventi
Ellsworth.

O.

COUNTY.

Wednesday, Sept. 4
Bluesedg
Sunday school association at Sedgwk
—

FAMILY

REUNIONS.

Tuesday, Sept. 10—Fullerton fain
Betts hall, Bayside.
Sept. 14—French family at K. of P
West Sullivan.

Saturday, Sept.

14

—

Haslem fa mil1.

Waltham.
FAIR

DATES.

Sept. 10.11,12—Fair of Hancock Con.
Agricultural society at Bluehill.
Sept. 19—Annual fair and cattle sh<

■

North Castine grange, at North Casti.v
Sept. 18, 19—Fair of Eden Agricult...
society, at Eden.

Wednesday, Sept. 25 Narramissic gra *
fair, Orland.
Sept. 25, 26—Fair of North Ellswou
Farmers’ club, at North llsworth.
Oct. 1, 2
Fair of Northern Hauco.
Agricultural society at Amherst.
—

t>

r

a&bmiamtnv

iBHTIl

The
W/
W¥ Strain on

BrWomens fgei
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If your eyes

TROUBLE YOL

I

call

I

ZZAKIUTION

}

E. F. Robinson.1

on us.

FSEE,

Ferns. Tuberous

Begonias.

Smuttier Flowering Plants.

—

Maine.

Ellsworth

Greenhouse-

Telephone

43.

*
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For the

Praytr H-eeting Topic
B^yoning SepC 8.
s. 'i
gy
DqTii.

Week

Topic.—G.kTs mnlpres-nce.—Ps. cxxxix.
Mi
The word omnipresence means everywhere present- lu s; rt. that God
is everywhere present when the word
is applied to Iliui. This la one of the
great attributes of God. He is every
where. (1* He is every'where in what
Thu doe>
is called llis immanence.
not mean pantheism or that all nature
is God anti the only God. but at the
same time ih.* spirit and power of God
are present throughout the entire natural world, in every flower and plant
and tree. (2) G d Ls everywhere present in that He sees the entire universe
from the depths of the human heart to
the highest heavens.
His spirit also
dwells in*our hearts if we are His
through faith in Jesus Christ. Ills Son,
“who loved us and gave Himself for
us.”
The psalmist most comprehensively
sets forth the omnipresence of God. (1)
He applies this truth to the Individual.
“O Lord. Thou hast searched me: Thou
hast known me; * * * Thou ooinpasseth my path and my lying down and
art acquainted with all my ways.”
We can do nothing that God does not
know; we ran go nowhere without
finding Him present. In the depths of
our hearts ^e can think no thoughts
that He cannot read and see and know.
How careful, therefore, we should be
of our thoughts, words and deeds!
“Thou God seest me” should lead us to
make our lives Just what God wants
them to be. (2) The psalmist also applies this great truth to space. “Whither shall I go from Thy spirit?”
If to
heaven, if to hell, if to the uttermost
of
the
“Thou
art
there.”
earth.
parts
There is no escape from God. We cannot sfn against Him or reject His Son.
onr Saviour, and escape G<kJ.
Adam
and Eve tried to hide from God, but
were
unsuccessful.
So
has
they
every
one else been who has made a similar
The
to
flee
from
attempt.
only way
God is to fly to Him. and then only
can we find peace of soul and forgiveness of sin. As Augustine said. “Thou
hast made us for Thyself, and the
heart is restless till It rest in Thee.”
«

BIBLE

READINGS.

I Kings Viit 22-27; Isa. Ixvi, 1, 2;
Jer. xxxiit 23-32; Matt, xviii, 19. 2C.
xxvlli, 19-20; Rev. Iv, 1-5.
Throe Foreign Notes.
Lord Langford, president of the
committee In charge of the lent Irish
Christian Endeavor convention. In his
address of welcome said that the history of the Christian Endeavor movement Is one of the most marvelous of
stories and that God's providence ha:
been very apparent through it all.
In a recent address Rev. John Pollock, president of the European Christian Endeavor T'nlon. told bow Dr.
Clark had once told him he hit upon
a name for the society after writing
the first clause of the Christian En
deavor pledge. “I will strive to do."
etc. It was after writing that word
-strive''
that
the
happy thought
struck him to call It a society of Christian Endeavor—a society of Christian
atrivers.
India Christian Endeavor tells a
tool stirring story of how the Christian
Endearorers of one society conquered
the universal fear of cholera among
die natives and went out In Christ's
name through all the nearby country
as the disease appeared to sing, pmy
and comfort both the sick and their
friends, and instead of timidity and
distaste they found ever increasing joy
Ailing their hearts as the opportunities
multiplied and were seized.
A Byproduct of the Boor War.
An Interesting testimony to the value
of the Endeavor movement is given in
the Sunday at home by the founder.
Dr. F. E. Clark, describing work
among Boer prisoners during the late
In St Helena alore there were
war.
nineteen societies, with a membership
Of nearly 1,000. In Ceylon ten societies were formed, with about 800 members. while six Island societies In the
Bermudas had 500. Intense missionary
enthusiasm was evoked, resulting in
175 yorng men giving themselves to
missionary work. On their return to
South Africa a missionary institute
was promptly provided, for the missionary spirit had come to pervade the
whole Dutch church as well as the
prison camps. This byproduct of the
Boer war will prove Its noblest legacy.
“Out of the eater came forth meat, and
oat of the strong came forth sweetness.”—Christian. London, England.
Mountain Mission Note.
John Willis Baer, in an account of n
▼bit t.> the Appa'ncblan mountain re
gion. says, “I saw men who iu years
gone by bad Illicitly distilled whisky In
the mountain stills, whose past lives
had been stained with sin, but who
had given their hearts to Jesus Christ,
and at the table of the Lord It was p
rare privilege for me to sit with them
and listen to their testimony of the suv
lng grace and power of the Son ol
God.”
New Blood Constantly.
"A Christian Endeavor society," says
the Texas Christian Endeavorer, "needs
A society counew blood constantly.
nisting of the same Individual members
for several years without change is
•are to be sluggish In circulation, stiff
In the joints and slow to mend. And
It doesn't matter bow good the quality
•f those members either.”
In the Eyes of an Editor.
William T. Stead once declared that
one advantage of the Christian En
doavor society is that it brings so many
admirable young men and young woman together, giving them a chance to
get acquainted and resulting In so
aaany wise and fortunate marriages.
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Helpful
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support given it in this rv*»*ect. Communications must be signed, hut the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
'oromu nidations will *e subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good re*son. Addrw*
dl communications to
Thb anekicais.
Kilsworth. Me.
>n

:t*e

DAY *Y DAY.

We lire but day by day;
Therefore, while on the way
Fret not thyself with thought* of future ill;
For surely He who gave
His life thy soul to save.
W’ill strengthen for one day—He surely will!

Ij

—

Much

by day;
lovingly;
one

heart's

magic

Wt' live but day by day;
’Tis looking far away
That preys upon tby strength and'minr, Lay
friend;
Thou canst not bear for years
This weight of toil and tears.
But thou canst bear it just till this day's end.

pinkham’s Standing Invitation

—--——

■

Dear M. B. Frienda:
I am reminded by the poem above of a
sermon preached last Sunday by an eminent clergyman of New York.
The text
was: “Are there not twelve hours in the
day?” The idea was forcibly presented
that there was time sufficient given us for
the performance of life’s necessary duties.
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RoDbirti left Friday for bis boms
in Cambridge, Mass. Ilia wife wilt remain a few days longer.
Emma Meretbew has gone to Rockland,
where she has employment.
Her many
friends are sorry to have her go.

(

News of the death of Mrs. Susan Crockett at OceanvUto on Aug. 27, was received
with sorrow by her many friends here.

!

to Women

This column is devoted to the firsoge. esto the grange* of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for report* of grange meeting*. Make letters
short snd concise. All communication* must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications milt be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
reason.

DATES.
6

glad of this response, and thank
yon for giving u» yonr good ideas on this

;

A bad back is
always bad.
when bed.,me
Just aa had in the

j

B*d**»i***t

morning
E«rDoan-a Kidney
f-ii,s(oritt
Know they cure
backache °re
•
Thomas Small and wife, of PortUpd, kidney ill
H. R. Hatch, of
are at Chpt. Hatch’s.
I( you don't, some
Ellsworth
Maynard, w ho has been at Capt. Hatch’s,
Q#-.
Read a case of it:
left Friday.
Mr*' R- L Moorf-. of
Mrs. Angus Annis wit! dose her house i
Ellsworth F,ik
Me., living on the Waltham
Thursday, and after a short stay with her I
iio«i.„ *;
mother at Sunset, will go to Boston for an “A,ter ***** Doan's
Kidney Pm, di(j
|
me “ ig
indefinite time.
| have * P|M*»°» io recommend them
There was no prracbing at the Methoused them off and
on
jl
dist church here Sunday afternoon, and year, for
backache and other
another disappointment in the evening,
arising from kidney tronble. In
as it had been announced that the pastor’s
]s9 ]
came homo from the
w ife would be here in the
bat
hospital where] *
evening,
b"n ,or *°m'
she failed to appear.
*nd
underwea,j
H.
Aug. 29.
j operation. All that winter 1 w„

d.fflcZ

j

able, could not regain

I

OCKANVJLLE.
Mrs. Abbie Conary is spending a few
weeks with friends at Isle an Haut.

: medicine 1

j

Mrs. Morse and two children, of Winne- I
ganee, are visiting Mrs. Margaret Lufkin i
Schools began here Aug. 26. Miss Mary
Bartlett teaches the grammar school, and
Misa May Wood the primary.
Frank Joyce, wife and son Gordon, Mias
Hatch and Mias Alice Lane returned to Boston this week, after spending their vacation at their old homes.
Her* ha

Mias A. P. Metcalf, of Oberlln, O., la
a few
weeks at Mrs. H. M.
Hatch's. Misa Biowey, who has been
•pending the summer at the same place,
left for her home in New York Monday.

Meeting of Hancock spending

county Pomona with Penobscot grange.
Sept. 11—Green Mountain Pomona Held
day at Blunt'a pood, Lamoine.

am

Always Had.'

The B«t Of Backs ore
Bad w,
TTi*y Ache. and Ellsworth pe„
°'
pie Know ii.

■

pecially

Friday, Sept.

It’s

Miss Sadie Walker has returned from
Rockland, where she has been employed,
aid will soon go to Castine to attend i
school.

3moiici the Grangers.

good

|

fStWral.

^

J. E.

Mrs. Gideon Orockett«who had been an
invalid for a number of years, died Tuesday, Aug. 27. Mrs. Crockett had been a
sufferer during the past few months,
q lest ion.
ing Aug 29, with thirty-five patrons pres- great
but through it all she showed a brave
A card received from Sister B, before the Dear An* t
ent. The first and second degrees were
Madge ana Mutuala:
spirit, looking on the bright aide. She
announcement of last week says she is
I have been s backslider long enough. I conferred on one candiate. Literary prohas been tenderly cared for
by her hushoping an early date will be set for the thiuk, so 1 am going to make an effort to gramme w s omitted. Ioe-cream and cake
reunion. So we shall expect to see her write something for the column.
will be served at the next meeting. Pro- band and two children Mrs. Lettie
Greenlaw
and
and hers Sept 5, and a most cordial LnviRalph Crockett. She leaves
My care* have been so many for the past ceeds of the evening, $4.20.
besides these, one grandchild, a sister
tation is hereby extended by the owner year that 1 have jnst enjoyed what the others
and two brothers. Services were held at
of the cottage and Aunt Madge to all the hive written and have shirked my part. The
MARI AVI LLE.
the house. Rev. J. P. Simonton. of Stonnieces and'nephews and their families to care of m invalid father keeps r\e at home
MariavilJe grange meet Saturday evenvery closely. Have not been to church nor au
ington, officiating. Interment at Greeng«ther on that date, ani exchange again entertainment
for nearly a year.
ing, with a goodly number preaent. A wood cemetery.
Here is the
greetings and good cheer.
I fine
Uncle Dudley, what has become of you?
was well rendered, and
programme
Aug. 30 ._
A.
hope that many will be there.
was at (your nearest steamboat landing the
waa enjoyed by all.
very hottest day we had last summer, and
While the patrons were having a good
ATLANTIC.
looked for you and yonr palm-leaf fan. but
Dear Mutualm:
i time daring recess, the worthy master,
Miss Beckwith and Miss Coho left
While the spirit is on 1 want to say Just one failed to see yon.
Daniel O. Young, who has been in New
love
shake
I
would
to
Aunt
Maria,
just
word, or may be two words, in regard to the
York for six months, came on the scene. Thursday lor their home in Hartford,
question about children, brought up in the bands with yon; your letters put new courage
Conn., where they are teacher*.
issue of this week's paper.
How glad I was into a body. 1 hope 1 shall be able to go to A shout was raised, but the noise soon
Rev. Mr. Purrington, wife snd daughthe reunion sometime and meet the whole
to see this topic under discussion, for it is
subsided, and the regular work was refamily of Mutuals.
one that touches me deeply.
ter, left last week for a visit among
sumed.
1 would so much liked to have bad a call
In my waking moments of last, night, and,
friends at Mt. Vernon and Woodfords.
from Meb on her way to the West
Isn't she a
A LAM 00300 K, EAST ORLAND.
at daylight this rooming, it came to me like
Mr*. Howes and daughter, with Mr.
As it Is about time for
this: I am glad to see that question brought nice letter writer?
Alam00*00k grange held ita regular
will send my recipe for
Brando and wife, of Winchester, Mass.,
up. Now my morning's work is not all done making .pickles. I
31.
The
noting
Aug.
master
be|
worthy
who have been spending s short vacation
by any means, but I have my breakfast out of mustard pickles. It is the best I have ever ing absent, the
worthy overseer occupied •t Island
the way, dishes washed and sink cleaned up, tried. Sliced onion may be used instead of
Rest, left for home Wednesday.
the
chair
until
when
the worthy
recess,
and my John has gone to work for the day, button onions, and bits of cabbage in place of
master of Highland grange was culled to
Everett Smith, who is spending a short
and I need not worry about my dinner—for he cauliflower if one cannot get the former.
I found a post-card of Contention Cove, and the chair and instructed the candidates in vacation with his mother, fell one
has his with him—and I have a long day beday last
think it is a lovely place, so different from the third and fourth degrees.
fore me yet, as it is only ? a. m. now.
It being week and broke his leg just above his
No, Aunt Madge, I do not think you have what I had pictured it. I would like to ex- late, the programme was postponed until 1 knee. Much sympathy is felt for him and
overdrawn it at all. I believe a child should change post-cards with Sadie and any others i next meeting.
his aged mother. He lives in
Nashua, N.
not
know Sadie's
be taught to ask for a thing properly, but it who wish, but I do
H.
With
love
to
all.
address.
Joan.
is often the case that there are two
LAKE VIEW*, HAPPYTOWN.
many
Aug. 29.
8.
teachers in a family. If a child says please
We mast thank Uncle Dadley for bringLuke View held a regular
meeting Aug.
may I have this or that, should it not be ex- ing Joan to the front again.
We are all 27. After
the
a
Wednesday,
August
28,
business,
party from
question. Resolved,
plained to the child why she should not have 1
pleased to hear from her. The following which is the best farm crop to raise was Atlantic visited Mount Desert Rock. The
it if it ia something it ought not to have. Are
her letter:
was
poem
accompanied
discussed.
party
of
waa
Mr.
decided
composed
and Mr*.
the moat proHay
we not too busy, or
impatient, it may be, to
THE RAINBOW.
fitable. The best kind of stock to raise Blackwell, Miss Rodman, Mr. Rodman,
explain at the proper time?
Trouble come to try bim.
Miss Strops, Mias Littig and Mr.
will be discussed at the next
How hard it is to dete.ruine these things.
Knox, of
meeting.
But you never heard him sigh;
Having the care of children myaelf, I feel it
Meetings will now be held once a week. New York; Mr. and Mrs. Page, of Boston;
saw
a
rainbow
Always
a very hard matter to do right by them beMr. and Mrs. Strobel, of
Pittsburg, and
Runnin* roun' the sky!
cause I am afraid I am not a good teacher;
Captain Emory Joyce, Herbert Joyce and
STONINGTON.
that is, I know what is right, I think, but have
Hurricane a-bowlin’—
Rosa Joyce, of Atlantic.
Mount Deeert
Fred E. Webb and wife are visiting re lanot the art, it may be, or i:.., ai ting knowThunder roarin’ loud,
Rock was reached about 2 o’clock in the
tires in Belfast.
ledge.
“Wait awhile! A rainbow
afternoon.
The
visitors
were
received
Ernestine, your smoking child brought up
Mark Gordon has returned from a
Is cornin’ out the cloud!”
trip and hospitably entertained by Mr. Robins,
to my mind something that was told me many
to Maaaachusetts.
to
see
it
the
That’s
of
way
the
It
was
a veteran school teacher
years ago.
keeper
light, and Mrs. Robins.
The Wbittemore reunion will be held in Robins showed the
In your loss or gain—
who gave me the story—saying he boarded in
party through the
All the time a rainbow
Camden in October.
a family of eight once, and
every one of them
and
lighthouse
explained the working of
Runnin’ roun’ the rain!
smoked a pipe—six children, and the youngJohn McMillan and wife will more to the tog horn and of the
revolving light, to
est not large enough to hold his
Mcstakd piceles—One quart tiny, whole Brunswick
pipe alone.
the great interest of all. After
for a year.
visiting
Some one would fill it for him, light it, and cucumbers, one quart large sliced cucumbers,
tower the hungry crowd
not pared, one quart sliced green tomatoes,
the
he would then go to the table and rest the
Agatha C. Grindle has returned
enjoyed a
small button onions, one large
one
quart
picnic luncheon on the eastern aide of the
bowl and take the long stem of a T. D. in his cauliflower picked into separate flowerets, from a visit in Bangor.
rock overlooking the wide
Put two
mouth and smoke away with the rest of them. and lour green peppers cut tine.
sweep of the
Thomas Small and wife, of
are
cups of salt into four quarts of water and
Portland,
At the time I felt thoroughly disgusted, and
open ocean. After the last scrap of food
pour over t-e above vegetables and let stand visiting friends in town.
in later years have thought sadly over it, twenty-four hours; then set on stove and
bad been disposed of, farewells were said
and wondered would it have made any differ- bring to a scalding point and drain. Mix two
Henry C. Smith has sold his house on to Mr. and Mrs.
Robins, and the party set
cups of flour, three-fourths cup of mustard Green Head to
ence if the father and mother had not been
Harvey Merrill.
ana a tabiespoonful of tumeric in enough
sail for home, arriving at Atlantic about 8
vinegar to make smooth. Add one cup sugar
Miaa Fronie Redman and Mabel Waitt o’clock in the
| smokers. a
evening.
sod three and one-half pints of vinegar.
Know
man, Birictiy temperate in ail
Cook uutil thick and smooth, stirring all the are spending the week at Salem Willows.
Augthings. Hia wife is a lovely woman in all time, then stir in the
vegetables, pat into Jars
Mrs. Alice Bray, who has been
that pertains to make women lovely.
This hot, and seal.
visiting
SWAN’S ISLAND.
friends in Portland, returned home Saturman said to me one time, I would not want a
The Maine Motor Boat Co. has closed its
large family, but I would want some children,
day.
GOTT’S ISLAND.
for a childless old age ia something that
shop for a few weeks.
John D. Eaton has gone to
Bangor
makes me shudder. I have been into houses
Mon telle Gott has his house framed, and
to visit his mother, Mrs. Kebekah
Thomas McDonald, of Boston,
Deane
where there are two old people and no young will soon pat on the roof.
spent
Eaton.
Sunday here with friends.
faces, and I don’t want my home like that.
left last Sunday for
Wyman
Whitney
That man is married now, and going down
Mrs. Lydia Manter, of
Mrs. William Holmes has gone to a hosQuincy, Mass.,
hia home in Cambridge, Maas.
the afternoon side of life, and no children.
has bought a lot and will build a house
in Boston for treatment.
at pital
Mrs. Belle Staples has been spending the
One was born to them, but died young—a
Stonington Heights.
Miss Bertha Forest, of
Boston, is at
bright, promising boy—and there is none to week with Mrs. Jennie Grindle at Granite.
Mias Susan J. Smith, who has been a Mrs. Edwin Smith’s for a few
fill the vacancy.
days.
Mias Vira Joyce, who has been ematudent
at
Shaw
business college, PortYes, they are well able to care for some
Cspt. Alvin Stinson, of Vancouver, is
at the Hillside cottage, left for her
homeless one, but are they under any obliga- ployed
is
home
on
a
land,
vacation.
spending a few days here with his mother.
home in Atlantic Sunday.
tion to? “Am I mv brother’s keeper?”
My
E. J. Carter and wife, who went to
Mrs. Florence Stinson, of Deer
answer is yes; give me your opinion.
John D. Runkle and wife came Tuesday Brooklin
Isle, is
to attend the funeral of Mrs.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Wilbert Stanley.
Then another piece in this same issue by for a few days’ stay, and to look after the
came home
Carter’s
sister,
Saturday.
Mrs.
Edward|Everett Hale—I liked very much— wozk on their log cabin, under construcGilbert
and
Misses Potter
Mrs. Gideon H. Crockett died at her and
and feel so glad that some one can so easily
Barbour, of Massachusetts, have been
tion at Little Gott’s island.
the
on
that
touch
me
so
home
paper
things
put
Aug. 27, after a long illness. She visiting at Mrs. Alvah Barbour’s.
Chips.
Aug. 30.
deeply. I have so little tact for doing so.
leaves a husband, son and
daughter.
aopt- *•
Spec.
But we can not all be speakers, and we
__
Juanita chapter, O. E. 8., will hold its
M’KINLEY.
TRENTON.
Miss Anna Norwood is spending a tew first regular meeting since vacation on
A Humane Appeal.
Mrs. Margie Young, who has been
Sept. S. Several of the officers are previsitweeks in Stonington.
A humane citizen of Richmond, Ind.,
her brother, E. B.
Hogkins, has reMrs. Charles Stanley, of Mark island paring to go to Ellsworth Sept. 27 to at- ing
Mr. U. D. Williams, 107 West Main St.,
turned to Boston.
is visiting her daughter, tend the school of instruction.
says: “I appeal to all persons with weak light station,
Mrs. Leslie Rich.
The annual Sunday school
Aug- SINihil.
lungs to take Dr. King’s New Discovery,
picnic was
Holden
has
returned to his
Dr. Fred
the only remedy that has helped me end
held at Oak Point Aug. 27. There
was a
N.
Y.
in
His
home
will
to
the
comes
Brooklyn,
recomfamily
up
proprietor’s
fully
The
Touch
That
Heals
mendation.” It saves more lives than all remain here for some weeks.
Is the touch of Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
Lost
and
Found.
other throat and long remedies put toAnon.
Aug. 30.
It’s the happiest combination of Arnica
IjOet, between 9.30 p. m. vesterdav and
gether. Used as a cough and cold cure
flowers and healing balsams ever com- noon
! the world over. Cures asthma, bronchitis,
to-day, a bilious attack, with nausea
two
in
earache
minutes;
toothache
or
Stops
pounded. No matter how old the sore or and sick headache. This
croup, w’hooping cough, quinsy, hoarseli*.
will cure it. For burns,
by finding at E. G.
[ ness, and phthisic, stops hemorrhages of pain of burn or scald in five minutes; hoarse- ulcer is, this Salve
the lungs and builds them up. Guaranteed ness, one hour; muscleache, two hours; sore scalds, cuts, wounds or piles, it has no store a box of Dr. King's New Life
Pills
Guaranteed
E.
G.
by
Moohe, drugat E. G. Moore’s drug store. 50c. and throat, twelve hours—Dr. Thomas Eclectric equal.
biliou,De88’ m*lsria and
gist. 25c.
fl.00. Trial bottle free.
Oil, monarch over pain.—Advt.
I

...
"Pen

born to Mr.
>nd
'Irs*
Ooogiua, Aug. 2B.
James Willey and

and Mrs. Scoville and two chilleft for their home in Torrington,
Conn., Wednesday.

■"

not lay all the burden on the school
teachers. I believe if a child minds well at
home, he will do so in the schoolroom. If.
on the other hand, he rules at home, he will
try to in the schoolroom, and thereby make
trouble for himself and disgrace hia parents.
The children coming up with us are like the
flowers we try to cultivate—only more wonderful in their make-up. Look at the street
full of smiling happy children on their way
Are they not beautiful to see?
ti school.
Why not cultivate them, and keep them with
ua to make oar
old age young again? Are
they not worth the trouble? 1 might ramble
on for an hour and take all yonr space in the
column; am lorry 1 have used so much of it,
but yon know 1 am a garrulous old woman.
Good by to all. with love and sympathy for
all in trouble or ill health, and a wish that
every one coaid enjoy the old-fashioned
health that I do, and feel the “joy of living”.
Iniai Molly.
can

We live but day by day;
Withhold not, then. 1 pray,
From those around the happy, helpful word;
Soon shall thy soul awake
To find the morning break
Of that long! day we spend with Christ the
Lord.
—Gena Hudgin O. borne, Welle Depot.
-Selected by C.
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and all
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Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs Pinkham. at Lvnn. Mass Her advice is free.
j
■

large attendance,

time.

tm»*9

Mr.

in
to

for childbirth.
has been the standby of American mothers in
Note whatMra JamesChester of427 W. 35th St.. New York says in this
letter:—Dear Mrs. Pinkham:-“I wish every expectant mother knew about
Lydia E. Piukham's Vegetable Compound. A neighbor who had learned
of its great value at this trying period of a woman’s life urged me t<* try
it and 1 did so. and I cannot sav enough in regard to the good it did ms.
"
I recovered quickly and am in the best of health now
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is certainly a successful
remedy for the peculiar weaknesses and ailments of women.
It has cured almost every form of Female Compln *nts Dragging Sensations. Weak Back. Falling and Displacements Inflammation. Ulcerations and Organic Diseases of Women and is invaluable in preparing for
Childbirth and during the Change of Life.

Mrs.

power,
Be careful, then, to give
Sweet words, that hearts may live—
y
Thou canal give these until she sunset bonr.

*>»•«•

Mr. Van Wick and family are camping
at the Point, on land of M. P. Gray.

Compound
Lydia E. Pinkham’sVegetable
preparing

We live but day by day;
Then wherefore dost thou stay
Beside some grief of months or years ago?
If thou hast msDj a care,
He’ll help thee each to bear
Will help thee till the cool night breeres blow.
We live but day
Live this, then,
oft is gaiued by

Boston

her children the blessings of a good
constitution.
Preparation for lieal thy maternity is accomplished by Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound
which is made from native roots and
herbs, more successfully than by any
other medicine because it gives tone
and strength to the entire feminine
organism cunng displacements, ulMRS. JAMES CHESTER
ceration and inflammation anil the
result is less suffering and more children healthy at birth.
For more
than thirty years

largely

and itw-ucceaa depends

99*

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

Lyman

The first requisite of a good
mother is gooa health, and the ex*
perience o! maternity shou.d not oe
approached without careful phvsical

preparation, as a woman who is
good physical condition transmits

NKU\

1**109

A «on

MOTHERHOOD

HopefulV

The purposes of tht* column are succinctly
stated lo ihj title uni! motto-~tt la for the mutual
'oncflt, and alma t«i be helpful and hopeful.
Heir.* t r tne com non good. it l* f*r the comnon u*e—a puhdc -errant, a purveyor of inormation and au^ge-tlon, a meflam for the in
ccrefcange of ideas, la this capacity it solicit a
orwro unicat ions,

•HUtrmal

n,i_*r~r\

U*Ql”

and

COUNTY

Sbbrrtttnntm*

ftHitudl benefit iolnmn.

CHRISTIAN KNUlWOR.

used

mil*

my

strength

failed to do

me

TW

any

1 **'**" *° «*ke Doan's
Kidney PilU
they brought me almost immediate
niu
They not ouIJ c«rvd the backache

corrected the kidney
action, bat tZ‘
built me op in every
way. i
them on several occasions sin, .,
then.
they keep me in the best of ,ha„ ri
know of many other
people »he ha*
used them with just as
»at„f,ctory re.ain
as I obtained.''
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents
Foster- Mil barn Co.. Buffalo. N
y n Mb
agsnto for the United mates
Remember the name-lw.-.nd
taka
no other.
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RAINBOW, NORTH BEOOKSYILLS.
Rainbow grange held ita regular meet-
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leaver Sunday at 0 a m.
Suudaya only.
Stop on alfnal to conductor.
c Stopa to leave but not to take piomiiud stop# at Sorrento Sunday 12.55 noon 10
leave paeeenfere from points wcat of Banfor.
Tickets for all points South and
West for sale at the M. C. K. K.
a
a
*

ticket office. Ellsworth.
These tnim connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portlando
Boston and St John.
Passenger* are earnestly rajut8tl> to procure ticket* before entering the train#, aw
especially Ellsworth to Fail# and Pall*
Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTHBY. G. P Si T. A*
GEO. F. EVANS.
Vioe-Pre*. and Gen’l Manager.

EASTERN

Steamship Company.
Mount Desert uud iSluebill Hiti#>oo.

Dully Line—Sunday* Included.

9tea me* leaves Bar Harbor week d*j»
ai 1 30 p m. for Seal Harbor, Nortr«*»*
r. Southwest Harbor. BrookMo. l>err
an
Sargentvllle, Isleaboro (Bark Harbor
Rockland, cod need* g for Boston.
Steamer leaves B'uehlllat 2 p m, week ays
ar.d Sundays for South Bluenlll, Stonl®K
Bo
North Haven and Rockland, connection for

Sundays
Harbo

>

ton.

Rats Harbor at 12 m.
for West Tremoot, 9e<l*wic
Herrick's Lauding. South Brooksvllle.
"
'•win, I>irigo and Rockland, conneetln*
Boston.
Sr earner leaves
and Sundays

•lays

»

RETURNING
an
Leave Boston, Foster's wr.arf. week day®
Sundays, at i p in, lor Itockl »nu.
of

on^trrlval

Leave Rockland at ».S0 a w, or
from Boston, week days and "0* JL
v»»
for Bass Harbor. BluchlH and Bar Harbor
Intermediate landings.
y.
r*-Boston,
First-class fare Bar Harbor lo
one way; g$ round trip.
1
All freight, except livestock,la ln«ored aga
Art *»•» marine risk.
M
£. S. J. Horse, Agent, Bar Haroor,
steamer

proved ■ marked socress or really a series
fcRTTFR FROM ABROAD.
of successes, for so much was contributed 1
that it provided entertainment for three Methods In it French School For Oirls
BANGOR evenings.
—Hint For American Mothers.
IN BOSTON, PORTLAND,
Or. Jay Perkins, of Providence, R. I.,
AND VINALHAVEN.
conducted a buckboard excursion to Mt. Written for The American by Hiss Olio M.
Chilcott.
Waldo, After a picnic dinner at the base
point alumni amociathe SANDY
of the mountain, the party foUowed the
or all—this
Paris, Franck, Aug 7, 1907.
tion most UNiquB
Pitcher trail to the summit, and' eras amply
We are very fortunate this summer in
year's enqampmrnt.
repaid for the bard climb by the beautiful making our abode at a
“pension" which
view.
is in reality a private institution called a
[Contributed by a Camper.]
C. P. IXLaittre personally supervised an
“college for young ladies,” and correat the number of extended trip through Stockton Springs
One ha* only to glance
sponds to our high schools snd academies.
of the Eazt- and Seareport. This party gained so much
saaociatione
alumni
It
has connected with it a boarding and
thriving
of Osstine, to weighty information that the buckboard
school
normal
state
trn
day school for young girls. From a teachin the hearts of its springs on one aide of the board broke
er’s point of view, as well as for the sake,
learn that there exisU
under the strain. On the way home the
warm feeling for each other
of knowing more of the life of the French
graduates a
of gravitation was vital.
school.
subject
the
for
and
people, I have been greatly interested in
Frank S. Lord, of Ellsworth, with a party
The most recent of theae organizations
attending some of the exercises of this inassocia- of friends, was the guest of camp for a
alumni
Portland
as
the
known
is
stitution.
tion, which was organized a few years short time. It is needless, perhaps, to add
The one thing that impresses me unfavthat a large and appreciative party waa
a very widehas
however,
it
been,
,go.
orably is that the programme for the day
taken
out sailing on the “Lorelei”.
with
many
meetings
association,
awake
seems to be made
out each morning.
THE SERIOUS SIDE.
each year and a banquet on the second
Strange as it may seem, this apparently
officers
are:
Its
November.
in
Saturday
Not all the time during this encamp- dees not interfere with the good work-of
President, Fred W. Foster; vice-president, ment was ‘spent in mere merry-making. the school. The girls know that certain
Annie
E.
L.
secretary,
Bates;
Samuel
There were lectures, talks and sermons. work will come the next day, for instance,
Leach; treasurer, Fred H. M. Withsm; The camp as a body was not obliged to go but they don’t know at what hour. When
Dr.
Ambrose
H.
committee,
executive
to the “little white church on the hill”, we have wished to attend a particular lecWeeks, Mrs. Irving W. Littlefield, Fred for there were three ministers present ture, we haven't been able to make definite
Witbem.
M.
H.
among tta alumni. They were Rev. Fred plans the previous day, as we have been
Just prior to the organisation of the L. Payaon, of Qullford; Rev. Silas N. notified of the hour during the day for
another
formed
was
Portland association,
Adams, Freeport, and Rev. William Cur- which the lecture was scheduled. When
at Vinalhaven. It baa had a most succeastis, of Waldoboro. These gentlemen con- one is planning to fill in a certain amount
are
The
its
offloera:
career.
following
ful
ducted the religious services during their of sight-seeing, this isn’t always convenMiss
Mabel
Joy; vice-presi- stay.
President,
ient.
dent, Miss Fannie B. Oalderwood; secreIt has been my very good fortune to
The business meeting waa held August
L.
Mrs.
and
Mary
treasurer,
Any; 111. It waa there
tary
brought out that C. P. visit a literature class here where CorMn.
executive committee,
Margaret Leafs,
DaLaittre, the financier of the asso- neille's “Le Menteur” was being read.
Miss Ms belle Clardon.
ciation, had again made a bounti- The work was admirable. I have heard
THE HANOOR ASSOCIATION.
ful offer. He promised to give another girls from sixteen to eighteen discusAbout ten yean ago, through the efforts (100 to help reduce the debt on the new sing most intelligently among themselves
of Mr*. Langdon 8. Chilcott, of Bangor, building provided the other graduates Moliere, Musset and other French writers.
and others, an association was formed in would raise enough to make it the last I fear that I shall be forced to believe that
are
much more conversant with
that city. The meetings were held annu- flOOof debt. At once fl50 waa subscribed they
French literature than are our own
ally, about the middle of October. Ow- in stock, and a thorough canvass will soon
American girls of the same age with Enging. no doubt, to the fact that a large be made. All subscriptions for stock
number of E. 8. N. 8. graduates are living should be sent to Prof. A. F. Richardson, lish and American literature.
The schools here close the last of July
in or near Bangor, these meetings an Caetlne.
to open again the first of October. The
Aiiuiurr
liutrrvsiiug irci was uwrutiu.
largely attended. The following officers
were elected for 1907:
President, Dr. Jar- The State of Maine is poor. To reduce its last day is spent in awarding prizes, and
vis Woods; vice-pneident, Edward E. expenses, therefore, it has seen fit to elimi- these “last day” exercises at this school
Goodell; secretary, Mrs. E. U. Chase; nate the names of all graduates from all ; were of great interest. My first surprise
was to see the number of mothers present.
treasunr, Miss Susie M. Bickford; execu- normal school catalogues. This will prove
L. 8. Chilcott, a great loss to the secretaries of the vari- on omer aays me smaller gins an wore
tive committee, Mn.
Mrs. Edward E. Goodell, Mrs. Berths J. ous associations, and particularly to the long-sleeved black tires, but on this parDolliver.
secretary of the C. N. A. association. Adj ticular day a great transformation had
taken place. They were nearly all arTwenty yean ago a tew ot tne graduates change in address, therefore, should be ;
of the nuimal school at Caatine were liv- sent directly to the secretary of C. N. A. j rayed in dainty gowns of delicate French
embroidery. All the teachers, as well an
ing in Boston. These tew loyal graduates A., 817 South street, Roslindale, Mass.
The officers for the year 1908 are as fol- all the children, wore white gloves. It
formed an association which now has enrolled a great many nauies. The meet- lows: President, Rev. F. L. Pavson; vice- must be that' some of the girls are not
hack next year, but no public recings of this association are held annually president, Gilbert L. Morrill; secretary, coming
ognition of the fact was made. It was in
in November at some hotel in Boston. Ella F. Jordan; treasurer, Prof. Albert F.
Charles P. De- no sense a graduation exercise, but simply
The offleers are: President, Frank E. Po- Richardson; trustees,
one where those in all classes who had
land, Melrose, Maas.; vice-president, Laittre, Isaac B. Clary, Osmond Emery.
done especially good work during the year
William L.
Rockland, Mass.;
MEMBERS REOUTTERED.

CASTINE ALUMNI.

Coggins,

secretary and treasurer, Nettie B. Dobbins, 53 State street, Boston; advisory
committee, Ella F. Jordan, Boston;
Jeannette B. Rice, James M. Linscott;
reception committee, Ella 8. Morrow,
West Roxbury; Busan M. Adams, Cambridge; Annie R. Black, Quincy; Lelie H.
Smith, Everett.

Thirty-eight years ago the first class
graduated from the Eastern Btate
normal school of Caatine. Six years later,
in 1875, through the efforts of Edward 8.
Ingraham, of the class of 1871, and many
others, the first encampment was held,
and the Castine normal alumni association became a permanent organization.
The names of those early “campers” are
held in grateful remembrance, for from
their humble beginnings has developed
that unique association which has just
closed its thirty-second annual encampment.
We say unique, for it is the only school
association in the world owning cottages
and land devoted to the exclusive use of
its graduates for three weeks each year.
Other schools have made attempts to
organize encampments of like nature, but
they have failed. Perhaps they lacked
that strong bond of fellowship which
brings together the separated alumni of
the C. N. A. A. “on the full moon in

August”.
This August has Drought tue largest
regular attendance. It was due, no doubt,
to the added accommodations. In July,
‘•The Lodge” containing twelve rooms was
fitted for occupancy. Rooms proved so
desirable that two more will be fitted up
before 1908. These rooms rent for moderate prices. For instance, the seven corner
rooms, each having two large windows
and commanding a charming view, are
rented for |7 for the season of three
weeks. The smaller rooms rent for |6 and
fo respectively. The prices per week and
1
also per day are slightly in excess of the
given rates. This year the rooms wereengaged early, and already there is a long
“waiting list” for 1908. “The Lodge” is
:

eight in the women’s ball and sixteen in
the men’s ball.

given

The
on

the

following programme
evening of class day:

was

Plano solo.Mis* Mary Adam*
Trio.Messrs Fletcher, Morrill and Payson
Reading.Miss Annie Black

Selection, piano and violins,
Miss Car11, Messrs Payson
Reading.Miss Emily Smith
Song. Hewitt G Fletcher
Violin solo.Carle Paysou
Quartette.Messrs Philbrook, Fletcher,
Morrill and Paysou
Recitation.Miss Persis L Fowler
Violin duet.Messrs Paysou aud Payson
Reading.Mrs C P DeLaittre
Song.Hewitt G Fletcher
All
Negro medley, violin accompaniments
—

At a later date Mrs. Susie Haynes DeLaittre and Miss Lillian Dearborn superintended a “contribution party”, which
If real coffee disturbs your Stomach, your
Heart or Kidneys, then try this clever Coffee
imitation—Dr. Shoop’s Health Coffee. Dr.
Shoop has closely matched old Java and Mocha Coffee In flavor and taste, yet it has uot a
single grain of real Coffee in it. Dr. Shoop’s
Health Coffee Imitation ia made from pure
toasted grains or cereals, with Malt, huts,
etc. Made in one minute. No tedious, loug
wait. You will surely like it. Get a free
sample at our store. G. A. Pabcueb.

Dr. Daniel H. Kelley, one of the leadOuts Still Higher-Torn May Follow
ing physicians of Old Town, died Wed-Kg|s More Plentiful.
Oats, which last week touched 68 cents, nesday, aged fifty-two years.
the Horse
the highest price for years in Ellsworth,
George W. Stevens, for fifty years iden- % No article la more useful lf«
liave advanced to 70 cents, and may go tified with the dry goods trade in Bangor,
\ about the stable thaft Mica THI
V Axle Grease. Put a little on Th
higher. Corn, at 91.40 a bushel, dealers died Thursday, aged seventy-six yea) s.
A the spindles before you * ‘hook yN
say, is still too low, and they predict an
A fire at midnight Monday in the busi- j 1 up”—it will help the horse, and \| 1
# bring the load home quicker.
||
early advance.
)
ness centre of Skowbegan
destroyed half
Eggs have been more plentiful this a dozen frame business blocks, with a loss
week, the higher price quoted last week close to $100,000.
j
bringing them in, but price remains
James H. Small, aged fourteen years,
steady. Butter is scarce.
of Freeport, while hunting with a revolPotatoes are down to 20 cents a peck, :
| wears well—better than any 1§|
ver, accidentally shot himself in *the A
other grease. Coats the axle
and there is a general decline in prices on
M§|
s
in a few minutes.
r with a hard, smooth surface of
breast,
dying
JB
j
all green vegetables.
Ed powdered mica which reduces Xfl
The
of
W.
M.
Humgeneral postoffice
I friction.
Ask the dealer for
9B
The quotations below give the range of j
Mica Axle Grease.
1
phrey at North Bradford was broken
^B
retail prices in Ellsworth.
14
m stmnmss oil commit
Km
into
one
last
the
safe
night
week,
Country Produce.
T__
lwrwwUAjjM
Butter.
blown open, and nearly $650 in cash
Creamery per 9.28§;?5 and postage stamps taken. There were
D»Irj.a)a'K> three men in the
party, and they were
Cheese.

/Help

|

Best factory (new) per 9.legl*Best dairy (new).
It
Dutch (imported)..
Neufohatcl.
.05

12

4

f-

,t

t>

|

I

by Mr. Humphrey whose residence
seventy-five feet from the store.
unharmed.
| They escaped
is about

The ceutnl and southern sections of
Maine might rival Aroostook county in
potato raising, according toCommissionerof-Agriculture A. W. Gilman. The potato
crop of Maine his shown material increase

*•1

...

CREASE

fired at

Freeh laid, per do*.8 u 34
Poultry.
Chickens..18 cA
fowl .16? 18
Best loose, per ton.
Bal Hi.
Straw.
Loose...
Baled.

1

MICA AXLE

Eczema
Pimples
Itching
Bleeding

; within the past few years. Commission, r
Gilman suggests that farmers in all pans

of the State might find additional profit in
raising potatoes as a supplementary cash
crop to their regular planting.
Experiments in the southern and cenirai counties
of the State show that the soil is well
adapted to potato culture. The outlook
for this season’s crop is good. Although
the yield of tubers this year is not expected to equal last season’s recordSw.et otatoes,!b0'^06
Caulltlow r,
n a 25
breaker, the quality is much better, the
era It.
Dr. I. r. Harris. 97
plants being remarkably free from rust
High St., Belfast, Me.,
Oranges,dot
25$50 Lemons do*
2V§3*> ! and other pests.
For four years I
says:
ilMiUnd cranberCantaloupe,
had Eczema on my hands.
15 I'ineappb a, each l.vg »ft 1
He*, qt
After using X-Zalia the
Blaeoe* rles,
OS mo
Watermelons, each
sores began to heal and
Home-Made Saratoga Chips.
IT«20
Apples, pk
40&5C
the itching ceased."
Green luiuatoes, pk 25
“Home-made Saratoga chips are much
This liquid X-Zalia heals
Groceries.
flesh broken out with pirn*
more of a rarity than they should be,”
Coflee—per 9
.Ottf.ot
pies, blotches, little red
Bice, per 9
says Fannie Merritt Farmer in Woman1»
sores
and even heels
20 §25
Bio,
.169.25 Vinegar, gal
35 Cracked wheat,
Home Com anion. “If one owns a po.05
running sores of long
Mocha,
86 Oatmeal, per 9
.nt
Java,
standing. It acts on dry
which
tato
is
not
an
slicer,
expensive
.ac
scaly eczema sores. It acts
Tea—per 9—
Buckwheat, pkg
on scalp sores. It heals
.04 ntensil, they are not difficult to prepare.
Japan,
.459.65 Graham,
.01
any flesh sore by growing
Oolong,
.309 65 Bye meal,
are always an acceptable accompaniThey
Granulated meal,9 02>»
Sugar—per 9—
healthy flesh.
ment to fried fish, but perhaps are never
Granulated, 05)4 906 Oil—per gal—
Yellow, C
.05)4
Llnaeed,
.659.70 more
happily in evidence than when
08 flu
12
Powdered,
Kerosene,
served as one of the accessories of a picnic
Molasses—per gal—
.85
Havana,
luncheon.
Porto Rico,
410
“Wash and pare medium-sized pota<60
Syrup,
The liquid that grows healthy Jlesk on any sort.
Mettsand Provisions.
toes. Slice thin, using a vegetable slicer
Torn Flesh
Eczema Sores
Running Sores
Bjef, ft:
Pork, 9.
made for the purpes 3, into a bowl of cold Humor
Mouth Sores
Ulcers
15 §18
iteak,
15f.30
Chop,
Varicose Veins
Pimples
water, and let stand one and one-half Scalp Itching
Roasts.
.12 9.25
1*
Ham. per 9
at
Carbuncles
Head Catarrh
Chapped Hands
4)69-10
Corned,
Shoulder,
10@ 1 hours, changing the water twice. Drain,
All you do is to simply keep the sore wet with X*Zalia.
18
Tongues,
Bacon,
i7§25
into
a kettle of boiling water, and
Get
a 5CX:. bottle from any druggist to-day.
plunge
.05
Salt
3
906
Tripe,
l(\a
Veal:
11 §14 let boil one minute. Drain again, cover
Lard,
FREE BOOKLET
18 920
Steak,
with cold water, and let stand five minRoasts,
109.15
Lamb1
utes. Take from the water, and dry be10 §30
Siiiing lamb,
tween towels. Fry in deep fat until deliui
Tongues, each
were awarded.
^Wepromptlyo^tain iTsTand For^gn~
Fresh Fish.
cately browned, keeping in motion with a
The total atieudance was 140, and the
At one end of the room was a large table
06
10 skimmer throughout the cooking.
lb
ReCod,
Shad,
classes
were
following
represented:
on which were gold crowns for those of
06 Scallops,
40 move with a skimmer to a pan lined with
Haddock,
1870 Dr. Ellen J. Wetlaufer, Cheyenne,
12 §18 Mackerel, tb
15 brown
Ballbut,
special standing in the upper classes, Sea
paper (which will absorb the sutb
12
1b
18
trout,
Swordfish,
F.
Addle
Castine.
Wescott,
Wyoming;
perfluous fat)j and sprinkle with salt. Al12 Fresh herring, lb
06
green crowns representing laurel wreaths
Pickerel, tt>
drain
fried
1871 Eliza P. Wescott, Castine.
ways
potatoes on brown paper,
for the pupils who stood highest iu the
Fuol.
for fried food if properly cooked ana
<' Send model, sketch or photo of invention far <'
1872
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Smith (Lelia
lower classes, and packages of books tied woou—percora
uoai—per ion
drained
seldom absorbs enough
<1 f
properly
port on patentability. For free book, <
7 50
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 00 *6 50
Aymar), Weymouth Heights, Mass.
be indigestible to adults.”
fat.to
with ribbon. Beside the first and second
3 00 *5 00
75
Stove,
Dry soft,
1874 Mrs. Emma Averill Smith, Win7 50
Roundings per load
honors in each class, there were first and
Egg,
75
100*125
Nut,
terport; Mary J. Gale, San Diego, Cal.
If you haven’t the time to exercise regusecond honors in each study, and honors
5.00
Blacksmith's
6 5
Buttings, hard
1875 Rev. Silas N.
Adams, Freeport, for good conduct and
larly, Doan’s Regulets will prevent constipaThere
drain
and
application.
Feed.
Floor,
Castine.
E.
Phil
Dr.
E.
tion.
brook,
Me.;
They induce a mild, easy, healthful
was one book for each, which meant that
70
Flour—per bbl—
Oats, bu
1876 Rev. William C. Curtis, W’aldo6 80 86 51 Shorts—bag— 1 85 61 40 action of the bowels without griping. Ask
some of the highest and
most studious
140 Mixed feed, bak,
Cjrn.lOO* bag
your druggist for them. 25c.—Advt.
boro; Helen A. Bragg, Roxbury, Mass.; had almost more than
14 * 45
they could carry.
1 40 Middlings,bag 1 45 a 155 j
Myra P. French, Milbridge.
One of the teachers read the awards. As Corn moal.bag
Cracked corn,
140
a&bmtBrmtnlB
1877 Susie Haynes DeLaittre, Minneeach child's name was called, her crown
apolis, Minn.; Mrs. E. E. Phil brook, Cas- and books were given either to her mother
LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
NEURALGIA’S AGONY
tine; Dr. Alton A. Jackson, Everett, Mass. or the “directrice.” The child then came
A bushel of Liverpool salt 8'»all weigh 6n
1878 Charles P. DeLaittre, Minneapolis,
poun ls, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
forwarl, the wreath was placed on her weigh 70 pounds.
NO Need of Suffering If Y’ou Ue<
L.
LeFred
Payson, Guilford;
Minn.;
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
head, she was presented with the books,
Neuralgic Anodyne.
la good order and tit for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
nora G. Higgins, Ellsworth.
and kissed on both cheeks, according to of apples, 44 pou nds.
Relieves the knife-like pains of neu |
1879 Emma Morrow, West Roxbury,
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In !
the French custom. The fact that the
Mas9.
good order and lit for shipping, Is 60 pounds; I ralgia. nervous headaches, rheumamothers had this part in the exercises im- of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 6*
tism, and other nerve troubles in thir
1880 Mattie Pendleton Jackson, Evermore
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 51,
in
of
me.
I
saw
tears
the
pressed
eyes
ty minutes by the clock,—that is th<
of
and
Mass.
carrots,
FngPsh
turnips,
rye
ett,
than one mother as her child came to her. pounds;
record of Neuralgic Anodyne.
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
1881
Mrs. Lizzie Crosby Brown, DeThis reliable remedy is entirely dif
The great privilege was granted me of of barley and buckwheat, 46 pounds: of oats,
82 pounds, or even measure as uv agreement.
troit.
ferent from anything else that yoi
crowning one little girl who had no
1882
Mabel F.
Simmons, Stockton
have ever used, as it is taken inter
motner there. As she came up to me in
Aunt Mary’s Glorious Funeral.
nally as well as rubbed on the affecte< j
Springs; John R. Dunton, Belfast.
her little black gown I was deeply moved.
Will J. Thompson, South China;
1883
A dear old New England spinster, the
parts, so that it reaches the seat of th<
After the awards were made, the “dinerve
pains, and at the same tim<
Jennie Sargent Thompson, South China.
embodiment of the timid and shrinking,
changis
one
of
most
who
the
finds Its way through the pores of th
1881
Fred A. Pitcher, Chelsea, Mass.; rectrice,”
passed
away at Carlsbad, where she had
a
ever
women
I
the aching tissues and throb
to
■kin
met, gave very inspiring
Dr. Jay Perkins, Providence, R. I.
gone for her health. Her nearest kinsbing nerves.
ing address to the children. Then the
M.
1887 Lillian
a
ordered
her
sent
Dearborn, Everett, school wa9 dismissed and there was a man,
body
nephew,
Neuralgic Anodyne is so invariabl
Mass.
back to be buried—as was her last wish
successful in curing neuralgia, rheu
great hustle and bustle in the court-yard. in the
His
lose UUDert t.. -Morrill, riroows; cnaries
little
country graveyard.
matism, headaches, and other nerv
quiet
:
Everyone had to be kissed again, and the
can be imagined when, on openM. Goodwin. Springfield, Mass.
Bufferings, that It is sold under an ab
little girls all went away either with pa- surprise
that the money wil
solute
guarantee
he
instead
of
the
1989
Kate Ross Goodwin, Springfield,
the
ing
beheld,
casket,
rents or nursemaids, save the little MarA larg
be refunded unless it cures.
Mass.; Dr. Jarvis B. Woods, Bangor.
placid features of his aunt Mary, the ma- j sized bottle costs but 25 cts. Sold ev
are noted for their remarkable capacity for
celle whom I had crowned. She will be
Twltchell*
The
in
full
Made
by
of
an
1890 Ella F. Jordan, Ellsworth.
erywhere.
;
jestic port
English general
remaining long in tune underconstantuse.
here for a part of her vacation. She came
Co., Portland, Me.
Charaplin
he
had
1891
Zelnia Foster Lowery, Monticello.
regimentals, who,
(remembered,
to me the next day in the garden saying,
chanced to die at the same time and place !
1893 Emery D. Bickmore, Sandy Point.
“It is you who crowned me yesterday.”
Alice Crocker Hitchborue, Stockas his aunt.
1891
Since then we have beeorne the best of
At once he cabled to the general’s heirs,
ton Springs; Abbie C. Chase, Searsport.
friends. Every night we take an afterHarriette B. Glidden, Worcester,
1895
explaining the situation and requesting j
dinner promenade in the garden, and we
instructions.
Whitaker, Chelsea,
Mass.; Carrie A.
have many a frolic together, she all the
Mass.
They came back as follows: “Give the
are popularlyknown as the Pianos with the
while acting quite unconsciously as my
1896 Musa B. Dollard, Brooklin; Edith
general quiet funeral. Aunt Mary inteacher.
French
little
Sweet, Resonant Tone.
terred to-day with full military honors,
Buck Gustin, Caribou.
♦
t
six brass bands, saluting guns.”
1897 Nellie B. Foster, Fort Fairfield;
If you are considering the purchase of a
Isaac B. Clary, Livermore Falls; Wendell
How Burbank Works.
us send you our beautifully
let
piano,
H. Marden, West Medford, Mass.; Flora
No man is worth much to society until
In his methods of working. Burbank is
illustrated catalogue of
Haley Marden, Stockton Springs.
quick and decided. It was m3’ privilege he leatns to make the most of himself.
Mass.
R.
Annie
his
1898
Black, Quincy,
to be with him during one morning in
Health in the Canal Zone.
1899 Mary C. Richardson, Castine.
“proving-grounds” at Sevastopol, some
The high wages paid make it a mighty
1900 Nettie E. Philbrook, Castine; Nan seven miles from his home. Row’ after
to our young artisans to join
J. Grindle, Penobscot; Harriet T. Moody, row of 3’oung plum-trees, covered with temptationof skilled
workmen needed to
the force
Winterport; Bert N. Allen, Brunswick.
fruit, stood before us. Two assistants construct the Panama Canal. Many are
Thomaston.
E.
however
Harriet
O’Brien,
of
white
restrained
1901
were with us, one with a handful
by the fear of fevers
also, if yon wish, address of nearest
It is the knowing ones
Notice
1902 Annie E. Rhodes. Northport; Edna cords and one with a handful of brown or and malaria.
party having a Merrill Piano that can be
w
have
used
Electric Bitters—who
those
ho
with
the
of
Eli*
contracted
City
seen and examined.
Frankfort.
H. Pulleys,
black ones.
go there without this fear, well knowing
worth to support and care for those wb<
1903 Everett W. Fowler, South Brewer;
malarious influence •my need assistance during the next five yean
“These are all grown from the same
are safe from
they
Cures blood and are legal residents of Ellsworth. 1 forth
Mary A. Creighton, Augusta; Alice E. seed. Now' see how they differ.” He with Electric Bitters on hand.
Piano
on my account, a>
too, biliousness, weakness and all all persous trusting them
room and accommodations t<
Sanborn, Frankfort; Bertha E. Appleton, picked a few’ plums from the first tree. poison,
*
liver
and
troubles.
Guar- there is plenty of the
stomach,
kidney
BOSTON.
yarm
boost*.
tor them at
'Mire
Mass.
City
Susie
Attleboro,
tasted
Cousins,
Carmel;
anteed by E. G. Moore, druggist. 50c.
Rapidly he looked at one, carefully
vi. » Pwraarv
B.
Winnie
Carmel;
1901
Andrews,
it, and said: “Kill.” I had scarcely got my
Louise A. Smith, Winterport; Claude L. teeth into the first plum w’hen he w’as on
irrom the moment the
CoM.
Clara
to the next tree, and the next, and the
Sidelinger, Washington;!
BlueM.
Alice
aswas
Wescott,
wheat is scoured until
bold, Stockton;
simply
next, with a rapidit3’ that
hill.
tounding. His keen eyes trained to scienenters your
M. tific accuracy, saw’ at what seemed to me
1905 Bernice Philbrook, Castine;
Eva Griffin, Park; Lida HugbeB, Frank- to be one glance all the attributes of the
no hand
fort.
tree. One taste satisfied him as to texture,
1906 Gladys N. Black, Cape Rosier; M. juiciness, and flavor of the fruit, and thus,
Winifred Mehann, Alton; Hannah F. almost in a moment, he had decided
whether the tree was worth keeping for
Sargent, Alton; Nellie Webster, Orlaud.
1869-1879 Prof. Grenville T. Fletcher further experimentation, or was to go to
and wife.
the bonfire.
1SS9 to present time. Prof. A. F. RichAlmost as fast as I can write it the words
ardson and wife.
fell from his lips, “Kill,” “Keep,” “Keep,”
“Kill,” “Kill,” “Keep.” The attendants
Character is the product of antagoniems.
follow'ed, and put on the w hite or black
(America*• Greatest Winter Wheat Patenti
The muscle is made strong under Bevere strings which denoted the fate of the parstrain. We appreciate the strength of an ticular tree.—George W. James in Circle.
cleanliness
ocean-going steamer by the many and terrible storms she weathers. The weariThe w hole world is put in motion by the
every
desire of wealth, which is chiefly to be
some journey to the distant mountainlarger vision. valued as it secures us from poverty; for
in its manufacture.
height is necessary for the
is
it
more useful for defence than acquiwe
must
which
To nave nothing against
and is not so much able to secure
Jlsk your Grocer for’'Tld‘Blts" from "Town Talk"— the latest
jg purest
of
*
struggle bravely is to develop a character sition,as to exclude evil.—Dr. Johnson.
^
Cook-book.
good
and worthless.
i;

Vegetables.
Green corn,d>>z 15 §26 Onion*, 9
08 §03'
k
(5
20o
.A Par nips, lb
Potatoes,;
Now turnips,3>
02 Carrots,
03
0» Cabbage tb
>3.
Lettuce,
Cucumber -, each
01
05
String beans, qt
Green peppers,lb 1< «, 5 Green peas, pk 2.*« 3
r«i5
Tomatoes,ib
Beans—per qifq i«rh. lb
0'v»uj>4
l'eliow-eye
10§
03
Pea,
Uceis, lb
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A RECORD YEAR.

years.

'flobfrtiKOTtnt*,

KITTKRY TO l AttIUOU.

^TRADE-MARKS

was

The encampment of 1907 will go down
on record as a
banner year. There have
been more huge bonfires, more pow-wows
on the beach, more buck board rides and
more social entertainments than in former

MARKETS.

—

THE SANDY POINT ASSOCIATION.

popular.
The sleeping accommodations in the
main building still provide for twenty-

ELLSWORTH

—

j

Pauper
HAVING

Merrill

the

package

pantry

Mfg. Co.,

touches

“TownTalk”Flour
Scrupulous
accompanies

at

once

insipid

step

foods.

|

I

extensive system at aoch time aa the
growth of the city demanded.

rllswoitl) American.
AL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
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In another column may be found an
official statement by tbe officers of the
Mt. Desert Transit Co. relating to the
first report made to them by the chief
engineer of the party that haa made a

AN AUTHORS REAL!
DETECTIVE WORK.

>*•

j

>

MINK.

I

am

a

AND

SEWERS

STREETS

DI9

UNDER

CUSHION—ROLLS OP ACCOUNTS PON
MONTH PASSED.
nature

presented to tbe Ellsworth municipal officers
at their meeting Monday evening. Stephen
tiroes, who anya he has lost seventeen
chickens sod two hen* killed by irink,
end two hens killed by dogs, asks compensation in the sum of fl2J0. If the
city pnys the bill it will be reimbursed
A bill of

so

unusual

was

NEW

ROADS AND BRIDGES.

Chief Engineer Leonard of the Bar Har»
bor A In ion Kivejr Power Co., spoke in
relation to road and bridge changes made
necessary by the building of the dam. He
said the company would accede to the

by the State.
Sewers and

proposition

of the

city

to

pay half the
new streets were the princoat of construction of new roads and
meettbe
at
of
discussion
cipal subjects
bridge approaches, in addition to making
ing.
change in Infant street bridge and paying
was
The foil board
present. Mayor all land damages.
To accommodate some of the property
(freely presiding.
the
width of Mc- owners of the shore road who will be
It was voted to change
the
Kenzie avenue, recently accepted by
flowed out when the dam is finished, and
who have retained their buildings with
city, from three to two rods.
the view of moving them back to the new
ROLLS OP ACCOUNTS.
Rolls of account* were passed as follows: road, Mr. Leonard said the line of the
new road could be staked out at once,
BOLL or UVOCSTf SO. ?.
fa««l. and he would try to do it this week.
.Vaasa.
fund.
4SS0
The board took a recess to Thursday
Edward T Finn.
Police.
«> m
John E Moulton.
evening.
*®
1
High school. Jobs P Royal-

NOTICE.

Flint N«Hr>n»! Hack
THEctled
E!liw„rtt> iB th*f«.Fi. *wor»k-U.

H A John Lullam,
Simon Garland.
Estate of H S Jones.
Hcbt olhouae. H F Weecott.
Abram Sargent. Jr,
Julia RElla,
CUre I Carter.
Fire dept,
FU WrseotL
AHA Jobs Lullam
A

ISO
S ®®
»IS
10 <7

14 0*

SO®
S*
#
'a OS
1 <«

■ 0®
E P Jordan,
4® R
John A Stuart,
15®
Arthur H Merrtam.
«»
EE Brady.
14 *
Whitcomb, Haynes ft Co,
» 13
H F Wescott.
1* 75
Win E Joy,
*«
FL Heath.
» 70
H V Bailey Co.
4 48
Andrew M Moor.
SQO
Clair Clement.
48
®
Pet care Cem, C R Foster.
*®
Elizabeth A Belcher.
Library.
10®
E B Springer.
S 5
Whitcomb, Hay nes ft Co.
45®
Suptofschs. John F Royal.
38
Power
1®
Co.
Electric light. B H ft U R
295®
Michael J Drummer.
Poor.
5®
Contingent. Hatpin Sfcow Print.
»®
John A Peter*.
1®
E E Joy,
I tf
George A Moore.
> 75
Hancock Co Pub Co,
K 40
J A C unningham.
«00
The Dirslbane Mfg Co.

•1.1*54
COMMIRSIOXSa'S

STREET

ROLL-

Highways.
Bridges.
Sidewalks...

•*! *
50*45
55*

•910*
PTBE DEPARTMENT.

Harvey Morang, Walter Dodge, Edward
Brady, Harold Higgins and Walter Cushmembers of the fire
the men selected
in addition to the Senator Hale boee comman

were

elected

department. These
pany to

bring

are

the

complement

at the

Franklin street house up to twenty men,
from which both hose and hook and ladder companies were formed.
Alderman Stuart reported the improvements at the Franklin street engine house

completed.
TELEGRAPH WIRES.

In regard to changes in telephone and
telegraph wires, as ordered by the city
government, Aid. Stnart reported that
the Western Union had put its wires, at
the point complained of, in a cable. The
Postal Telegraph Co. sent a representative
here, who went over the ground and
agreed to raise its wires from s point on
Water street near the Bonaey building,
to the rear of the First national bank
building, above all buildings by erecting
forty-five foot poles. The New England
Telephone A Telegraph Co. sent its division
superintendent and an engineer here, and
it was agreed to put its wires from the
Main street bridge across State street and
at Franklin street and across Main in a
suspended cable on forty-five-foot poles.
A petition from the residents of Church
street for the removal of all telephone and
telegraph wires and poles from the south
side of that street, was received and referred to the committee on streets. It is
suggested that the wires can be carried
through from Oak street to School street
on Lincoln street, just south of the east
side grammar school
SEWERS

building.

AND DRAINS.

M. S. Smith, of the board of health, apbefore the board to inquire what
had been done in regard to the drain
across Water street under the Gay nor and
Burrill buildings, formal complaint having been made to the board of health. It
was out of the jurisdiction of the board
of health, and Mr. Smith believed the

peared

city responsible.
Aid. Stuart for the board reviewed
briefly the situation. The brook has never
been accepted or acknowledged
by the
city as a sewer drain; no pe; mission has
ever been given
anyone to empty sewage in the drain, and the aldermen did
not consider the city responsible.
At the
meeting it was voted to notify all persons
emptying sewage into the drain to discontinue

so

doing.

Mr. Smith thought it would be a serious
thing to enforce this prohibition, as it
would mean the construction of many
cesspools, the overflow from which tlie
city would have to take care of, and which
would be a greater menace to pi<biic
health than the drain, even in its present
condition. Mr. Smith called attention to
the fact, before lost sight of by the aidermen, that the city itself w as one of the
contaminators of the drain, the overflow
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INCIDENT Iff
Wkat One Woman Thinks.
*°*
East Stagy, Aug. X). 1907.
™
Ionia.''
*
mtasiog since Joit m I90*
drowned la•Rmerae.c.7 etri'l.'
To Ike Editor of Tht A merican:
*•«
M**''"
» and 10 or*
Do you allow the republican women to Ham Jordan and
hjp®
Raymonl Clark !•
•peak through your columns? Yon know un.ro d.bl. KtM.nl. the .round and ’“ki
"*l °' •*•*'
they will apeak anyhow. Sow 1 never
M«nr Caraaama F .eT.
really wanted to vote, but I do want to
i,.„„
tell others how not to vote sometimes.
T.ihi NttriiT
the
it
be.iile.
announcement
of
penal
m
Hon.
William
By
!.-.f.„cu_
‘Intel* Irom *it«o to *.s
-hlrtSI
T. Hainea. of WaterriJle, for a candidate month.
In atate prla .n: s„„
for governor, I am reminded of the story •f.m or dtieea month. Imp-,.'.inni.nr £
eaci. and errry ca.i or
t.eapa. m
un;^*n]»
in our school* books, when I was a child, cna
uaiculopark from Ihla date.
of the wolf which had lost his teeth and
Mt,lr C' Fll,ri *'
Aag. ti, laar.
tried to hire as a watch-dog to the shep——
OPKCTAI
N*niti
herd.
A. Chatto.
not treapa.f in Coolcnloctr. P.rk
I
demand protection to life and
pert.
The Wary ('row.
from the county or Hancock
-he
i
The crow is useful in killing mice, Maine, end the United State, cf America
Maar C. Ekctz At -rra.
snakes, lizards and frogs and is a splendid
scavenger. He is quite wary, will always
XotUin.
flee from a man with a gun, but
pays
little attention to the ordinary pedastrian.
wtmciK
These birds are gregarious In their habits,
of TreawaL
\V HERR AS Oscar L.Of 8ragrf.
Hancock. state of
and make their large, untidy neats at the JT. *®
Main*, by tit mortgage deed dated t*t fir*
O# May. a. d. im. and record*! in Haatops of trees. They come in flocks to the
c»ck county registry of deed*, book
3H, pan
sleeping groee, ait around on the ground, 106. conveyed
to me. the undersigned, a
cerand when all are assembled they rise sim- tain lot or parcel of land with the building*
situated la Tremont a'ore**»d aud
ultaneously and scramble for neats. Crows thereon,
on tbeeas* aide of Baaa Harbor so
t*i:*d.aad
mate for life.
bounded and described aa follow u wit
Beginning at tbe oortbweet corner of Amy E.
Thoaesrho are “rot off" in the prime of Clement ar (formerly Holder lot. the nee following said Clement* west line somberly
life generally do most of the cutting seven
(7) rods and twenty (* l!nk*morsor
lews to said Clemente' tootbweat comer:
themselves.
tbence north #44* west nine 9 rod* and thirOld Lady—lan't something being done teen (IS) links to a atone near t*,« brook;
thence by tbe brook and e*a> of and arouod
for that ship In distreas? Coastguard-It’s the
wall northwesterly four (I rod* and fix
all right, mum. We've sent'em a line to
• ! links to Clifford Dolilvei'a southeast corner; tbence by said Dolliver'a cam !in«
the
come ashore.
Old Lady-Good gracious! brook) to where it intersect*
with Frank McWere they waiting for a formal invita- Mullen’s south line; thence by *aid M Mullen’s south line easterly fifteen |3 rod* sad
tion?
seven (7) .inks mo e or levs to the plar* of beginning and containing five elgbtbof so
acre more or lews, together with a
ght of
Old Age.
one rod wide across the land of Ptrrv W.
Old age as it comes in the orderly process ol waj
Richardson south of and following tbe aforeNature ia s beautiful and majestic thing
said Amy E. Clements' acuta line to the town
The very shadow of ectfpse which threaten* or count
v road.
It. makes tt the more paired, ll stands tor etAnd whereas tbe conditions of said tnortperience. knowledge. wisdom and counsel.
have been btoken and remain so. now
That Is old sge. as It should be. But old age g**e
therefore, by reason of the breach of the conu* tt no often Is means nothin* but n second
dition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said
childhood of mind and body
What makes
and hereby give th. s notice
the difference! Very largely the care of the mortgage
Dated this thirty-first day of August, a. d.
etomach. In
and the fall strength ot 1M7.
youth
Claua A. Rkhasdsox,
manhood It doesn’t seem to matter how we
By Seth W. Norwood, her attorney.
treat the stomach.
We abuse It. overwork tt.
injure It. We don’t eutter from it much. But
notice or roHEao*n:£

TBira

-'S*

~tw’%SSTto“*

,

THR

_Julia

DO

Legal
or'roirti.oM^Sir

_

when age comes the etomach is worn out. It
can’t prepare and distribute tne needed
nourishment to the body, and the body, onnourished, fulls into senile decay. Dr Pierre's
Oolden Medical Discovery ia a wonderful
medicine for old people whose stomachs are
"weak’’ and whose digestions are -poor.’’ Its
invigorating effect* are felt by mind as welt
a* body.
It takes the sting from old age. and
make* old people strong.
CJCUHUIH,
AGENT iloai tu every town to Mil
flavoring extracts (el! kinds perfume*,
toilet articles, patent medicine*, etc- To the
right party a liber* 1 offer and per mane ut
work. Address WtucamH Ext OospAwr,
Box 266. Lynn. Mass.

LADY

Jcr Sa-t.
1 hor*e cutuncer:
and second-hand open wagone: four top
CARR!AGES—One
oud hand.
buggies.
low. L
new

*e<

*

rices

Tkiadseu. El is worth. Me

E.

very

limited quantity of iotu^eJoist. p aae«l spruce and pine boards,
etc., at reasonable prices.
M. C. Ai'aTtJ*,
Cuniculocus Park Mills, Egypt. Me

LUMBER—A

—

£o lit.
tenement
Hancock 8t., in good condition. Apply
TENEMENT—8ix-room
U. A. M. Joy. Ellsworth.
on

to

TENEMENT—Five-room
ling St.,
damMoose,

tenement

near

druggist, Ellsworth.

Appiv

on
to

SterE G.

East.
WTATCH—Open-faced
between the

silver watch.
Lost
v v
Congregational church
and residence of C. &. Foster, Main street.
Will finder return to H. P. Hopeixs, Ellsworth?

BAG—Containing book with owner's
name on fly leaf, and valuables.
Lost on
Bayside roa«f last Saturday, Aug. 17. Fiuder
will be rewarded by returning to Fiest National Base, Ellsworth, Me.

SATIN

■QXNTING-CA8E gold watch, Waltham.
XX No. 283791. with fob attached. Finder
will be suitably rewarded by returning same
to Feed G. Smith, Ellsworth, Me.

Jtftlp IHanUt.
general work at Cmr Llkch
Rooms, Franklin, street.

GIRL
eiperienced
work in family
AN
•4
week.
Mas.

generaJhoused

woman for
of two adults.

per

A.

L.

Surry rotd.

TI^HEREAS Ned R. Murphy, of Trrraout.
\f
county of Hancock. 8Ute of Maine, by

his mortgage deed dated the third da* ! September. a. d. UdJ, and recordrd in the Hadcock county registry of deeds, book 3/7. page
310. conveyed to me. the undersigned. a certain lot or parcel of real estate situated in
Tremont. in the county of Haucack. and
A
bounded
and
described as follows:
certain
lot
or
parcel of land wits
the buildings thereon situate',
Treiu
mont, nfoieaaid.
and on the east side of
Baa* Harbor so-called bounded and described
as follows, to wit:
Beginning at the southeaat corner of John Tbursiou'a honieCead lot
and in the north line of land of the late
James L. Wilson; tbence following *aid Wilson'* line N 75 degrees *5 minutes E sixteen
<!•) rods and ten :U>) links to the center of
the road leading to Baas Haroor Head; tbence
by said road northerly five (3) rod*: theuce
8-774 degrees W. seventeen 17) rods and ten
cast
(10) links to the aforesaid Thursto.
»
line; thence ny said Thurston’* e*«; line
degrees tS minutes E. five rods to tbe place of
beginning, containing one-half (4 an acre
more or less, it being tbe same a* orveyfd
to tne bv warranty deed date*! April s’. ft d.
1903. and recorded in Hancock county registry
of deed*, book 3U. page 400.
And whereas the condition* of said mortgage have been broken and remain so, now
ibeietore, by reason of the bieach of the condition thereof. I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgaze and hereby give thi* nonet
Dated this thirty-first day of August, a. a.
"
1007Claes A. Richa*d*ox.
By Seth W*. Norwood, her attorney
■

uir.

luyuriocr

X

ncrenj

unrs

uud-i

be has been duly appointed aduiinis*
of the estate of
CAROLINE H. STANLEY, late of CHAN*
BERRY ISLES,
in the county of Hancock, deceased,
Al. per*
given bonds as tbe law direct*.
eons having demands against tbe estate or
said deceased are desired to present tbe
Indebted
same
for settlement,
and all
thereto are requested to make pay men: imLawta 0. Stasis*•
mediately.
Crauber.-y Isles, Aug. IS, 1907.
trator

VEAL WANTED
HYDE.

WHEELER CO.

(Established 1*64
41 North Market St., Boston. Mass.
top market prices ami will make
prompt returns for
VKAL- LAMB- POULTRY
Butter, Kggi A Farm Produce.

Can gel

for

Hudson,

Wage*

on

the

reports, tags, shipping certifistencils, etc., furnished free.
Strictly Com mission.

Market
cates.

XMmtisrmmts.

SEND 10 CENTS
AND get

6 Souvenir Post Cards

Sold In stores for 15c.
Sent post-paid on same day order Is receivedAlso
Views from all over the world.
actresses.
>o cheap or comic ones, but arrest.
aod beautiful. Benu the 10 cents TO-DAi
get the cards by next mall. Address:

rkjM*

jj————
We offer One Hundred Doilsrs Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured bv
Hall s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY A CO..
Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known P. J.
the last 1ft years, and believe him
Cheney for
perfectly honorable in all business transactions. and financially able to carry out any
obligations made by nis firm.
Walding, K inn an & Marvin.
Wholesale Druggists. Toledo. O. I
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Price. 75c. per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

clewing

!•

|
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BILL FOR CHICK F.NS KILLED BY

o-—

[Original 1
writer of detective no nMy work ban sapped ruy confidence lit
JOCE COUNTY PUBLISHING COeircumstautial evidence, for there is no
?. BoLLiVA, Editor JUKI Mauser.
preliminary survey of the proposed case, however strong, against an a*'
?. H. Ttxca. Awudue Editorelectric road between Ellsworth and cased person that I cannot frame m
on Pti v-|i » s fiir; $l«iior Ax
Mt. Desert island. This report gives (trout a the-iry for the defen «. Ha >
% ce*
1t -rr « mor-it?: If ial*i
in- lag made this sutenicat tn a friend
ceorno suggestion of any desire or
t« atf ?*!■>-. t 5*-, 75 an«t
who Is a practical worker i.i prison re
Alt «rHe rupiea 5 ffnt#.
re'r.
tention to abandon tbe project, but
are r*rfcoB««l at ibe raw of #2 per
form, be (hid me that be bad c.-n a
rather indicates that the determina- woman whom be
believed to lie tnno
? (UIM-A'C reasonable a»d will be
to build in a manner
and
tion
to
bnild
lent serrSat a life sentence for harln_
>OWB on appttrwttwa.
that cannot, in the long run, fail to poisoned feer bastMnd. II;* ashed mo t •
**con>w*\c*\*a. * alK>uld be a ?<bre*«*l
Is aa rfcil her ail 11 1 came a a ny with the
meet with general approval.
eric** a- -I kcouet • rilere ma*te pavH*. Hxscw
LOCSTT Pi BLJ*HXMi
tame opinion as hijmelf to Interest my
has
ever been.
as
it
virile
aorth. Masoe.
se.: i;i her beh'.lf. 1 consented.
i f arid Mrs. u.ia lilngland a pretty
COO TV GOSSIP.
is week’s edition of The
woman of thlrly. I bad a long corner
Sumner P. Mills, of Stooington.
Senator
jtv.u wph her. not with a view to
can is 2.900 copies.
has been nominated by Gov. Cobb as one
learning of her gtillt or lnno'enco from
of
Maine.
of
tbe
ol
trustee*
tbe
University
he. arguments, but to make up my
e for the year of 1906,
2,304
mini u|»*n the hi-tier plane of intniH»rrv M. Conners has won out in the tlcu It did not • ■eni to me to be
pos
:3SDAY, SEPTEMBER 4,1907. contest for recorder ol tbe Bar Harbor »ib> for a refitted
person, as Mm. Bins
eras
Tbe
court.
appointment
municipal
land was. If guilty of a frightful crime
announced yesterday.
The vwpr Question,
to »p;ear to me to be Innocent. After
a long conversation I left her perfectly
tatter of vital importance to
Tbe story of a Turner boy, who eras car- sure that she was
being pmits.ed for a
of Ellsworth ia joat now ocried into tbe air by a water; spout while crime she had not
committed. This
the attention of the city govnear
on
Little
lake,
Porpoise
fishing
conclusion had nothing to do with any
,t, as it has at intervals for Waterford, sounds Baby, bat sealer spout*
api-cal whatever to my reason.
ears paat.
It ia the question on Maine lakes are not uncommon. Three
This is s synopsis of her case: 8V
on
Patten’s
one
was
seen
(pond
years ago
•rage.
married Peter Uingland. a man twenty
matter was brought up thia by two Ellsworth men.
stin
years older than herself, a
note sharer of the olden type
rough complaint of the condiof Bar crusty
society
Tnefrillage
improvement
the drain or brook which
Blngland. never In good health, at la "
HarhorTias made another postal card canWater street just below the
gradually Rank away anl died. What
vass of the summer residents to ascertain
he died of no one knew, for h? was t w
ice. There is no doubt but this tbeir views with
regard to admission of
in frightful condition at thia antomobiles. Of 130 answers received mean to have a doctor. He was bark L
ami bis wife proceeded to take posses
nd a menace to the health of 425 are against tbe auto and only 5 for.
(ion of bbi estate.
the
250
to
1.
Tbe
business
in
was
or
Tbe
vote
two
ago
year*
ring
doing
One day Ernest A. Parsons received
permanent resident* had no part in tbe
at his dab through tbe wall a mue
vote.
i
iu
oroos, wmcn in
upper
signed Julia Ring land, of whom he
Angers oat into several
There is a warning for Hancock coanty bad never beard. In It she admitted
as, drains practically all that mothers in the story from Cheboygan,
that she loved him, bat would not per
of the residential part of the Mich., this week of a boy who wma fatally mit him to tie near her so long as her
Hancock county husband lived. The note ended wi.
>per lying north of Main street, injured by a spanking.
•o the business section.
For boys had just as soon leave the story tbe single word •'Walt.”
without the explanation that the
It happened that there was a noth
has been de- there,
rears sewage
boy had a dynamite percussion cap in his Parsons In tbe club. Edward A. Pin it, and from time to time
pocket which exploded at the first blow of sons. The note had been addre seJ
rat of its condition has been the
shingle. The mother lost two fingers. E. X. Parsons and hid fallen Into
So long as it was kept clear,
The Parsons who rewrong bands.
as sufficient run of water to
ceived It talked about It. Its elisten
State Board of Trade.
t it becoming a serious nniThe annual m ietiag'of the ^Btate board reached the ears of Peter Rlvglarvl
relatives, and they accused the wide
of trade will be |fa*ld at Portland Thursronble just now is caused by day and Friday, Sept. 19 and 20. The ses- of having poisoned her husband. Th
.-king of the drain near Water sion will open at the board of trade rooms body was exhumed, the stomach an.
f und In *u3b len
The issue seems to be, who is at 2 o'clock Thursday. The address of the lyzed and arsenic
of secretary and treasquantity to kill several men. Tbe no
able for the keeping of the president, reports
and tbe arsenic were the main poln.
urer and election* of officers will be first
dear—the owner of the proon which the prosecuting attorney
in order.
r the city.
The city disclaims
Hon. James Phinney Baxter, ex-mayor cured a conviction
ability on the ground that it of Portland, will give an address on “The
My proving Mrs. Blnglan.Ts in::
ver recognised it aa a sewer Evolution of Art in ’the City”, Hon.
cence depended solely upon one pc.-,
—her husband must have taken u:
ind hcs never given permission Charles 3. Hichborn. president of the Auhoose-owner to enter it with gusta board of trade, will speak on senlc without the knowledge of on.,
>r sewer pipe.
The city has “Things Financial”, and Hon. James one else. The attorney for the defen
of Rockland, commissioner of had taken this position, but coui.l a
-epairs on the drain several Donahue,
dnee no proof that It in gland had eve
sea an 1 shore fisheries, will tell of “The
ven on private property, hot
Importance of Maine’s S?a and Shore bought a grain of arseule In bis lifr
-sent board of aldermen claims
He had Investigated every drug stowJ Fisheries”.
■8 not constitute a
recognition
Rlns
| Thursday evening thsre will be a In the suburban town In which 1
train as a sewer.
land had lived, but not one ha
eve
Friban.^u : at to? F*lm»at.k. hotel.
ie matter now stands, the city
day the visiting delegate will be the sold the drug to the decease 1.
ible
solution
to
t’H
; ment has voted to order
One day a p>all guests of the Portland board of trade, the
owners
emptying into the programme including a trolley ride at 9 a. problem occurred to me. RStigVi 1 va
s<i stingy that he might have bon li
r o discontinue doing
so.
This m. to so mi of tbs pleasure parka and
the drug wholesale. The theory was
l
necessitate the bn tiding of other points of interest. At 10.39 the
1
will leave Custom House wharf by I tertalnly farfetched, but 1 deter::: 1
<
ilsat many places, which would party
to Investigate the wholesale druggl t»
steamir for a sail through Casco
special
t
-come a more serious menace
bay, arriving at Long Island about noon, thoroughly. There were five of them
t
public health than the drain where one of Cushing's celebrated clam- In the city. 1 went to ail of them a m
<
.a Us present condition.
asked if they bad hail any a;r->
bakes will bi enjoyed at the Caaco Bay
with Peter lUngland. Not one of t h a.
now transpires that the city it- house.
had ever had such au account on Its
f
is an offender in the matter of
Brooksvllfe Vessel Sunk.
books. Resides, they would not hart
<
ninating the brook, the oversold the goods to any one not In the
The schooner Phineas H. Gay, owned by
from a cesspool at one of its
£
F. R. Perkins, of Brooksville, who drug business, certainly not at the
.ooihonses running into it.
This Capt.
s
wholesale piice. Since 1 had made u;
commanded her, and his brother, W. R.
a
rently unimportant little fact
j Perkins, sank in Boston harbor Monday my mind that proving .{Ungland's par
may in itself have an important bear- night.
chase of the drug himself was the only
i >g on the question of whether or not
The vessel was loaded with clay from j possible way of establishing his whi
t e city has recognized it as a sewer Perth Amboy for Boston. She was valued ow's Innocence. 1 determined to push
d sin.
at |2,509, and was not insured. She prob- j farther in my investigations. Was li
not possible that Rinvland had had the
At Monday evening’s meeting of the ably will b? a total’loss. The crew landed
drug sent to him under au assume,
city government Aid. Stuart intimated safely.
name?
naively that in ordering house-owners
AMUSEMENT NOTES.
to discontinue the nse of the drain for
•tore In the city to make up a stateA story which will appeal to the entire
sewage, the order was not to be taken 1
ment of ail the arsouk it had
.tl
because of its parity and strength
too literally. It waa not intended to * family
in the town where Illngiand had !!• -d
is told in the new comedy-drama “Hearts
force them to build cesspools, bat to
within two years prior to his death
i of Gold” which is the attraction at Han*
arouse them to some concerted action
There were u umulter of quantities of
cock hill to-morrow evening.^The play
through which it would be possible for is‘the work of Jay Hunt, who is re$ponsi- arsenic on one of the statements that
the city to convert the drain into a ble for “A Crown of Thorns” and “Down had been billed to the itidgewo-x)
The items arrested my at
sewer.
by the Sea”, and it. is said that this, his pharmacy.
tention, for the articles were :.l
Whether or not the steps taken by latest work, is far superior to anything arsenic. I
inquired for the RMgew.iof.
that has gone before.
the city will lead to this conclusion, it
pharmacy and was told that it did r a
most
feasible
be
the
and
to
s tems
exist and never had existed. Tl a ;
KEITH S THEATRE, BOSTON.
knew 1 iiad found what I had bed
economical plan for sewerage of that
The
fall and Iwinter Tseasan opened at
buutlu.p f *r.
portion of the city that can be sug- Keith's last
with one of the best
Monday
I still had to produce proof tl.
gested. The brook is a natural water of vaudeville bills, and it w'ill be followed
bad received the goodi
coarse, and there are no grades to be by one the coming week that will be fully Klnglnud
had the matter bunted up at the ex
If the city, through the
overcome.
up to it. Paul Conchas, the “Militaiy
pres# office and found receipts fa.
co-operation of owners of land Hercules,” the greatest heavyweight jug- packages signed *‘Th Ridgewood
I*!ia.
throngh which the drain rnns or by I gler the stage hasfknown, has returned to U.r.cy. per 1’. R.” in I'eter Rlnglaud'..
condemnation proceedings, conld se- America this season under cornract tc play handwriting. The dates of
shlpraen
cure the right to enter upon the pro- the Keith circuit. (He has added rainy
and the receipts accorded exactly.
novelties
his
act.
to
Armed with this evidence, the lawyer
perty and conatrnct and perpetnally
Fred Walton and hi§£company are to win
had defended Mrs. Rlngland ia
maintain a sewer, it conld be done at
the pantomimic classic, “Cissy’s
present
comparatively amali coat considering Dream.” Bessie W’ynn. who scored one of court, working with me. secured a
pardon for iter, the only means availathe number served, and this cost the hits of the
past season, is to return ble of doing her jw-1P*e, or, rather, of
would be largely borne by the house- with some new songs.
getting her out of prison. There are
owners whom it convenienced.
Kept
’’Stop, Look and Listen” is the title of no words or phra* -s capable of exclear of underbrash and debris in the sketch to be played by MayTully and
pressing her gratitude to ate.
Once out of prison, Mrs. Ulughnm
open places, and piped where neces- j Company. It is(a clever; bit of dramatic
work
Matthew
and
White.
!jr.,
a
by
benegives went to work t > discover a reason for
sary, the drain would become
a splendid chance to introduce
Miss
Tally
her husband s taking arsenic ami learnfit rather than a menace to the city.
1
her
well
known
impersonations; of
ed that many year* is fore, when much
Ellsworth always has been peculiarly
actresses.
run down in health, i? had b-en rec ui
free from malignant diseases, due I>
Smith and Campbell, the (original cross- mended to
him.
Later, when in the
largely to its fine natural drainage. j Are conversationalists, will have a batch same
condition, he laid prescribed it to
It would seem now to be a matter of of new bumorisms.
himself.
|
policy aa well as economy, to take ad- 1 Others on the bill will |bej Watson and
From the film* of the accusing of
these
one
of
natural
vocal
the
of
Little
in
a
comedietta;
Petching
vantage
Mrs. Bingiand. Edward Par-sons kept
their
musical
with
flower
a
to
arteries of drainage
provide
sys- brothers,
in the background, th-re i cing nothtem of sewerage which won Id serve garden; Jessie Blair Sterling, a singer of ing he could do bet deny any knowlthe
Scottish
songs;
Robinson-Parquette edge of auy evi! latent on the part of
no small part of the most
densely
trio of singers and dancers; Owley and t*’e accused
Her Ilf1 wag a bitter er*o
settled portion of the city. South of
Randall, comedy jugglers;|Lonnie Follett, till 1 brought forth the evidence that
Main street there are other small
DeVoie
and
acrobatic
Miller,
mimic;
vindicated the lad -.
A year after the
brooks which conld be utilized in the
humorists, and the kinetograph.
pardon be married her. Tills convincsame way. The east side of the city
ed the tongue wayg-rs that after ali
would thus be provided with a system
Luxury and dissipation, soft and gentle she was guilty, and Mr. and Mrs. Parand
as
as
their
be
would
sufficient
which
are,
silently
approaches
of sewerage
sons left the country to take up their
they throw their charms about the heart,
for many years to come, and which enslave it more than the most active and residence in South America.
EDWARD S. SPINNEY.
would form a valuable part of a more turbulent vices.—Hannah More■
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

from the cesspool st the east side grainschool going into if.
Aid. Htcsrt volunteered the information that it was not the intent of the
board to force those now emptying into
the drain to build cess-pools, but it was
hoped to get the property owners interested together, and by some arrangement
with these and with the owners of property
through which the drain runt, pave the
way for the city to make a permanent
•ewer dram of it, properly constructed.

CITY MEETING.
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H. M. BEUATTy. DEPT.A,. ELLSWORTH. ME.
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WANT ED!

Competent book-keepers and stenographers are inoie ia
much sought because wcIlwa'-JJJj
;ha.u ?ver* °u‘ graduatesforare
a
and thoroughly
office duties bet us fit \ OL tor *
qualified
laying position—and help you to get it. Our booklet. gi'infe an P

Oculars,

mailed on request.

THE DOE BUSINESS COLLEGE.
Y-Mc-A B1<ls-C;;usor-
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THREE CHEERS FOR “PAUL

ONES,”

ELLSWORTH’S NEWEST FLOUR!

a
hero the dashing Paul Jones was; now another “Paul Jones” comes
to the front because of superiority—this time, it’s
History tells us what superior
m
Indiana, milled where it-was grown, and sent to me in full carload lot, at a price so I can sell for
winter wheat patent—grown

$5.25 per bbl., which is from 25c

to 50c less than

PAUL JONES FLOUR

you’d ordinarily have

to pay.

is a top-natch all-round Flour; never
disappoints the cook; never disappoints the palate; is a genuine delight to every member of the fa nily who cares for toothYou d better let me introduce YOU to “PAUL JONES” right away, particularly while I’m
selling this really superior Flour at the cut price of $5.25 per barrel. Special
1
to buyers of three or more barrels in one order.

“PAUL JONES”
some

food.

price quoted

J. A.

HAYNES, The “Cash Down” Grocer,
"-

—

1

34 Main

mmm bled

lor the camp lire. Odd Fellows W. Morong and wife, Cutler; Mrs. C. E.
MOUTH OF THE KIYKK.
ball wm soon filled, and there were still Morong, Lunec; 8. B. Wescott and wife,
Cltrence W. Alley haa gone to Yonkers,
many who could not obtain admittance. Bluehill; Frank Campbell, Cherryfleld;
VETERANS OP SIXTH MAINE Then it wm that Mayor Greely made his H. H. Bowles, Cherryfleld; R. G. Taylor, N. Y., where has employment.
Mrs. William Smith and daughter Metimely otter of Hancock hall, and the invi- Ellsworth; W. R. Blackman, Cambridge;
hold annual be union.
tation wm accepted.
Alex M. Robinson, Bangor; Harry E. liaaa are visiting relatives here.
hhnhwbd ahd
Judge John B. Redman presided at the Honey, Bangor; B. F. Gray, Ellsworth;
Miss Inez L. Pratt, after a month’s vanuERDonn
ol*
campfire, and his opening remarks and Joseph Small, West Lynn, Maas.; E. B. cation, is in Bangor, demonstrating.
oamp nn
swenothbhbd
introductions
added
much
to
the
F.
M.
happy
Fox, Dover;
Ames, Dover; E. 1.
Merrill Alley, of New York, is spendmembers ahd SUHHB
evening’s enjoyment.
Douglass, Dover; E. C. Morrill, Milo; I ing his vacation with his
PBHSHHT.
father, Samuel
The programme wm opened by music John E. Stewart and wife. West BridgeAlley.
P.
Rev.
A.
A.
John
by Lynch’s bind, prayer by
Malone and wife,
water, Mass.;
Old comrades ol the 0th Maine regi r.ent !
Charles Favro and sister Lillis, who were
Killam, and a cordial address of welcome Ellsworth; Mrs. William George, Augusta;
relatives here, were called sudgrasped banda again in Ellsworth last by Mayor Greely.
PeakeB
Charles
F.
and
Maj.
Henry
wife, Bangor; A. I. visiting
first
the
for
of
them
home by the death o( their father,
Wednesday, many
Witherill, of Detroit, Mich., who met his Saunders, Ellsworth; Stillman Fickett, | denly
had
seen
who
in
fact,
William Favro.
time in yeara—ona,
old comrades in reunion for the first time, Cherryfleld; Greenleaf A. Goodale, Wakebut two of his old comrades in arms since
A pleasant evening was spent recently
to the address of welcome.
In field, Mass.; H. O. Morse, Cherryfleld; I
responded
annual
wss
the
twenty-seventh
1865. It
until this reunion, he had James Hamilton, Ellsworth; Alex. B. i »t the borne of Robert B. Carter, on the
forty-two
years,
Maine
Sixth
the
regiment
reunion of
met but two of hit old comrades.
Sumner, Lubec; James E. Parsons and birthday of his daughter, Mrs. Laura
who will soon return to her
association, and weather and an Ellawortb
James E. Parsons spoke for the 5th Wis- wife, Ellsworth; Mrs. S.. L. Hey wood, Alexander,
home in Lynn, Mass.
of
the
one
make
it
to
welcome combined
consin volunteers, and read a letter from Bucksport; Mrs. Hannah Bonsey, Ellsla
It
held.
ever
twentymost enjoyable
J. 8. Anderson, of Mainitowoc, Wis., Co. worth; Mary Haney, Ellsworth; Mary E.
two years since this regiment last held its
MARINE LIST
A, 5th Wisconsin, addressed to the 6th McFarland, Lincoln; William A. Richardreunion in Ellsworth.
Maine. In this letter, he says:
son, Ellsworth Falls; Samuel G. Bryant,
Fellows
Ellsworth Port.
Odd
were
held
at
The meetings
Some have thought It strange that so strong Portland; Mrs. Kale E. Fogg, Bucksport;
Ar Aug 28, sch Loduskia. Northeast Harbor
ball, which was prettily decorated in red, a fraternal
Ar
Miss
Rebecca
A.
sch
Lulu W Eppes, Weymouth
Aug 29,
Fogg, Bucksport; John
feeling arose between the Ath
Sid
white and bine, and In the banquet room
4, sch Wesley Abbott, Rondout,
Wisconsin and the Sth Maine. It has never C. Honey, Bangor; William H. Wharff, staves Sept
and
heads
For
the
served.
camp seemed so to me. The men were
there, meals wars
Ar Sept 1, sch Mildred May, Steuben
exactly Berkeley, Cal.
lire in the evening, Odd Fellow s hall waa similar.
Our boys came largely from the
NOTES.
on
inthe
BORN.
inadequate for the crowd, and
pineries; so did yours.. Many of your boys
Lynch’s band furnished excellent music
vitation of Mayor A. W. Qrealy, who on sailed the coasting vessels that left the seathe day, serving as escort on the BOWDEN—At Orlard, Aug 27, to Mr and Mrs
during
of
of
ours
tree
nae
sailed
ports along your shores; many
behalf of the city offered the
Herbert G Bowden, a daughter.
marches, and giving several concerts in
Hancock hall, the camp Are waa moved to the schooners on stormy Lake Michigan.
CARR—At Hancock, Aug 11, to Mr and Mrs
the square and in front of the hall.
if
not
of
both
were
most,
Many,
regiments,
F Carr, of Newton, Mass, a son.
Frank
was
none
t hat place, and even this hall
Little Ignore R. Mills, aged ten years, CLARK—At Bluehill. Aug 31, to Mr and Mrs
pioneers of the timber country and knew how
too Urge.
W Clark, a daughter.
Homer
to crack the skull of a squirrel or kill a deer
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hobart Mills,
The veteran*, some seventy-0ve strong, on the
jump with a rifle bullet long before of Montpelier, Vt., and granddaughter of EATON—At Sunset, Aug 31, to Mr and Mrs
of
Arthur
R Eaton, a son.
arrived on the moraine trains. Many
they were called to the army.
comrade Henry Ricker, of Auburn, was GERRISH —At Winter Harbor, Aug 24, to Mr
them were accompanied by Udies.
They
That such men should fraternize to the
and Mrs Stephen L Gerrish, a daughter.
last year elected the daughter of the regiwere met by a delegation of EUaworth
fullest extent was Inevitable. These natural
ment. She recited “The Flag of the Na- ! GRAY—At Bluehill, Aug 29, to Mr and Mrs
i Levi W Gray, a daughter. [Louise Ivy]
members of the regiment and by members bonds were doubly clinched and riveted by
tion” very prettily at the camp fire in the LUCHINI—At Ellsworth,
|
of WiUUm H. H. Rice poet, G. A. H., who the peculiar circumstances of mutual supAug 29, to Mrs
at Williamsburg, Mary’s Heights and
evening. The executive committee has i Joseph Luchini, a son. [Joseph]
Headed
assisted in entertaining.
by port
Station.
authorized the purchase of an appropriate NUTT—At Stonington, Aug 29, to Mr and Mrs
Rappahannock
John Alford Nutt, a daughter.
Lynch’s hand they marched to the hall,
Well, comrades, the years are telling upon badge or medal for this bright little
! WATSON—At North Sullivan, Aug 28, to Mr
where at noon dinner was served.
us, and the scythe of time is playing greater • daughter of the regiment.
j and Mrs Barney Watson, a son.
The Udies of the relief corps had the havoc in our ranks than did the bullet and 1
WEBBER—At Winter Harbor. Aug 17, to Mr
important matter of serving meals in shell of the Rebellion. Within a space of { The Ellsworth members of the 6th I and Mrs James B Webber, a daughter.
Maine appreciate the valuable assistance
charge, and were ably assisted by the eighteen months our first colonel, Amasa
Daughters of Liberty. Rons of veterans Cobb, our next, brave Tom Allen, and our given them in entertaining their comrades
and other young men friends of the veter- major. Miles Butterfield, have passed over the by members of William H. H. Rice post
BAKER—CHASE—At Ellsworth. Sept 4, by
an- acted as waiters.
The tables were river to join the "boys”. A few weeks ago and relief corps, by the Daughters of
Rev V F Hendee, Miss Ida M Baker, of EllsHenry Curran died. So far as I am now Liberty and others. They express thanks
worth, to Clarence E Chase, of Boston.
prettily arranged and at each pUte was a Capt.
advised, there are but three captains left who to these, to the sons of veterans and other BILLINGTOX—HALLERON—At Baltimore,
boutonniere of sweet peas, prepared
by at
Md, Aug 28, by Rev C M Eyster, Miss Julia
any time commanded companies in the old
young men who waited on the tables, to
Frances Biiliugtou. of Ellsworth, to PerciAs for tbe food—well, it
young ladies.
regiment.
val Ruckly Halleron.
the
officer
of the evening, to
presiding
was prepared by Ellsworth cooks, which
Col. Wainwright Cushing spoke on “The the
BUCK—KENNEDY—At Orlaud. Sept 2, by
and
singers
tells the story.
musicians, to Mayor
Rev Walter Morgan, Miss Gertrude Parker
Humorous Side of a Soldier’s Life,” and
Greely for the use of the hall, and to the
Buck, of Orland, to Warren Edwin KenBUSINESS MEETING.
told aome amusing stories and incidents citizens
nedy. of Bucksport.
for
interest shown and
generally
COUSINS—LINCOLN—At Bluehill, Aug 31,
Tbe business meeting was held in tbe in which members of the 6th Maine, some
help given in making the ,reunion a
by Rev W H Dunham, Mrs Mary A Cousins
afternoon. Comrade A. M. Robinaon, Jr., of whom were present, figured conspicuto Isaac R Lincoln, both of Bluehill.
success.
ol Bangor, waa called upon to preside. ously.
STEVENS—BROWN—At
Prospect Harbor,
Aug 24, by Rev Mr Keyes, Mrs Mary Frances
WEST ELLSWORTH.
Secretary J. B. Neagle made hi* annual reJudge Redman, at this point, told an
Stevens to Samuel H Brown, both of Prosj
jiort, accompanied by a few general re- interesting story of a visit which John
pect Harbor.
Asa M. Barron is having his house roof
marks on affairs of the association.
Malone, of Ellsworth, paid to General
shingled.
Tbe treasurer’s report showed a balance Hancock, when be was visiting Bar HarDIED.
Miss Ray Alta Dollard and Miss Mamie
on Sept. 5,1906, of (171.11; dUbursements
bor some years ago, and how quickly
Winter Harbor, Aug 21, Mrs
BIMSON—At
Meade
left
for
their
homes
in
Beverly,
during year, (24.39; balance on hand, he was admitted to the presence of the
Catherine Bitusou, aged 87 years.
*116.72. The secretary reported the fol- general when the latter was informed that Mass., Monday.
I BLAISDELL—At East Orland, Aug 30, William
Blaisdell, aged 70 years.
Mrs. Lizzie Meade came Sunday to
lowing donations received during the “John Malone, his old bugler, wished to
BRIDGES—At Brooklin. Aug 28, Mrs Lucy E
year. H. E. Mathews and wife, (2; O. E. see him.” Mr. Malone proudly exhibited spend a few days with her sister, Mrs.
Bridges, aged 38 years, 11 mouths, 26 days.
W. Hinkley, (1; Louis P. Tapley, (1. The a cane given him by Gen. Hancock at that Walter Bonsey.
BUCK—Av Bucksport, Aug 30, Horace E Buck,
aged 59 years.
voluntary contributions at this reunion time.
Seventeen of Dollardtown’s young peoMrs
I CROCKETT—At Oceanville. Aug 27,
amounted to (44.
Drigiaicr*u«iirnii unruiciii x. uuuumc, ple and their friends had a picnic at PatSusan H Crockett, aged 62 years, 8 mouths, 2
iui
viuvoiB
were
rievivu
iuc ci.suiug
of the regular army, lor some time sta- ten’s pond, with a bonfire in the
days.
evening,
H. S. Hobbs, of Rock- tioned in the Phillipines, gave a brief
DONNELL—At Lynn, Mass, Aug 24, Hiram C
year as follows:
Saturday.
Donnell, formerly of Franklin, aged 75
land, president; A. M. Robinson, jr., of sketch of the battle of Manila and inciyears, l month. 8 days.
Bangor, Brat vice-president; F. W. dents in the insurrection which followed.
Don't Touch The Ilaby.
GODFREY—At West Gouldsboro, Aug *22.
Frank Godfrey, of Boston, aged about 45
Morong, of Cntler, second vice-preaident;
Capt. William H. Whartf, of Berkeley,
Eugene Wood’s article on “The New
years.
I. H. Whittier, of Guilford, third vice- Cal., told of the San Francisco earthquake
Baby” in American Magazine will “stir HAVEY-At Hancock, Aug 26. Mrs Martha A
president; A. P. Benner, of Willimantic, and lire, and of the rapid recovery of that up the animals”. It is an appeal for the
Havey, aged 62 years, 2 mouths, 6 days.
Conn., fourth vice-president; J. B. Neagle, city.
old and a criticism of the new. Follow- PERKINS—At Penobscot. Aug 30, James W,
infant
son of
Mr and Mrs Herman E
of Lubec, secretary; J. 8. Knowlton, of
Col. John F. Whitcomb was called upon ing is one of Mr. Wood’s onslaughts:
Perkins, aged 35 days.
Camden, treasurer.
from the audience, and told the veterans
“Most of the new learning consists of POND—At East Holden, Aug 30, Charles L
Pond, agfed 65 years.
There were remarks by Gen. G. A. Good- of the 6th Maine how glad he was to Bee ‘Don’t.' As: ‘Don’t kiss the baby.*
My
ale, Capt. C. T. Witherill and President them in Ellsworth, and asked them not to land! What’s a baby for if not to kiss
Htmcrti'snnntts.
II. S. Hobbs. President Hobbs extended wait twenty-two years before coming and mommick over? What becomes of
au invitation to the association to bold its
again. The speeches were interspersed by the politicians if this foul heresy infects
reunion next year at Rockland. The in- music and recitations. There were solos our land? ‘Don’t rock the baby.’ Half
vitation was accepted.
by Mrs. E. J. Walsh, Miss Lucy A. Mona- the poetry in the language turns up its
The following were elected honorary ghan and Miss L. M. Trundy, each of toes and dies when that blow strikes
members: William Small, James Ham- whom responded to encores. Miss Re- home. And will a certain hand we wot
ilton, A. W. Curtis, William J. Connick, becca Fogg, of Bucksport, and Miss Ig- of rule the world if it stops rocking the
George F. Haskell, Col. C. C. Burrill, of nore R. Mills, daughters of the regiment, cradle? Ruin stares the comic paper in
Ellsworth, and Harry E. Honey, of Ban- gave appropriate recitations.
the face if that commandment is obeyed
gor.
which forbids the man of the house to
MEMBERS AMD QUESTS.
A congratulatory telegram was sent to
walk the floor with the baby in the stilly
Following is a list of members and
Adj. Charles A. Clark, o( the 6tb Maine,
watches of the night.
guests of the association who registered
on his recent election as
department com- at the reunion.
“‘Yes, but he’s crying,* we explain
mander of the G. A. R. of Iowa.
Charles who have taught from our youth that
B.
Lubec;
James
Neagle,
A rote of thanks was passed to Ellswe’ve got to drop everything and run the
Witberill, Detroit, Mich; Wainwright
worth members of the 6th Maine, to Wm.
soJerre Hennessy, Rox- instant the baby sets up a yoop. The
Foxcroft;
Cushing,
H. H. Rice post and relief corps, to the
shudders when we are inPatrick Duguin, Providence, cial fabric
Mass.;
bury,
Daughters of Liberty, and all who helped
formed that it does the baby good to have
C. G. Furbish, Bucksport;
in any way to make the reunion here so R. I.; Thomas
a loud, long cry from time to time; it
P. G. Sumner, Amherst; Henry Ricker, jr.,
pleasant.
strengthens his lungs and vocal organs,
Auburn; D. L. Fields, Ellsworth; George
If ECHO LOOT.
tones up the heart, stimulates the periW. Black, Mariaville; S. L. Hey wood,
The following deaths during the year
and so forth and so on,
Charles L. Davis, Bucksport; pheral circulation,
Bucksport;
were reported:
with much more of the same sort.
A. H. Bridges, Spragues MillB; H.S. Hobbs
Samuel W. Swabreck, Calais, April 9,
‘But maybe a pin is sticking the poor
Boynton,
and wife, Rockland; 8. 8.
1907.
J. S. Knowlton, angel.’
Minn.;
Minneapolis,
Noah H. McOary, Calais, Sept. 24,1906.
“Cold and prim the scientific answer;
S. Gould, Kingman; L. H. WhitWilliam Allen, Whitneyville, Sept. 24, Camden;
are no pins on the New Baby.’
Hiram E. Fogg, Bucksport; ‘There
Guilford;
tier,
1906.
“I rebel. I won’t stand fo»* it. ‘Don’t
A. P. Benner, Willmantic, Conn.; Charles
William K. Stiles, Boston, Dec. 28,1906.
Henry play with the baby.’ Why, what’s the use
R. Goodwin, Mariaville; Mrs.
John M. Rice, Waltham, Jan. 7, 1907.
of having one if you can’t fuss with it by
Mrs. Lottie E. Mills,
Auburn;
Ricker,
Isaac Morrell, Anoka, Wis., Feb. 16, 1907.
the hour, dressing it up in fifty different
Lenore R. Mills, Master Henry R.
Miss
R- R. G. Thaxter, Minneapolis, Minn.,
each with
Mrs. J. B. Neagle, long-tailed flumma-diddles,
Vt.;
Mills,
Montpelier,
March 1,1907.
sleeves to poke the little hanny-pannies
Charles E. Edes, Foxcroft; Aaron
Lubec;
Isaac Strickland, Bangor, March 1, 1907.
What’s the use of having a
and wife, St. Albans; Mrs. Charles through?
Otis Lincoln, Milton, Mass., May 16, Frost
if you can’t wake it up at 10 o’clock
C. B. Dexter and wife, baby
Bucksport;
Davis,
1907.
Arnos- at night to show it to the company? And
Bangor; C. F. McKusick and wife,
'Thomas Farrell, Milo.
w hat’ll they think if they can’t tickle it
Y. McFarland and wife,
D.
Mass.;
bury,
Stephen L. Leighton, Columbia.
with
‘kitchy-kitchy-kitchy?’—if they
William G. Greenleal, Midland, Mich.
Lamoine; Joseph Gilmore, East port; James can’t shove their foolish faces
up against
Sylvanus Stewart, last residence un- Hutchinson, Eastport; Ira P Wing and
known.
it and cry *aboo!’ and put watches to its
H. Allen, Maohias;
George
Monson;
wife,
men
inside a
little
ear so it can hear the
CAMP FIRE.
John H. Annas, Charlotte; H. S. James, making nails, and joggle it on their knees
After supper, which was served at J6
FRED’lv H.
Fred
East Maehias;
with “trit-trot to Boston?’
J.
o
clock, the veterans and their guests Charlotte; C. Frye,
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Street, Ellsworth.
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Nasal
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Houses, Farms,
Woodland.
F'OR

! Ely'*
1

SAL. El.

I have to offer several moderate! priced house* at about half t!ie cost to
I on ild.

cleanses, soothes and heals

—

j

.—i.i

the diseased niembrai<\
It cures catarrh and drive*
away a cold in the head

!

One house wstti stable on Oak streetmodern and in good repair.
Cream Rnlin is placed into tha nostrils,spreads One house on Birch avenue in line
over the membrane and is absorbed.
Relief is imorder and modern; less than half
mediate and a cure follows. It is not drying—does
cost to build a few years ago.
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 60 cents at DrugOne bouse on State street; one on
gists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents.
Central street; several on Water
ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warren Street. New York,
street; also the J. A. Taylor boose;
also theHall estate on School street.

! quickly.

|

TO

RENT—House

good locality,
occupancy.
I

_

S.
■"

with stable lu
for immediate

ready

1—

LORD.

——.-

Porcelain Inlays.
The
most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge

Work.
(ias. Ether and
Cocaine for Rainless Extraction.

Dr. C. C. MORRISON,

H.

of Bar Harbor,

QREELY,
DENTIST.

to announce that he has installed
the latest and most improved high-

begs

Main Street.

frequency electrical machine, combined with the X-Ray apparatus for
treating various diseases and for diagnostic work, especially in skin diseasand

es

READY FOR
TOOTH HELP

cancer.

It's an established fact that the XRay treatment is the best cure for

We are ready to make your own
teeth healthy again, or to provide perfect-fitting, fully guaranteed artificial teeth; have
every up-to-date facility ; charge

cancer.

ELECTRICAL

WIRING.

Full Lines of

moderately.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
FIXTURES.
Estimates on Wiring and Supplies Cheerfully Given.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth.
Laundry Bldg, (west end bridge).
AND

L.

Ellsworth*

•

C. t Sitt D. D.

51 Main St.,

W

RUMILL,
Undertaker.

Bangor, Me.

THE-

Dealer in Caskets, Coffins, Robes, etc.

CLARION.

WEST TREMONT. MAINE.

Whether it’s a

Telephone connection.

range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by'
nace—if it is a

and Lauches.

Engines

Gasolee

styles and size#, 11-2 to 20 H. P 2 and 4
cycle, 1,2 and 4 cylinders. Jump spark or make
and break. Don’t forget our 3 H. P. complete
for 888.00. Send for catalogue.
23

PAL31ER
48 Portland Pier,

Why
■.

BROS.,

Portland, Me.

J. P.

ELDIilDGE,

|

Complain

when at the small cost of to
for years you can have a sharp
and an easy shave by using

RAZOR PASTE."

EDOE

“DIAMOND

cent#
razor

Receipt of 10 cents.
El A. DANIELS,
27 Dane Ave., Somerville, Mass.
Sent

on

ELLSWORTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
“NO

PAT,

NO

VASHIK."

All binds of lu'wdry work done at short notice.
Goods called ter and delivered.
H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
ELLSWORTH HI
WEST END BRIDGE.

IPtofnaional

^YILEY

Catda.

For

C. COXARY,

Courses for those who

AND

cannot attend College.
buildings, steam heat, electric light,
telephone, etc. Efficient corps o£ Teachers.
Physical Instructor all the year.
No better school anywhere for young men and
women to get training in mind and body.
Fall Term Begins Tuesday, Sept. 10, 1907.

Modern

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Officesformerly occupied by O, F. Fellou'S.
Bucksport, Me.

J. WALSH,
EDMOND
ATTORNEY

catalogue and further information,
address. Principal,
W. E. Sargent, Hebron, Maine.
For

AND

COUNSELOR AT LAW.

WAYNFLETE

Offices, First Xational Bank Building,
Maine.
Ellsworth,

X)R-

l.

larrabee,

dextist.
Room

M

'*

P

MOSES, Bar Harbor.

—

PRINCIPALS

d

tf

Maine.

F
"R F,
JJ JLfJ. JJ i'l JJ JJ Xu

10

60
Day
General and College Preparatory Departments.
Certificate admits to all leading Colleges.
Tenth year begins Sept. 24,1907.
MissCrlsfield

8, Bank Block.

Ellsworth.

SCHOOL.

A HOME SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.
65 State Street, Portland, Me.
Number in Boarding Department

...

L-

Girls.

fic Schools.

ATTORNEY

Emery Block,

Boys and

Thorough Preparation for College and 5cientl«

Moses

—

Miss Lowell

-oo a years $1J§
pa|J in |jnnQ9

Flowers,

and Fine Floral Work for any and
every occasion

Open

all the year round.

fttnttmuti.

"merican ha* subscribers al t07
th‘> ZJ i post-off* ccs in //uncock county.
40 t >* utner palters in the County combine f do net -cam *0 many. The AMERInot the only paper printed in
CAN
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, hut it is the only paper that can prop
ariy *>e ea'led o County paper; all th<
ThecirculaTest •*'* merely local papers
*ic
The American, barring the Bar
summer list. is larger
Harbor liecard
than 'hot of all the other papers printed
<w Hancock county

THE MUTUAL LIFE THE OB. Bl FIDE

4

Insurance

With the standard

COUNTY NEWS.
see

policies and

York—the most exacting
With the

County .VfWl,

A Hindoo Ceremony That Puzzles
the Uninitiated.

New York

UNDER A NEW MANAGEMENT

»

For Additional

Company of

Company’s

the

safeguards established by

ever

by many millions
closely invested in

va«t resources—greater

any other company in the world—now
able securities consistent with safety

other pages.

the laws of New

WALK OVCit CLOW!M3 COALS.

enacted
than those of
the most

Participants In ths Mystifying
Spectacle Play With tne Fiery Embers at Children Play With Sand
and Emerge Unharmed.

The

profit-

With an economy of management

equalled by few and excelled by none,
maintains its place it. the front rank held by it for sixty-four years as

HANCOCK.
Miss Velma Stratton visited friends in
Ellsworth last week.

The best

Ivory Foss, mate on the yacht El Placita, spent Sunday at his home.
Miss Hazel Merchant is visiting her
aunt, Mrs. Luther Gilpatrick, in Lamoine.
Carl Lange and
wife, of Wellesley,
Mass., spent a week’s vacation with her
brother, Burton Merchant.
Mrs. Lester A. Penney, of Bangor, is at
the home of her parents, R. H. Young
Mrs. T.
for her home

Googins

left

Saturday

dividend-paying company,

The best company for policyholders,
The best company for agents.
Further information will be
Agents

Wanted

in

FRED

L.

KENT,

supplied

on

request.

Hancock

A.FMM.Y

and wife, fora brief vacation.
Rossel

I once witnessed a most remarkable
It
ordeal by tire ut Ueuares, India.
vrus held ou (he grounds of a villa ou
the outskirts of tbe city, au.l among
19 were some of the most prominent
men and women of official and social
life in British India. Army ami navy
olileers touched elljows with French
Sevan's, all more then glad to accept
an Invitation that might nt least offer
opportunity either to catrh some clew
toward solving the mystery of tlie Indian tire ordeal or else catch tbe priest
ly poi^ortuers In a nice trap at onsom
unite and age long deception, success
luily worked umoug u superstitious
un i overcredulous people like the Hindoos.
Beats hud been arranged for our party out ou tlie i; acinus lawn, where n
trench had "been dug sixteen feet ling,
six feet wide and four feet deep. The
lire In the trench was lighted before
noon, but the ordeal Itself was not to
The trench
come off until after sun ict.
was filled with kindling wood and logs
nod was set afire by the attendants
who k'"pt up a hbr/.e us hot us a I 1 id
furnace all day tong, until the treuch
by sunset was filled three feet deep
wltdi a compact, glowing bod of redhot con Is.
We were escorted to our seats at
about (i:30. and we were not Inclined
to (luestlon the reality of that flic from
the moment we sat down within twelve
feet of It.' Whatever else might be
fraud or hypnotism In this Indian firt
ordeal, we coubl not for a moment
doubt the realism of that scorching
heat that made our eyes smart and
grow bloodshot. We, who had come to
scoff and doubt, were soon realising
that the managers of the Benares flee
ordeal had already gained 73 |<olnt.s o;il
of 100 In favor of their honesty and o'
their power over the mighty element
of tire, that figures so largely in oriental philosophy as one of the three or
four primal elements of the physical
universe.
A great commotion and babel of
voices soon proclaimed the coming of
the procession of priests, headed hi

County

TO

Ellsworth,

Maine.
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Massachusetts after
i for Castine normal school, and Raymond
spending her vacation among friends Clark for Maine Central institute.
f oitiUHouol Count I .Vfw, ■» oU. puftt
in town.
Sawing was completed at E. G. BurnMrs. Ann Stratton is at her home here ham's mill
is
Saturday. Mr. Burnham
WEBT BKOOKSVILLE.
j
after spending July and August at Mt.
closing his business here, and will soon j
Arrival, in town the put week: EverDesert Ferry with her niece, Mrs. H. M. leave for
Cutler, where he will continue
ett and Mia. Stella Lord, from Bath;
Jordan.
lumbering. He has been doing business
Mrs. L. B. Stratton, with her daughter here for several years, and will be greatly Philip Tapley, from Boston; Capt. Arthur
Green and sister. Mrs. Beebe, from EllsEdna L. and granddaughter, Bertha M. missed by a wide circle of friends.
worth; Mrs. Harriet Stevens and Miss
W.
Neales, left on Tuesday for her home in
Sept. 2.
Jewell Ring, from Brewer. Departures:
Lawrence, Mass.
Mrs. Bailie H. Hawes, Mrs. Henry HasEAST FRANKLIN.
Miss Lillian Foss has returned to her
kell and daughter Ruth, for Somerville,
work in Boston, after spending her vacaAug. 29, s ten-pound girl was welcomed
Mass.; Mrs. Lizzie Barns, for Andover;
iu the home of Harry Wentworth and
tion at the home of her parents, Capt. O.
Oapt. James H. Tapley and Cecil Farnham.
W. Foss and wife.
wife.
for New London; Miss Ayneq and Leslie
Miss Eva Springer, who has been emMiss Bessie Taft, who has been spendStevens, for Brockton, Mass.; Min Robin
Southwest
Harbor
this
summer,
as
of
Mrs.
Edward
the guest
ployed
ing August
erts, who has been summering at the
L. Stratton, returned to her home in Con- has returned home.
Brookaide, for Bangor; Mrs. Ira Tapley
necticut the first of last week.
T. E. Hooper is erecting a building 12x30 and daughter, for
Brooklyn, N. V.;
Friday Miss A. Ethel Crabtree, who has I feet, to be used for incubators and brood- Barker Blodgett and wife, for Portland.
1 ers the
been spending the summer with her pacoming winter.
The community was saddened by the
rents, returned to Mansfield, Mass., to reThere will be a picnic by the Methodist death of Mrs. Sewell I). Tapley which ocsume her duties in the public schools.
Sunday school Monday, Sept. 2. “Ned” ! curred at her home August 15, at the age
Mrs. Winfield Stratton and son Horace Coombs will take the excursionists down4 of forty-six years, after a long and painleft on Saturday for their home in Port- the bay to Behring island in his launch. ful illness of consumption. Mrs. Tapley,
land. They have spent the summer at the
Mrs. T. M. Blaisdell and daughter Mrs. although confined to her bed for aeveral
borne of Mrs. Stratton’s parents, Joseph
Ralph Springer and Miss Carrie Blaisdell months, bore her illneas with patiencesnd
Crabtree and wife.
left Friday to visit Rev. Harry Lee and courage. She was of a most kindly and
During the past week many of Hancock’s wife, who with their family, are taking a charitable disposition, and wm ever ready
summer residents returned to their homes
two-weeks’ outing at Webb’s pond, East- to aid the distressed. The funeral took
in Massachusetts. Others who have spent
place at the Congregational church Saturbrook.
the summer st their homes in town
day afternoon, Rev. A. B. Carter officiatR.
Aug. 31.
left for their places of business.
ing. She was buried with the honors of
Cecilia Rebekah lodge, of which she was a
WINTER HARBOR.
Maynard Springer, formerly of this
Dr. A. E. Small and wife were in Bangor true member. She leaves a husband, five
town, is very ill of typhoid fever at his
sons, Herman A., Olden D.,
Philip B.,
home in Brewer. About a month ago Mr. Thursday and Friday.
Frank S., of this town, and Paul C., of
Springer suffered a sunstroke. A few
Miss Geneva Crabtree returned to her
Boston, and four daughters, Mrs. C. Bov
days later the fever developed in its most home in Portland Saturday.
Tapley, Myrtle F., Maggie B., Jennie E.,
malignant form, and his life was despaired
Mrs. Mary Betts and daughter, of East all of
this town. She is also survived by
of. Recent reports say that be is slightly
Boston, are visiting at Henry Frazier’s,
two sisters, Mrs. Harry Jones, of Bouton,
better.
j Mrs. George Myrick, who has been in Mrs. Coleman Steele, of Ellsworth, and
S.
Sept. 2.
Hocklasd on business, returned home two brothers, George and James Green, of
New London. Conn.
The deceased had
Saturday.
FRANKLIN.
Rufus G. Bickford returned to Boston been most tenderly cared for all through
Schools commence »Sept. 9 and 16.
after spending bis vacation with the summer by her husband, daughter
Frank E. Blaisdell and wife were at Saturday,
relatives here.
Myrtle and her two sisters.
Northeast Harbor a few days last week.
Tomsox.
Aug. 28.
i Mrs. Colon Pendleton, of Lynn, a former
Mias Mabel Donnell visited her sister,
resident of this town, is the guest of Mrs.
NORTH
DEER
ISLE.
Mrs. B. C. Graves, at Northeast Harbor,
A. J. Gerrish.
last week.
Capt. Ralph Gray is at home.
Mrs. J. J. Roberts and daughter Alice
Mrs. L. F. Springer and
will
Capt. G. L. Hardy has shipped on the
family
i who have been
relatives
in
Rockvisiting
schooner Elm City, as mate.
leave Wednesday for their home in Norreturned
land,
Thursday.
way, Mich.
Capt. F. A. Haskell is at home. His ves!
Rev. Gideon Mayo, who has been sway
el is at’Deer Isle.
Dr. H. F. Collins and wife spent Saturon a three weeks’ vacation, has returned
day and Sunday at Northeast Harbor and and resumed the
Miss Lane, of Dorchester, Mass., is the
pastorate of the Baptist
Bar Harbor.
guest of Prof. Edward Adams.
in
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Seldon Jacobs, wife and son Clifton,
been visiting W. H. Sargent
and other relatives here, returned to their
home in Boston Tuesday.
who have

E. L. Lowell and wife, who left for theii
borne at Blaine Saturday were accomCapt. James R. Foster has purchased the
panied by Misa Ruth Marden, of Millij schooner Onward of Capt_ F. R. Bunker,
noeket.
i and has put the craft in readiness for fall
uuraun is»ufu larmuooa 10 a
juihb
cruising around the islands.
party
Monday
evening.
Many
poverty
E.
! Sept. 2.
unique costumes were worn, and merriment

reigned.

Mrs.

H.
F.
Collins, with little
daughter Virginia and her annt, Miss
Brackett, will leave Tuesday for a week s
visit at Houlton.

Alfred Myers, of Philadelphia, is a guest
Tanglewood cottage for early Septem-

ber.
Misses
Emu
and
Weingartner
Clara Hollenburg, of Philadelphia, left

Monday morning.

tations, carrying along

Howlsnd, wife and daughters
Dorothy and Alice have returned to their
home in Newton, Mass.
Charles

a

Miases W'oodruff and Cleveland entertained at a thimble party Monday afternoon.
After sewing, games were in order.
Refreshments were served.
fifth
celebration of
wedding anniversary
Walter Lawrie and wife Tuesday at the
head of Molasses pond, East brook. They
Several from here

attended

the

delightful time.
The concert postponed from Monday to
■Wednesday evening last week, under the
a

direction of Mrs. Collins and Mrs. Blaisdell, was excellent. Mr. Woodruff, Mrs.
Watson and Mrs. Bunker were pleasing in
their solos, and the quartette singing was
much enjoyed.
Mrs. Collins, Mrs. French
and Miss Cleveland were favorably heard
in readings. John Homer, humorist, was,
Mrs. Collins
as usual, warmly received.
and Miss Woodruff were accompanists.
An ice-cream social closed the evening.
B.
Sept. 2.
_

EGYPT.
Miss Hester Clark is in Orono visiting
aunt, Mrs. Delia Page.
Luther Butler, of Readfield, is visiting
his sister, Mrs. Leonard B. Clark.
her

Miss Ruth Savage, who has employment
Ellsworth, is at home for a short vacation.
in

R. Butler and two sons Chauncey
and Allen left for their home in New Bedford, Mass., Sunday.
Mrs. Samuel Savage has been spending
the past week with her sister, Mrs. George
Linscott, of Lamoine.
Wilson

Miss Marion R. West will leave Tuesday
Trial Catarrh treatments are being mailed
out free, on request, by Dr. Shoop, Racine,
Wla. These teste are proving to the people—
without a penny’s cost—the great value or this
scientific prescription known to druggists
every where as Dr. Shoop’s Catarrh Remedy,
hold by G. A. Pabcbbr.
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If you keep a bottle
Of Janmon'i Anodyne
Liniment handy you
needn't suffer.
Keep
the bandage well satureted with thelini mem and
will soon be

your^wound

■■

baby’s tiny bones
Simply
sign
forming rapidly enough.

entire system. Stimulates and makes bone.
Exactly what baby needa
ALL DRUGGISTS! SO*. AND $1.00

^
II, j

■

I

Draft Ad. /true 30, f 99d. Serial number 513
Sold everywhere for 25 and 50 cent* a bottle

_

^

■

I
■
.■

I. ». iOHMBOM A CO., Boston, Maas.

Clicquot Club Ginger Ale
(PRONOUNCED "CUCK-O.")

TIm line*. prrat moil wboleaome Summer Drink. Mad* of Pwe Imported
Ginger nndWeler boa o* bmou. m el MiiU. Moo Adi your
denier far it If he doe* not boon il ire will tell yoo where you cnn get u.

CLICQUOT CLUB CO..MILL1S, MASS.

THE KINEO
OAK FURNACE
that burns wood or coal
equally well is just the
one
to
put in your
house

A

what

furnace
has

no

the nearequal.
est Kineo agent for estimates or write to

Noyes

& Nutter

Mfg. Co.»

Bangor, Jlalne.

F. B. Aiken,

Agent,

Ellsworth, Maine.

USE

^

Swampscott
Sparkling

j

Gelatine

Caddie's Cedenza.

you know about the
game? ran yon make a tee. for Instance? The Would He raddle—fan 1
make
Wtv hi ray young days. iidy.
!' 'hat well they called
1 need ter
mem the teacuddy .—London bketch.

it

Ask

Lady Golfer (to would he caddlet—
Bnt

this

that

admit

slimmer.

this

Users of

—

<£|\

Bj
I

Guaranteed under Food and

________

Lack
Scoffs Emulsion nourishes baby’s

H

I

_

—
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It • rare help irr time of trouble.
If you hare a sprain or strain, a
wrenched knee or ankle, a lame back, sore muscles, lumbago, sciatica,
stiff joints, muscular rheumatism, or anv other ache or pain, Johnson's
Anodyne Liniment will rid you of it. Try it. Get a bottle and keep
it within reach. You're sure to need it.

■

..—---.

I

I
I

JOHNSON’S
Inotfgne
LINIMENT

|

I

I

glass reliqu-

ary, or shrine. In which was seen the
Image of the god Siva, who. In the
Hindoo religious system. Is one of the
Mrs. Jack Stinson and daughter Lida, trinity and Is worshiped as the deand Hazel Hardy, arrived Saturday from stroyer, Brahma being the creator and
SOUTH HANCOCK.
Mrs. Robert Haley is visiting io Veazie. Portland, where Mrs. Stinson has been for Vishnu the preserver of the universe.
the past three months.
We do not know to this day what those
Mrs. Nettie Higgins left Tuesday for
H.
Sept. 2.
priests said as they perambulated
Charleston, where she^has employment.
about that fiery trench, hut we do
MARLBORO.
Edward Keith, wife and'son Gordon, of
know what soon followed, for, at the
Brockton, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Keith's
Mrs. Frank Jones and daughter Maude, end of the incantation, the two candimother, Mrs. W. T. Coggins.
who have been visiting Mrs. G. W. Bow- dates for the ordeal
plunged Into the
Mrs. G. W. Colwell and two sons, who den, have returned to Boston.
redhot coals and walked ankle deep
have been in town for two weeks, reMrs. E. C. Alexander, with son Donald, the whole length of the trench, backturned to Prospect Harbor Tuesday.
ward and forward, time and time
who has been spending the summer with
Mrs. W. A. Haines and daughter Thelmp, her mother, Mrs. C. E. Ford, has returned again. They played with that sctntilof Fort Fairfield, were guests of Mrs. to Houlton.
lattng. glowing fire as children play
I
Nettie Higgins a few days last week.
About 200 were present at the reunion with th-i sands of Coronado beach,
T. VV. Baldwin and family, who have ; of the Hodgkins' family Aug. 28, in Perry kicking It with their feet and stooping
down to pick up. handfuls of the glowbeen at their cottage ten'.'days, left Wed- Hodgkins’ held which commands a beautit
ing them In the air. to
nesday for Boston, wbere^they will spend ful view of Frenchman’s bay. A bounti- ing coals,
be blown by t'
rising evening breere
ful dinner was partaken of beneath a
the winter.
all oser our heads and our easily InG. W. Colwell"& Co. have nearly closed j large tent.
flammable clqthing. We were really
out their summer stock |of lobsters, and
Among visitors in the place last week
afraid.
.V> doubt about those sparks
i are preparing to restock for the winter were Mrs. Fred Brewer and child, of Bar aud
live, falling coals!
Mrs.
E.
G.
Burnham
and
trade. The company has recently had Harbor,
children,
\\ lien the two priests had walked up
gasolene engines putfinto 'their smacks to of Ellsworth, Mr. Johnson, wife and son, and down alone
through that (lory
of
and
Mrs.
facilitate transportation.
Lowell, Mass.,
Wesley Ford trench unscathed and
unscorched,
W.
! and children, ml North Hancock.
Aug. 31.
the
then
whole Hindoo throng seemed
Are.
Sept. 2.
to suddenly catch the spirit of their
TRENTON.
Boarder—You can divide a chicken with priests, ami. sure of their conquest over
William Googins and wife, of Waltham,
the power of Are. they began plunging
mathematical accuracy. Mrs. Hashington.
spent Friday and Saturday with hia Mrs. Hashington
Dividing it is easy Into the trench. Old men and young
brother, Lewis Googins.
enough. 1 wish I could multiply it.
children walked through that fiery fu:
Jry is a working thing. It builds up nuce. forward and backward, and
Woodbury Leiand, wife and son have
been visiting Mrs. Leland’s mother, Mrs. while it enlarges the whole nature. It is
when they had tired of this "playing
the wine to strengthen the heart, to brace
E. P. Somes, at SomesviJle.
it to carry noble enterprise.—Dora Green- with fire” they came out as they had
2.
May.
wall.
entered, not a hair or a garment
Sept.
scorched, not even the soles of their
=
feet blistered.
jSbbertii iinunts.
Ouly males are allowed to go through
i
the fire ordeal.
Never yet has any scientific theory
explained the power of the Sica worRickets.
shi Iici's over fire
We ourselves were
absolutely convinced that trickery was
the visible
that
tot to he considered as an explanation
are not
6f what we had witnessed.—Los Ange
les Times.
of nourishment is the cause.
_

Mr. and Mrs. Woodruff and daughter.
Miss Roberta, of Ridley Park, Pa., and
Miss Browne, of Washington, D. C., left
for their homes Friday.

report

at

I

■

church.

Mrs. C. T. Bunker is spending a few
days at Gouldsboro with her sisters, Mrs.
Bunn and Mrs. Guptill.

priest Iirahma|K>ota, carrying

huge Indian sword, followed by the
two minor priests who were destined
to walk unharmed through that yard
thick fiery lied, scintillating In the Increasing darkness and lighting up the
dnik fa.,es of the hundreds of gaping
Hindoos standing Is-blud us. While
we European* and Americans, always
hyiiererltlcal and given to scienia re
search, were awaiting the coming of
th“ moment when our 75 per cent of
credulity was either to be shattered or
roundel ont to the fullness of a com
pleted and abiding faith In Hiuloo
control aud mastery of the devouring
element of fire, our Hindoo fellow on
lookers, on the other hand, were antlcl
paling the ordeal with all the simplicity of credulous children. Ours was an
almost terrifylug heart tension, aud we
almost wished that we were not occidental skeptics, always bent on doubting things of an extraordinary nature.
Tlie priests marched about the trench
chanting and performing mystic Incana

L

do

A GRANULATED GELATINE

Makes -2 qts.

Jelly

Costs 10 Cents*
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Q'hr- pepo

CA8TINE.
»t borne for a short
Kosmer Devereux is
time.
of New York, is
Charles W. Littlefield,
st the Acadian.
»

John Blaisdell, of Bangor, and one sistei
Mrs. Julia McKenrie, of Indian River.

COUNTY NEWS.
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George Harper, who has been visiting
his family several weeks, baa returned t<

TRIBUTE

W. D. l*ach returned
Wednesday fron
South Orrington, where he has beer

working

in

a

Friday

mill.

Mrs. Etta
with children Don
M., and Boyd, is Dunbar,
Rutus Parker, of Newburyport,
in Bluehiil. visiting her sisR.
O.
Parker.
is Visiting his father, Capt.
ter, Mrs. Mina Parker.
and wife, with two chilGuy Sargent
Mrs. Alice Blaisdell, who is at the Eastare here for a few days.
dren, of Boston,
ern Maine general
hospital, is recovering
left
last
week
for
Lewis
from a surgical operation.
Miss Gertrude
for
some
remain
will
she
Boston, where
Mrs. Everett Forsyth and three chiltime.
dren, of Everett, Mass., who have been
have spent sevMr. and Mrs. Pease, who
spending the summer here, have returned
returned to North- home.
eral weeks here, have

home on her vacation,
ing several weeks at
in Augusta.
has returned to her work
The fail term of the Eastern Bute normal school will begin to-morrow, with
good lor a large attendance.

prospects

Mrs. A. H. Folsom and daughter, Mrs.
have been spending the
summer here, have returned to Roxbury,

Horsford, who
Mass.

Lir. G. A. Wheeler, C. H. Hooper, John
McLaughlin and Charles Veaxie attended
the annual reunion of their several regiments in Bangor last week.
On Tuesday night the people of Castine
will be given a great treat, when Com.
Robert Peary will deliver his lecture on
The lecture will
his Arctic experience*.
be illustrated by many views taken by him
in the froxen

North.

very pleasant reception was given at
the home of Mr*. E. E. Philbrook Friday
night, by the ladles of the Congregational
society, to the pastor and hit family, and
also a number of summer guests who have
kindly assisted them the past summer.
The lawn presented a beautiful appearance with it* array of Japanese lanterns.
The house was brilliantly lighted, giving
Icea fitting background to the lawn.
cream, cake and candy were served.
A

nthrr

\

was a

TO

REV.

memorable

day

September dispersing,

the

BUCKSPORT.

made.

Horace E. Buck, one of this town’s bestknown merchants, died Friday morning,
after a long illness, aged fifty-nine years.
He was a native of Bucksport, a descendAlfred Mixer and wife have returned to
ant of Col. Jonathan buck, for whom the
Concord, N. H., after a visit with his town was named. Mr. Buck waa for some
mother, Mra. Lucy Mixer.
years in business in Bangor, but sold out
Mrs. J. W. Bowden, Mra. John Dority his business there about
twenty years
and Mrs. E. C. Bowden attended tbe
ago, and returned to his native town. He
at
campmeeting Northport Wednesday.
went into the stove business with his
Rev. W. A. Hanscom preached at the father, the late John Buck, and continued
Perkins schoolhouse Sunday
afternoon the business after bis father’s death. Mr.
after a mnch-needed rest of two weeks.
Buck was also general manager of the
Miss Josephine Dunbar came from the Bucksport Light Jt Power Co., a promichildren’s home In Bangor last week, to nent Mason and Odd Fellow, a member ol
begin her tall term of school In Bucluport. the Rebekah lodge and the New England
Order of Protection. He leaves a widow
A. J. Webster, of
Hampden, and Mra. and one
daughter, Miss Catherine.
Amanda Webster, of Bangor, came Friha.v. accompanying the remains of their
HARBORSIDE.
•ister, Mrs. Lillie M. Curtis, which were
Elmer Dyer and wife returned to Boston
brought here for interment in the familylot. Mrs. Curtis died from the effects of a Saturday.
•argieal operation at the Eastern Maine
Miss Hazel Gray returned to Greenville
Mrs. Annie M. Connor, recently from
California, ia visiting her parents, A. J.
M rgrage and wifa.

hospital.

Wednesday.

Varied and frequent are the showers
which have recently visited this place.
The moat copioua was that which came to
Miss Florence Hutchins at her home last

velt, Ariz., Sept. 3.
Everett Gray, who

summer

that go wrong with children.
When a child is sick you
rarely think that its siclqpess is
caused by worms, yet worms,
either directly or indirectly, are the
cause of three quarters of all the ills of childhood.
Children, and often-times adults feel out of sbrta, are
irritable, feel listless and unrefreshed in the morning; suffer with
indigestion, have a variable appetite, foul tongue, offensive breath;
hard and full bellv, with occasior al gri pings and pains about the
navel; eyes
heavy, and dull; itching of the nose; short, dry cough; grinding of the teeth;
slow fever; and often in children, convulsions—in the
majority of cases the
cause of all the trouble is mnnf
though you may not suspect their presence.

the

!

1

DR. TRUE’S ELIXIR
‘-,

.g'****'*'-

vvuii/uuuu,

uas uwu

me smouaru

household remedy since 1851; it never fails to
expel uot only worms but all waste matter, leaving the blooa rich and pure, the stomach sweet,
the bowels regular and the whole system strong
*
and healthy.
The mother who gives her children Dr. True’s
Elxir regularly is wise, because it not only increases the
appetite, acts as a pioventative of
coughs, cold, fever and worms but gives rugged,
^
robust health.
Sold by all Druggists. Price 35c, 50c and fi
Write for free booklet.
"
Children mmJ tktir Diuatet.'*

I—

H. J. F. TRUE k

CO.,

Alhiralle,

~

FAMOUS FURNACES.
The MONITOR and HOT
BLAST for wood, the
CLARION for coal, the
CLARION OAK for both
fuels—an unconquered line.
These heaters combine
wonderful efficiency with unusual durability. They are
truly economical because

j

they give direct returns from
every bit of fuel and they require so little repairing.
Thousands of homes in the
coldest sections

are

heated

thoroughly every winter wi th
these furnaces.

EAST SURRY.

Mrs. Chester Smith will return to Roose-

Homer Marks, of Portland, viaited his
““•parents, E. Q. Marks and wife, last
Mk.

E. L. Dorr viaited hie home here
ndsv.
]]ia vessel ia at Stockton

|
7
■

William Blaisdell died Saturday morn- ■
F‘ He leaves two children- Elmer and V
Blaisdell; one brother—Dr.

|

t,y drop the offensive discharge
by Nasal Catarrh falls from the back
e nose
into the throat, setting up sn in“nnaiion that is likely to mean Chronic
onchHin. The certain, rational cure for
rrh is
Ely’s Cream Balm, and the relief
*ven the fir,t application, cannot
o <liu
words. Don’t suffer a day longer
■
,m thfe discomfort of Nasal Catarrh. Cream
,s ,old
by all druggists for 60 cents, or
Hhrd by
Ely Broj., 66 Warren Street, New

t

Z

rt

turned home

it

Charles

Stone',

fireman

on

steamer

head

a

week ago.

P. H. Staples, of Penobscot, spent a few
days at M. D. Chatto’s this week. He is
still obliged to use two crutches, yet
thinks he is gaining.
C.
Aug. 30.
_

Mrs. Augusta Anderson, of Bangor, and
son

Sterling

are

visiting

at

Ivory

Ander-

son’s.

Mrs. Laura Alexander, of Lynn, Mass.,
and her niece, Virginia Pinkham, called
on friends here Sunday.
Rev. Mr. Kent, who has been boarding
at Capt. R. A. Sinclair’s, has returned to
open his church in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Mary Gray, of Brewer, with her
children, has returned home after a
few weeks’ visit at Ivory Anderson’s.
two

Mrs. Nettie Fullerton, of Ellsworth, and
her brother, Clifton Fogg, of Pownal, accompanied by their aunt, Mrs. J. A.
Chatto, went to West Brooklin to visit
their sister, Lois Fogg, who is seriously ill
of paralysis. Her recovery seems im-

possible.
Sept. 2.

P.

Other real estate owned.
Due from State Banks and Bankers,
Due from approved reserve agtnts,
Checks and other cash items.
Notes of other Nations) Banks_
Fract onal paper currency, nickels
and cents.
Lawful money reserve in bank, viz:
Specie. 9 5.9 40
Legal-tender notes- 1,700 00
Redemption fund with U. S Treasurer (5 per cent. of circulation)..

500 00
3,996 26
4.524 34
17.9 5 4»
106 95
405 00

provided.
July 18, 1907.

E. L. Higgins.
G. A. Nkal, M. D.
Wm. R. Keene.

LOCAL BOA ED OF HEALTH OF SOUTHWEST HARBOR—ADOPTION OF BY LAWS.
At a me ting of the Local Board of Health

43 75

of the Town of Southwest Harbor, Hancock
County. Maine, held at Southwest Harbor in
said town on 18th day of July, 1907. at which
i meeting the entire Board was present and
2. 00 00 acted. It was unanimously voted to make and
I
adopt for said town cf Southwest Harbor the
Total. #304,626 53 By Laws hereinafter set forth in articles
numbered from 1 to 16 inclusive. It w. s also
LIABILITIES.
uw •nimously
resolved by said Board that
Capital stock paid in. *. -#50,000 00 such By-Laws are necessary and proper for
Surp u* fund.
10,000 00 the preservation of life and health, and the
Undivided profits, less expenses
success!ul operation ot the Health Liwsof
ami taxes paid.
4.606 50 the State.
Natioual Banknotes outstanding..
49.290 00
Akticlk 1:
All buildings within the limits
Due to other national banks.
29 51
of the town of Southwest Harbor used for the
Dividend* unpaid
13 00
of slaughtering cattle, trying tallow,
purpose
Individual deposits subject to check, 190.929 20
boiling bones, currying le ither. storage of
Demand certificates of ueposit.
3,758 32 any green pelts or skins, manufacturing or
of liquid glut or fertilizer orforcarmaking
Total. #308.626 53
rying on any bu-iness. ehal be kept in a clean
STATE OF MAINE.
and sanitary condition, and any of the processes of making or manufacturing any of the
County of Hancock ss.:-I, Edward B.
M«or, cashier of the above-na.. ed bunk, do products or byproducts of slaughtering catboiling bones, currying
solemnly swear that me above statement is te trying tallow,
leather, storage of any green pelts or skins,
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
or
of liquid glue or
manufacturing
making
EDWARD B. MOOR, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn o before me this 27th fertilizer shall be conducted in such a manner as not to become detrimental or injurious
T. H. SMITH,
day of August. 1907.
to the public health.
(Signed)
Notary Public.
No person shall d* posit any
A&ticlk 2:
Correct—Attest:
from
refuse
lawns,
gardens, buildings,
PASCAL P. GILMORE,
wharfs, or boat slins, or any waste offal or
WM. BEAZLEY,
garbage of any kiud upon any street in the
PARKER SPOFFORD. )
town of Southwest Harbor, or upon any shore,
beach oi bar, or in the waters of the Harbor
between Seawall and Fernald’s Point socalled.
Aktici e 3: The proprietors of hotels, ownNOrICE OF FORECLOSURE.
ers or tenants of markets, shops or stores,
and all householders shall keep good and sufJames
G.
Blaine
his
mort
by
\1THEREA8,
all garft
gage deed dated the first day of Ap il, ficient receptacles in which to deposit
bage. waste, and decaying matter upon their
a d 1905, and recorded in the Kennebec regisand at such times ;«s
try of deeds, in book 462, page 519. conveyed to premises in such places
m<?y be provided b\ the Local Board of Health.
me the unde-signed, all his right, title and
in erest in and to a certain parcel of real es- In case o small houses the Local Board of
Health may grunt rpedal permits for removal
tate situate in Augusta, in the State of Maine,
of garbage.
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
All fcWliwwjUUVCO
XVI H. La *
Beginning at a stone bound set in the northform of swill, decaying in ats,
erly side of Green street and on the easterly ing garbageorinother
decaying matter must be
vegetables
side of the road leading from Western avenue
witn
zinc
or iron, and made water tight,
lined
to Winthrop street across the Mulliken Farm,
s-t-called, said road being formerly known as and have covered tops, or the garbage must be
the Mulliken Lane; thence running in a put iuto covered barrels and said conveymust be kept clean and in a
southeasterly direction along said Green ances or barrels
Such teams must not
condition.
street about three hundred and
twenty five sanitary
than the
(325) feet to a stone bound: thence running in stop in the streets tor oiher purposes
of
and no longer than is
collection
garbage,
a northeasterly direction about tour hundred
collect the same, and must pro(400) fret to a stone bound; thence running necessary to
ceed directly to the place for the proper disin a uortbwesterly direction about three hundred and twenty-five (325) feet to a stone posal of the si me.
Article .*>:
The disposal of garbage, swill,
bound set on the easterly side of said road
refuse of all kinds and all decaying matextending from Western avenue to Winthrop and
ter
shall
be
under
the direction and control of
street; thence in tee southwesterly direction
Local Board of Health.
along said last mentioned road about four the
of hotels, markets,
Article
j hundred and tea (410) ieet to the bound beKeepers
shops, stores and all householders shall, when
gun at.
Said premises containing about three acres the Local Board oi Health deem it necessary, keep two receptacles in which to deand being a part of the first parcel of real es
tate described in a certain deed from Charles posit any garbage and waste, one for ashes
H. Mulliken to William H. Gannett, dated and dry refuse as are not decaying, and the
vegetables, meat. fish, or other deMay l, 1691, and recorded in Kennebec regis- other for
matter.
All waste such as ashes, etc.
try of deeds, book 385. page 318. and also in caying
must be cleaned up at once.
the first parcel of real estate described in a
No person shall pile, deposit
Article 7:
certain other deed from Lendall Tit comb,
offal, or garbage except in
guardian, to said William H. Gannett dated or keep manure,
may be designated by the LoMay 6.1891, and recorded in Kenuebec regis- such placesof asHealth.
Tnis By-Law shall not
try of deeds, book 385. page 316, to both of cal Board
apply however to garbage accumulated by the
which deeds reference is hereby made.
Also all his right, title and interest in and occupants of a single building temporarily
deposited in some covered receptacle awaitto a certain lot of land situate in that
part of
the town of Eden known as Bar Harbor, in ing disposal.
No person shall transport, withArticle 8:
the Stale of Maine, bounded and described as
out written permission from the Local Boird
follows, to wit:
of Health, milk in any conveyance in which
at
E.
Beginning
Leed’s corner on the
Mary
is contained swill, garbage, offal, table refuse,
west side of Cleftstone road, and follows said
road south 17 degrees 15 minutes east six rods manure or decaying matter of any kind. All
and fifteen links to steps; thence south 6 de- conveyances in which is transported milk
shall be kept clean, and in a sanitary condirees 45 minutes east eight reds and thirteen
inks to a stake at George H. Norman’s tion.
Article 9:
Whenever any reasonable comcorner; thence follows said George H. Norman's line south 59 degrees 15 minutes west plaint is made regarding the keeping of any
swine in the village as dangerous to health,
thirty-six rods and twenty links to a stake on the
l<ooal Board oi Heilth shall notify the
the east side of Norman’s road; thence on
said road north 35 degrees 15 minutes west two owner or keeper of said swine in writing of
rods and twenty one links; thence north 32 said complaint, and after hearing upon the
if the owner or keeper of said swine
degrees west eight rods and fourteen links to same,
shall fail to show cause why said swine should
a stake; thence north 47 degrees 80 minutes
not be removed, the Local Board of Health
east twenty-one rods and five links to a pine
shall order said swine to be removed.
tree in Mrs. Mary E. Leed’s east line; thence
Article 10: It shall be the duty of the Local
north 62 degrees east twenty-one rods and
sixteen links to the first mentioned bound, Board of Health to make frequent inspection
and contains three acres and eighty-four of all school buildings and public places of
the town, and all places wherein meat, fresh
square rods, more or less, according to a surana fruit are sold from June 15
vey of E. M. Hamor, May 10, 1882.
Together fish, vegetables,
with a right of way for all purposes of a way to September 10, and to make a careful examination of such premises, and to condemn or
over Cleftstone road from Eden street to
High
Brook road, and over Norman road, said cause to be removed therefrom immediately
such articles of stock as may be considrights of way, however, to be used and held all
in common, with said Charles T. How, his ered unfit for use.
Article 11: The Local Board of Health
heirs and assigns, and all per&ns to whom
said Charles 1\ How has conveyed or may shall as often as it deems necessary, examine
or cause to be examined, by a competent enconvey similar rights.
And whereas, the condition of said mort- gineer the water snpply and sewerage systems,
town of Southwest
gage has been broken, now therefore, by rea- public or private in the
Harbor, and report at each annual town meetson of the breach of the condition thereof, I
ing the result of each inspection and examinclaim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
ation.
Langdox B. Wood.
Article 12: All owners, lessees, or occuDated at New York City this 31st day of
pants of public or private stables shall keep
July, 1907.
11,259 40

[
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{Directors.

ILcjjal Notices.
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SURRY.

^

H. H. Harden is shipping many blueberries to Boston.
Mrs. R. G. Osgood has been quite ill for
the past week, but is better.
The ladies of the church aid society at
Morgan’s Bay held a' fair and ice-cream

The Eastern Trust & Banking Company conduct! a
general banking business, and will be pleased to welcome you

patron.

j

m

J

Z

Superior facilities in each department of our banking service.

Z

4 per cent. Interest paid on Saving Accounts.
2 1-2 percent. Interest paid on Check Accounts.

J

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.
MAINE..

|

||
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Me.

legal Xetiens.

THK

i,5<0(0
30,730 00

Banjor.

Eldridge, Ellsworth,

To the Honorable Luc Hive A. Emery, Chief
Juetice of the Supreme Judical Court for
the State of Maine.
Local Board of Health of the town of
Southwest Harbor. County of Hancock.
8tate ot Maine, respectfully represents that
said Board of Health has made aud adopted,
and does make and adopt for stid town the
By Laws aud Orders heretoannexed and prays
that the same may be approved as by Statute

Loans and discounts. $184,771 09
Overdrafts, secured an unsecured,
35129
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation...
50,000 U0
Premiums on U S Bonds.
Bonds, securities, etc.
Banking hou*e, furniture and fix

1

WOOD O BISHOP CO.
tOLD BY

legal Notim.

Buck.port, in the Bute of Maine,
at the cl ae of business.
August 2 1907.
RESOURCES.

Saturday.

Catherine, is at home on account of injury
through a bucket of ashes falling on his

botabusheo

BuM National Bait

Mrs. Grace Crowley, who has spent the
summer at
Frank Hamilton’s, has returned to her home in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Ella B. Cole and daughter, Mary B.
Cole, and Miss Annie R. Stock bridge, of
Ellsworth, have closed their cottages here.

THE HOT BLAST.

J.

-OF THE-

Miss Vina Farrion, of Worcester, Mass.,
who has spent the summer
at John

has

BANGOR,

CONDITION

Mrs. Ward well.

SATISFACTORY BANKING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES,
as a

REPORT OF THE

! Misa Frances M. Stevens, of Belfast,
; spent two weeks here this month.
Byron H. Chatto has returned to Lynn
after two weeks’ vacation spent with his
I parents.
Mrs. S. J. Treworgy is in Penobscot for
a few days with
her parents, Mr. and

Brown’s,

I

National Bank Stattmmt.

8 to mac h troubles. Heart and Kidney ailbeen employed
menu, can be quickly corrected with a preat Oastine this summer, is at home.
scription known to druggists everywhere as
Wednesday evening in the shape of dainty
Dr. Shoop’s Restorative. The prompt and
Capt. Lester Blake and family are spend- surprising relief which this remedy immemd useful
pieces of china. The sequel
relatives.
brings is entirely due to its Restoraweek
at
Eagle
island
with
diately
a
ing
rill be announced later.
tive action upon the controlling nerves of the
Miss Ruth Wentworth, who is teaching Stomach, etc.
8«P‘- 2L.
A weak 8tomach, causing dyspepsia, a weak
in Norfolk, Va., visited her sister, Mrs.
Heart with palpitation or intermittent pnlse,
M. L. Gray, last week.
always means weak Stomach nerves or weak
EAST ORLAND.
Heart nerves. Strengthen these inside or conG.
Aug. 30.
Miss Beatrice
trolling nerves with Dr. Shoop’s Restorative
Procter, of Boston, is the
and see how quickly these ailments disapnest of Miss Bernice Meson.
The commercial honesty that seek! pear. Dr. Shoop, of Racine, Wis., will mail
Joha Higgins is in Bloehill
samples free. Write for them. A test will
visiting bis simply to obey the law and keep out o! tell.
Your health is certainly worth this
lugnter, Mrs. Mina Parker.
simple trial. Sold by G. A. Pakchbk.
jail ia not honest enough.
Mrs. Florence
of
Haverhill,
Harriman,
&Dbrrti«rmntt>.
*“•>is Visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Agnea
Forsyth went to Boston
iiday for a visit of several weeks.

V ,?low*

Unsuspected worms are the
little things

cause of numerous

and F. W. Townsend
reunion of the 2d Maine
in
battery
Bangor last Thursday.
Schools
commenced
The
Monday.
teachers in the village are Miss Mamie
Sperry in the grammar school, and Miss
Lizzie Gray in the primary.

attended

Mrs. 8o«n Moaley, of Hancock, visited
her sister heie last week.

_

tseii

S&b.rtMMmfiitf.

sum was

George H. Sperry

at Parker

Point on account of the presentation of a
testimonial of Rev. Ebenezer Bean, who
will leave the pastorate of the Bluehill
Congregational church Oct. <1. Desiring
to express their appreciation before the
usual

A gjoJ

Capt. N. J. Kane, in the schooner Mineola, went to Bluehill last Monday to
load stone for Nfcw York.

BEAN.

B.

Tuesday evening.

realized.

pap*

_

_

tings.

Mle

residents of the Point and village gathSept. 2.
g.
ered on the spacious porch at the cottage
WEST TREMONT.
of Hon. John C. Rose, of Baltimore, overMrs. Zulma S. Clark spent last week
looking Bluehill bay.
After a brief period of informal social with her daughter, Mrs. Myra E. Rumill.
intercourse, during which the unsuspectL. W. Rumill spent part of last week
The Blaisdell cottage and stable burned ing pastor was brought from the village, in Bar Harbor, Ellsworth and Bangor on
Dr. Henry T. Fowler, of Brown university, business.
Friday morning. It caught on the inside,
stated the object of the gathering. Rev.
It had been unoccupied for two days, and
Theodore Page, of Bangor, is spending
Dr. Donald Sage Mackay, New York, in
how It caught fire is unknown.
a few
weeks
with his uncle, Lewis
and eloquent words, expressed the
fitting
Aug. SI.
M.
Springer.
sentiments of all, and read the following
Mrs. Elizabeth Thurston, who has been
| testimonial, which was signed with
WEST BROOKLIN.
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Minnie Staples,
names:
fifty-one
Mr. I^ighton, of Marlboro, Mass., is
of Swan’s Island, came home this week.
We. the undersigned, summer residents of
visiting his son, A. B. Leighton.
; Bluehill, desire to express our deep appreciaGeorge W. Lunt returned to Rockland
Miss Lutie Bridges came home from tion
of the faithful ministry of the Rev. Eben- last week. He will have a new mast made
Providence, H. I., Friday to visit her par- ezer Bean. We have found, in him, a true min- for his sloop, and will continue In the
ents.
ister of the gospel whose life has reinforced
scallop business.
Harold Powers and wife, who have been and Illustrated his earnest sermons by its
Ralph M. Simonds and wife and Miss
broad sympathy, courage, humility and deep
visiting here, have returned to Melrose,
We render thanks to our Heavenly Beatrice K. Lunt left Saturday for their
piety.
Mass.
Father that He has permitted us to share the home in Ashmont, Mass. Miss Lunt will
Rufus Bridges, who is employed on fruitage of His servant’s riper years.
resume her work as cashier in the firm of
steamer Sappho, is spending a few days at
We deeply regret that the time has come for Dodge, Haley & Co., Boston.
the drawing to a close of Mr. Bean's active
home.
Aug. 26.
Thelma.
ministry, and we pray that he may be spared,
Percy Bridges and wife, of Brockton, in his present health and
strength, for many
are visiting their parents, D. A. Bridges
LEACH’S POINT.
years, to enjoy a well-earned rest and conand wife.
Mrs. Gross, of Camden, is visiting her
j tinue to others the blessing of wise counsel
1
Rev. A. B. Carter and son Guy have ar- and serene age.
si9ter, Mrs. A. J. Ripley.
rived home from Machias, where they
Mr. Bean, after a brief pause, to gather
Mr. Murch and son are visiting his
have been visiting friends.
self-control, responded in words not to be daughter, Mrs. Austin Ripley.
Mrs. Nettie Fullerton, of Ellsworth, and forgotten, reviewing the years of happy
Herbert Bowden and wife are receiving
Clifton Fogg, of Pownal, visited their relations witn his summer parishioners, congratulations on the arrival of a little
the
of
the
and
urging
continuing
unity
sister, Lois Fogg, recently.
daughter, born Aug. 27.
between themselves !
Aug.
Miss Frances Fogg, of Pownal, arrived harmony prevailing
M.
31._
and the local church—but, more than I
at James Fogg’s Saturday to help care for
bis never-failing message | To check a cold
this,
conveying
her sister, Mrs. Lois Fogg, who is ill.
quickly, get from your
Home little Candy Cold Tablets
I —to live largely, deeply, loyally, and so drnggist
called Preventics. Druggists everywhere are
Mrs. Susan Mosley, of Hancock, and blessed of God.
n'W dispensing Preventics, for
they are not
Mrs. Julia Cbatto, of Surry, visited their
Later, a check for |32S was added to the only safe, but decidedly certain and prompt.
Preventics will prevent Pneumonia, Bronniece, Mrs. Lois Fogg, Saturday and Sun- written
with
the
testimonial, together
(3,
chitis, La Grippe, etc. Hence t he name, Pre*
day.
last, a spontaneous offering from some of ventics. 25Goo i for feverish children. 48 Preventics
cents.
B.
Sept. 2.
the younger adherents, arriving too late to O. A. Pa bc he a. Trial Boxes 5 cts. Sold by
be included in the check.
CAPE ROSIER.

lung and patient search and work
with a trawl every day that has been possible since the finding of the first victim
Prof. Arthur Gilbert hu closed his cotof the Rath E. Cumnock disaster bn July
tage end returned to New Bedford.
9, the body of one more of the boys was
Man lord Gray will build a house near
found this morning by Sylvester and
the Union chapel. Lumber is on the spot.
George Morey. The body waa found on
Mrs. French and her daughter, Mrs.
the bottom not a great distance below
Blanch Townsend, have returned to Somwhere the body of the Veagne boy waa
Mass.
found, and has been identified as that of erville,
The arrival of Will Waterman, of BosRay Smith. This leave* the body of only
ton, at Underclill this week, was the cause
one of the boys, Robinson, undiscovered.
of great rejoicing.
2.
G.
| Sept.
The fair at the union chapel recently
NORTH CA8TINE.
was a success.
Funds are to be expended
Samuel Dunbar is very ill.
for a bell for chapel.
Hill Webster and wife, of Bangor, are in
The recent band concert at Black’s
town.
by Bnck’s Harbor band was very enjoyMiss Hattie Dunbar begins the school able. C. B. Labriska made a speech.
here to-day.
Mrs. Charles Horton and Miss AdeHarvey Webster ia at home from Bangor laide Horton, of Winthrop, Mass., snd
for a few days.
Jennie Laws, of Boston, are spending a
C. M. Leach and wife returned Friday tew weeks at Fairview.
A party of eight from Bangor, among
night from Northport.
Fred F. Wardwell has returned from a whom are Mr. Clark, son Roy and daughter Edith, Miss Lucy Lank and L. R.
coasting trip to Boston.
Duran, ia tenting on the point at FairMiss Annie B. Conner begins her school
view.
in West Penobscot to-day.
Rev. Clifton Gray, of Charlestown, 8,
Mrs. Crsuia Crowell, of Syracuse, N. Y.,
C., and bis father, Martin Gray, of Belis visiting Mra. Alice Wardwell.
fast, are here for a few days. Mrs. Gray
Miss Estelle Perry will leave to-day for awaits her husband at Belfast. All wish
Chicago to resume her school work.
bis stay could be longer.
Charles F. Wardwell ia having the roof
B.
Aug. J8.
of hit housi raised and other repairs
After

C**tnty

JVeww

BLUEHILL.

New York.

guest

ampton, Vt.
Miss Alice Qrindle and Leon Kingman
last week visiting relaBlx.rU several days
Harbor.
tives in Northeast
Miss Lottie Gray, who has been spend-

't'irUticmnl

such stables and premises in a sanitary condition. Such stables shall not be considered
to be in a sanitary condition unless the following conditions are complied with:
First: That all stables within any locality
within the town limits where access can he
Dad for drainage to a public sewer, shall make
all wash stands water tight, and shall be connected with a public sewer.
Second: That all stables within the town
limits where access can be bad for drainage
I to a public sewer shall be provided with adegutters or drains beneath, or in the
j quate
rear of the stalls to catch all urine and other
That said
! liquid drainage from such slal's.
! gutters or drains shall he connected with a
sewer in a manner satisfactory to the Local
Board of Health.
Third: Whenever in the opinion of the Local Board of Health it may be necessary, all
manure heaps, in or connected with
the
stables shall be enclosed with a roof and walls
capable of preventing rain from reaching:
them. When the manure from stables is deposited in a pit, the pit shall be with enclosed
aides with
water tight wood, cement or con! crete floor, so arranged that the drainage
from the same can be carried into the public
sewer and with a ven* Hating shaft running to
a height ot not less than leur leet above the
roof.
Article 13:
All privy vaults, cess pools,
or other receptacles or conductors for dainage
for filth of any kind within any locality within he town limits shall be kept in a clean and

sanitary condition.
Article 14:

matter, such
shells, bones,

Any accumulation of refuse*
swill, waste of meat, fish or

as

decayed vegetables, dead

casses, excrements, or

car-

any kind of offal which

decompose and generate disease germ*,
or
unhealthy gasses, and thus affect the
purity of the air in the immediate vicinity
of any dwelling house, or
place of business,
may

shall be considered a nuisance and be removed or disposed of, either by burial, burning, or otherwise, and in such manner that it
may not be offensive to the neighborhood,
wherever located.
Article 15:
All private drains shall be
kept in a clean and sanitary condition so that
any mat'er passing through said drain shall
not becom
detrimental or injurious to the
public health.
Article 16: All By-Laws and parts of ByLaws inconsistent herewith are hereby re-

pealed.

Penalty: Chapter 18, section 60 of the revised statutes of Maine is as follows: "Whoever wilfully violates any provision of the
seventeen preceding sections, or of said regulations and bj-laws or neglects or refuses t<v
obey any order or direction of any local board
of health or health officer authorized by said
provisions, the penalty for which is not
herein specifically provided, or wilfully interferes with any person or thing, to prevent
the execution of the provisions of said sections, or of said regulation and by-laws, shall
be punished by a fine of not more than fifty
dollars; judges of municipal and police
courts and trial justices shall have jurisdiction, original and concurrent with the supreme judicial and superior courts, of all of
fences under said sections
E. L. Higgins.
G. A. Neal. M. D
Wm. R. Keene,

Secretary,

Local Board of Health of the town of Southwest Harbor.
STATE OF MAINE.
The by-laws set forth in articles numbered
from one to sixteen inclusive, adopted for the
town of Southwest Harbor. Hancock
County.
Maine, by the Local Board of Health of said
town of Southwest Harbor are hereby apLucii
irs A. Emesy.
proved.
Chief Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court
August 21, lfcOT.

Banking.

Is what your money will
Invested in shares of the

earn

If
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Is

A NEW SERIES
Shares, SI each; monthly payr
ments, SI per share,

now

opeu.

WHY PAY RENT
wheu you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage and.
reduce it
every month? Monthly
payments &nu interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For
A. W,

particulars Inquire of
O. W. Talley, See’y,
Hrst Nat'l Bank Isidu.
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“I'd like to come over there,” said
small fem nine voice somewhere
from the neighborhood of the hedgea

row.

his garden bench
with a newspaper and a cigar, turned
toward the hedge that separated the
two gardens and located his visitor.
She was evidently standing on something high chough to enable her to

I>raj’ton, sitting

on

overlook the adjoining territory.
Drayton went over to the hedge and
looked down Into some exceedingly
blue eyes, surrouuded by a fluff of yellow hair, surmounted by a still fluffier
*
blue bow.
“HelloV* be said, looking down from
“Where did you
his six foot height.
come from*?”
“I’ve been here often and peeped
“Lift me
through.” she confided.
over,” she commanded in the tone of
one accustomed to beiug obeyed, holding out her arms.
He lifted her over to his side of the
hedge, and she ran directly to his rustic seat.
“I’m not prepared to entertain laHe stood with his bauds In
dies.”
his pockets and smiled into her up
“What can I offer you.
turned face.
madam?”
“1*11 take chocolate, please.” She settled her skirts over her chubby little
legs and smiled back ingratiatingly.
Drayton looked dubious.
“Er—I’in sorry to say the chocolate
Wouldn't grapes do?” he
is all out.

•uggeited.
“Ye3; I dess dwapes will
And
nicely, thank you.”
Imagined she was probably
▼ery good imitation of her

"Mamma, do marry him, please—
please doT 1 logged the child. "Mamma,
he'll bring you lovely caramels."
“Will
you
really f the mother
laughed.
“Founds of ’em!" emphatically. “May
I come over soon and get acquainted?"
he begged.

do very

Drayton
giving a

She looked at his well cut features
and saw the frank admiration In his
eyes.
“I suppose It's proper, Mr. Drayton
You see. I know your sister."
“TIM'D I'm coming over this evening
and sit on your front porch.
If you
know my sister, you’d be greatly lacking in hospitality If yon didn't let me
call.”

mother’s

manner.

When he returned from the house
with a bunch of grapes and a huge
peach, be found that she had filled her
lap with his choicest roses and was
hugging them to her face.
“I’m doing to lire here always. I’m
doing to marry you.” she announced.
Drayton, thirty-six and a bachelor,
actually felt his face turn red.
“Er—when?” be asked feebly.
“Just as soon as you can det tbs be-

k

or

uair

acvui

loowpiuoic.

There was a net* of shyness In her
voles.
He reached over the hedge and put
the child In her mother's arms. She
pot her plump little arms around bis
neck iu an overflow of affection.
"Goodby. favver." she said.
“Goodby, I>aby." he called after her.
and as the mother went toward the
Louse in the ga
wring twilight she
was suddenly conscious of the loveliness of the rose garden and the scent
of the roses In the air and that In her
heart there was a tiny new feeling,
warm and tender.

dagement ring.”
vJT course,

wuuiu

course, anytumg you

■ay. but what might be the name of
my future vIV
“Louise. It's mamma's name too.”
“It would be lovely to have a wife
named Louise, but you wouldn't like
my bouse, little girl. It’s full of pipes
and things.”
"I could stay out In the darden with
the roses, and you could bring an umbrella and hold It over me when It
rained.” she suggested resourcefully.
“That would certainly be unique. 1
Longest Year on Record.
The year B. C. 40. by order of Julius
see you would be able to plan things
like a real housewife should, but do Caesar, the then reigning Roman emTo clear
peror, contained 445 days.
you think you could stand the pipes?”
"You could keep all your pipes In oue away all the confusion which had preroom, and 1 could have a little blue ; vlously existed In reconciling the lunar
with the solar year. Caesar, with the
and white room and not have any
pipes, corldn't I? 1 never have any ! help of Sosigenes, an Alexandrian nstrononter, undertook a thorough reform
pipes In my room.”
“That's the scheme. We'll plan that
of the calendar.
He effected It by
bhie and white room right away,” he making the year now called 40 B. C.,
"the year of confusion," consist of 445
agreed heartily.
•i
ilia housekeeper was surprised when days and the succeeding years of 305
the paperbangers came next day and days, with the exception of every
Jlld the south room In blue. She was fourth year, which was to consist of
•till more surprised when the van 300. Tbi» method Is called the Julian
drove up with all the furnishings for a calendar.
The number of days in the months
dainty little bedroom. She felt burt,
considering how long she bad been In from January to December before
his service. It was a special slight for Caesar’s time had been respectively 29.
Drayton not to tell her, first of all. 28. 31, 29. 31. 29. 31. 29. 29. 31. 29. 29.
These numbers Caesar changed to 31
that he Intended to be married.
But Drayton, following a whim, wag and 30 alternately, with the exception
fitting up the room according to the of February, which was to have 29 in
child's fancy.
ordinary yaars and 30 in leap years.
Late one afternoon be strolled down In honor of himself he changed to
the garden path and found little Louise July the name of the mo:::'i that folwaiting for him to lift her over the lowed June. The pontiffs in applying
the Julian calendar went wroug by Inhedee.
“Your bine room la all finished, little serting leap year every three years In•wife,” he said, tossing her in the air, stead of ever;, four years, and this
"It’s ready for continued till the year now called 8
to her g-vit delight.
yon to look at I told the housekeeper B. C., when the Emperor Augustus
a young lady was going to visit her ordained there should be no leap year
for twelve years, which made leap
this afternoon."
At the same
“Are there blue roses on the wall?” year occur In 4 A. D.
time Augustus gave his own name to
■be asked eagerly.
“Bushels of them—and little white the month following July, adding one
frilly curtains, and a dear little white day to It, which be took away from
bed—and fairy tale pictures on the February.
wait”
Character In the Eyebrows.
•‘Oo—oo—but I
certainly do love
An arched eyebrow does not Indicate
yon.” She clung to his fingers as they
“Did yon the highest order of intelligence, but
walked toward the bouse.
is
expressive of great sensibility.
det the Sleeping Beauty pictureT
“Yes—and Princes* Goldilocks— it'a a Scant growth of the eyebrow.'* denotes
lack of vitality.
On the contrary,
grand r.iom. all right"
thick eyebrows
indicate a
"Well. I'll marry you the first thing heavy,
tomorrow, and nurse can aend over all strong constitution and great physical
endurance. They are not beautiful on
my dolls and things."
"Isn't this rather—sudden? Perhaps a woman's face, however tuuch they
either mental or bodily
yonr mother would prefer yonr waiting may signify
vigor, and when they are uot only
until you are a week or *o oldefcV"
"Mamma lets heavy, but droop and meet at the nose,
“No. Indeed," airily.
are disagreeable and are said to
me do anything I want—that is, moat they
accompauy an insincere and prying
anything."
"But she'll miss you, and yonr papa nature. Long, drooping eyebrows, lying wide apart. Indicate an amiable
(Will miss you."
“Ob, didn’t you know? I haven't disposition. Where the eyebrows are
bad any fawer for a long time—most lighter in color than the hair the indications are lack of vitality and great
*leven years, nearly.”
Drayton took in the five-year-old dig- sensitiveness.
Faintly delined eyebrows placed high
nity of her In an amused glance.
“But If you haven't any papa I’m above tbe nose are signs of Indolence
weakness.
Very black eyabrows
■ore your mamma will get very lonely ■nd
give the face nil intense and searching
If you marry so young.”
When natural, they ac“But I'm going to bring her over expression.

|

here to live, too—and nurse, and dog- company a passionate temperament.
are seen on
gie, and my canary, and my white Very light eyebrows rarely
strongly Intellectual face*, although
bitty.”
“Jove! I’ll have to add a wing to the color of the eyebrows Is not acthe house, sure as we're living! I'm cepted simply as denoting lack of InThe form gives the key
■fraid. little one. we'll have to post- telligence.

have
pone our marriage until I can
Ton'll not
few mure rooms built.
mind, will you. sweetheart?"
“Not If you bring me some more
■

ictiifir+*(

-o*

audaciously.

to the faculties and the'r direction.
Red eyebrows denote great fervor and
ambition: brown, a medium betweer
the red and black.—Exchange.

a»tKtt KMH

COUNTY NEWx

you brought me

She was silent a moment, evidently
evolving a new thought.
•
I have such a lovely plan." she gur"I've decided not to lie your
gled.
wife.
It’s
I'd rather have a favver.
been such a long time since I had any
favver."
Drayton caught her tip in his arms.
"Sweetheart, you are the dearest little
girl a father ever hud." aud his eyes
were moist.
When the room had been admired,
and the picture of Princess Goldilocks
ki-sed fervently, and the housekeeper
had given her a cream puff, they went
back to the garden.
.V s'enoer girl in the other garden
mu to the dividing hedge.
"Oh. Louise, mamma lias been -so
Where have
very uneasy about you:
you been, dearie?"
'•I'm afraid It’s my fault," Drayton
“I took her to look at
said contritely.
aud we forgot the
some pictures,
time.”
The child held on to his fingers Impulsively. "Oh. mamma, this Is my
You are doing to marry
new
papa.
him at once, and we aie doing to live
lu his house.
You know you sakl his
garden was ever so much prettier than
ours."
The woman's face, vivid crimson,
looked Into the embarrassed face of
her neighbor. Finally a twinkle came
into her eyes, and n dimple wavered
near the corner of her mouth.
He saw tile.twinkle and thought it
and the dimple the most fascinating
combination he had ever seen,
“I'd lie glad to come over and arrange the details with you at your
earliest convenience," he suggested

|

TROY ALLISON.

ones

yesterday," seriously.

I'mnlt

Ann,

er

THE EXPERIENC E MANY WOMEN

NORTH SEDGWICK.
MinAbbie Elwell is the guest of Mrs.
8. W. Treworgy in Surry.
Mrs. Lizzie Moulton, of Boston, is Ibr
guest of Mrs. Ada Allen.
Fred Haslam, of Tilden, visited hibrotber, A. C. Haslam, last week.
Services

ing

were

and evening

Ifctwtlisnnnur^5

|
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flhe fMQr<

Demonstrate

Beyond AH Cavil That Pe-ru-na Is

Safe and Useful Household
Hi

held here Sunday mornby Rev. Nathan Hunt, ol

Read What the

Charleston.

Remedy.

fM

a

a w.

Women

Say.

A. C. Haslam, wife and two children
Mariaville, to visit Mr. Haslam's parents.
Mrs. H. H. Allen snd daughter Virginia
took a trip to Ellsworth Tuesday, return-

/

hsve gone to

ing Wednesday.
Mr. ard Mrs. Collins, of Belfast, who
visited Mrs. Collins’ mother, Mrs.
Nellie Pierce, for a week, returned home
have

to-day.
Fred Page

keeping

wife, who have been
for J. A. Closaon for the

and

house

past year, have moved to Sargectville.
where Mr. Page has employment.
Mrs. Clara Cole, son Frederick snd
daughter Elizabeth, of North Brookliu.
visited Mrs. Cole’s father, David Thurston, snd her sister, Mrs. Roy Allen, las:
week.

Bept.

2._Has.
NORTH PESOBSCOT.

School begins to-day, Misa I'na Gray
teacher.

Henry Jones will soon
vsting for a cellar under

commence

exca

his store.

Laura and Cora Lowell returned Saturday trora a two-weeks’ outing at Northport.
Frank Haraden, w ife and ton, of Rockland. have been visiting Mrs. Elmer Bill-

ings

and

V»rsD.C Cameron.

family.

Frank Hutchins, daughter Esther and
aged mother spent a few daya with relatives in Bangor last week.
Bev. Mr. Bryant, wife and son, and Mrs.
Adelia Saunders arrived home Saturday
from their trip to Northport camp meet
ing. Mrs. Estelle Leach and daughter
Belva arrived Friday. They report a
splendid time.

^
Ctirenlc Hoirwiiest

Mr*. Vn, Hohmann, y» s. 1‘auliaa
8t.,Chicago. III., write*:

Mr* Deli* C. Cameron, Hesidsburg,
C»l., member Daughters of America,
writes;

tried many remedies for
chronic catarrh of the bronchial tabes,
i and not receiving any benefit, I began
Catarrh «f the stwH.
; to think there was no help for me until
Homer Lowell will soon commence mov- i I began to use Perrins.
Miaa Emily Koch, 911 Michigan iia,
e
hern
some
time ego of
ing
| purchased
“In a short time the bronchial tube* Sheboygan, Wl*., wrltee:
William Soper, end now located on Oriand began to dear, I did not have that 'frog
“X can heartily recommend Parana
about
a
mile from its prospective in my throat' continually, my voice was for
ridge,
catarrh of the etomacb. 1 had tried
cite on hie premises. Most of the way it not
nearly so husky, and the wherring many thlnga which did me no good and
will be moved' over the main road from noise disappeared.
aa a laat reaort I got a bottle of Parana.
j
Buckeport to Blnehill. A party from Ban“I was soon able to believe that I was
“I only regret that I did not try It behas
the
gor
Job.
entirely free from catarrh, and as this fore I forced eo much bad atnff Into my
*
was
mon
th
I
do
not
several
believe
H.
Sept. 2.
ago,
ttomach. It haa entirely eared me and
that it will return.”
SOUTH SURBY.
The above group of women eould be aa a preventative 1 alwaya keep a bottle
In the honae.
School it in ataaioD, taught by Mitt multiplied by ten thousand without
“I gladly recommend It to all who ate
reaching the number that have been
Ella Jar v it, ol Surry.
afflicted aa 1 wee.”
i helped by taking Peruna.
Jeremiah Young, who hat been ill tor a
A kli_at__
long time, it atill very^poorly.

“Haring

Martin Curt it, who has been visiting
relatives here lor tome time, baa returned
to Boeton.
Fred Coggins went to Ellsworth yesterto join the schooner Wesley Abbott
for a trip to Bondout.

day

f

|

Harvey Candage and family, after visiting friends here and at South Bluehill,
have returned to Stonington.
Galvin Yonng, who is ill with bilious
fever, is improving. Bis sister, Mra. Ella
Bellatty, of Ellsworth, visited him last

this week from the Bar Harbor hospital,
where she was successfully operated upon

wash.

tor

appendicitis.

Mias Jessie Bunker has returned to tier
duties as trained nurse in Boston, after
•pending her vacation with relatives in
Goaldsboro and Sullivan.
Sept.
H.

SMntlKuunti,

Women

as

Well

as

Are Made Miserable

Men

by

Kidney Trouble.
Kidney trouble preys upon the mind, discourages and lessens ambition; beauty, vigoi
and cheerfulness soon
disappear when the kidneys are cut of order
S** or diseased.
Kidney trouble has
become so prevalent
y that Itlsn a ur : m nox
/ for a chili to t* born
ii3 afflicted with we d: 1 id*
neys. If the chili urnurino scalds the f'.esh or jf. when the chi.reaches an age when it should be able to
control the passage, it is yet afflicted with
bed-wetting, depend upon' it. the cause of
th difficulty is kidney troutle, and the first
step should be towards the treatment cf
these important organs.
This unpleasant
trouble is due to a diseased condition cf the
kidneys and bladder and not to a habit :
most people suppcos.
Women as well as men are made miserable with kidney and bladder trouble,
and both neetb the same great remedy.
The mild and the immedice elfect of
Swamp-Root Is soon realised, it is sold
by druggists, in fiftycent ana one dollar <
Mizes. You may have a
sample bottle by mail
free, also pamphlet tellHome c t s-.wi.Kr- t
ing all about it. Including many of the
thousands of testimonial letters received
from sufferers cured, in writing Dr. Kilmer
St Co.. Binghamton, N. Y
be sure and
mention this paper.

f

Don't make any ml.take, but remember tbc
same, Swamp-Root. Dr Kilmer's Swamp-Root
and the address, Binghamton, It. Y-, on every
bottle.

tnw.lv Vfw»

MV

worse.

“After a While It got so had 1 hid to
cough both winter end summer. Pi.
aally I bunt a blood Teasel In my throat
from the strain of coughing, next a
blood Teasel la my stomach, eo I kept
getting worse and doctoring, and even
then could get no relief.
“1 went tn n dispensary for treatment,
but It all done me no good. At night I
could nerer lie on my back. I would ait
up until two or three o’clock in th*
morning before I could close my eyes.
Then of coarse, I thought, and every,
body else that I bsd consumption.
“Beading th* papers about i’eruna (
decided to try It without the least hop*
that it would do me any good. Hut after
taking thrse bottles I noticed a change.

My appetlts got better,

so 1 kept on,
got discouraged.
“Now I can lie on my back and sleep
all night, and you may w II think hoe
thankful 1 am for Feruim
never

[

efSw payvi

FROBPECr HARBOR.

Carl Peters, who has been summering at
home, left Monday.
W. P. Hew ins and wife are entertaining

groom. The ushers were John 1). Buck,
Albert end Thomas Burk and Parker Kennedy. Tbe wedding march w«s played by
Miae Carrie Buck. The bride was g.iwnsd
in pure white mualin de soie and valeiriennes lace. The bridesmaid w. re pink
lace net over white ailk, and wore a crescent of pearls, tbe gift of the bride. The
ceremony arse followed by a recepti. n it
the bride’s borne.

friends from Boston.
Miss Sybil Cole has returned from
relatives in Steuben.

a

EASTBKOOK.

visit'

was a beautiful day,
and in response to invitations sent oat by
Lam bee naa recovered.
Walter Lowrie and wile about 100 gathsufficiently to ride oat.
ered et the head of Molasses pond in the
Mise Alice Cole and Genevieve Cole are
afternoon to help celebrate the filth anvisiting relatives in Machias.
niveraary of their marriage. The presMiss Mamie Young, of West Goulds- ents were numerous. At 8 o'clock supper
boro, has been TieUIng friends here for a was announced, served in the grove by
week.
lantern light. It la needless t say it «ss
reMr*. Fred H. Allen and party, of West thoroughly enjoyed. After supper, ill
Goulds boro, were here recently, calling on paired to camp Sunnyside and enjoyed
music and ice-cream, and about 8 o clock
friends.
with the
tbe
party broke up, each satisfied
Mrs. Ella Johns and daughter. Miss
of the afternoon and evening.
enjoyment
I»tie, have concluded their visit, and left
last week.
The Lowrie family bad a reunion at tb*
week.
Mrs. Sarah Sawyer, of Steuben, was a hand of Molasses pond all last
Lowrie. ireorgs
guest the lint of the week at J. M. Those present were Robert
T.
U. Dyer, wife and sou Norman, E.
Williams’.
Marion and
The party of young men from Nashua, Bartlett, wife and daughter,
R B. Loimd.
N. H., who have been ben for two weeks, Mildred, James Bartlett,
WUlism Lo»Vivian,
wife
and
daughter
left last week.
Edna
rie, Andrew Lowrie and daughters
Mn. D. E. Allen and daughter, who
and
Walter Lowrie, wife
and Helen,
have been at the Sands several weeks, left
Theresa. Misses Li Ilian H«°P“
daughter
for Boston Friday.
inn
and Marian Bragdon. The men slept
and
Mini J. M. Guptill and Miss Iona tent and
kept n eampflre burning,
Nichols, of Soars port, wen guests of Mn. enjoyed beans baked in a bean hols ana
It *
L. P. Cole Thursday.
Bab ebosfder made on the shore
t 7
Mn. John Coombs has been visiting her a week of real camping. Sunday
sitter, Mn. Adelaide Dunn, at her summer broke ramp, afl*r one of the pleassa
weeks of their lives.
home in Weet Goulds boro.

to

Mr*. C.

Mra. A. E. Sawyer, of Jacksonville, idents at Biuebill.
No pen sketch of this affair would do it
Fla., and Mias Emma Stevena are guests
of Mrs. Elisa Hill.
Justice, and none will be attempted
home

|

Miss Jane W. Moore is visiting relatives
in Steuben.

_

expected

|

COUNTY NEWS.
r— liftilliHMl

Miss Emma A. Opper, who has been
2.__
boarding with Mra. W. V. Coggins the
BLVEHILL.
three
has
to
months,
paat
gone
Herricks,
near Sargentville, for a short stay before
A DBLIGHTPrL CONCERT.
New
York.
to
returning
Another of those delightful concerts
Tramp.
Sept. 2.
which have made Biuebill famous was
given last Saturday afternoon at Ideal
EAST SULLIVAN.
lodge, the beautiful summer home of
A son was born to Eugene Hanna and
Virgil P. Cline, of Cleveland, Ohio. The
wife Aug. 24.
proceeds of the affair, which amounted to
Mra. Mary Johnson Leighton, of Pitts- nearly |800, are for the benefit of the Blueburg, Pa., is visiting her sister, Mrs. Mc- hill road improvement fnnd.
Crate.
The artists were Franz Kneiael, violin,
Congratulations are extended to Edwin Mrs. Ha bold, soprano, of New York, Mrs.
Doyle and wifa (Miaa Rebecca Lufkin) Thomas Tapper, piano, of Boston, and H.
who will be at boms Id East Sullivan after E. Krehbiel, musical editor of the New
York Tribune, all of whom are summer resOct. 1.

Miaa Rena Hooper ;it

Emily Koch. \

Mrs. Box* Tyler, «SU0 Madison Avenue, Chicago, IlL, Tics President of
the Illinois WOman’s Alliance, writes:
“During the past year I gradually lost flesh and strength until I was
unsble to perform my work properly. I tried different remedies, and Anally
Parana was suggested to me.
“It gaTe me new life and restored rov strength. I cannot apeak too
i
nighty of It.”

Howard Curtis is plastering the rooms
his father's new house. The family
hopes to move in before winter.
in

yffliss

“I suffered with catarrh of th*
bronchial to bee and had a terrible
cough ewer stace a child. When* child
It was supposed to bo whooping
cough
or the croup, but an I got older it
got

Tuesday, Aug. 27,

C.

farther thin to say that a musical treat of
this sort ia unusual anywhere, and in this
section, where so few of them are possible
it ia appreciated more than even the artista realise.
Mr. Rabold waa down for a group of
German songs, bnt illness prevented his
being present, and Mrs Kabold generously
took hie place.
An interesting feature of the programme
waa that the accompaniments of Mrs. Rnbold’s group of song* were played by the
Horatio Parker, the head of
composer
the music department at Yale college, who
is this summer occupying Mr. Kneisel’s
cottage.
Another feature was Mr. Krehbiel'a inFnnk Cole, Winslow Noonan and Emerimitable talk—an “oral note”, according
to the programme; it was about Beetho- son Cole, of Nashua, N. H., spent a few
ven’s Kreutzer sonata, which waa
inirnu,
played days hen with relatives recently.
by Mr. Kneisel and Mra. Tapper and lent
The many friends of Mn. John Stinson
mnch interest to the splendid rendition of will be
gled to hear that she is recovering
the greet work.
i at Troll hospital, Biddeford, when she
An informal but moat delightful recep- I went for treatment.
tion followed the concert, light refreshSamuel H. Brown and Mn. Mary
ments being served. Mrs. Cline, a charmFramies Stevens wen married Saturday
was
ing hostess,
ably assisted by her slaevening at Mr. Brown’s house, which he
ter, Mies Otter.
hae recently completed. Rev. Mr. Keyes !
Sept. 2.
Spec.
officiated. Thursday evening their friends
Stella—Whet ia e gossip? Bella—A per- gave them a house-warming, and they
son who tells a thing before
you get a j wen bountifully n me inhered.
chance to yourself.
Sept. 2.
C.
|
There never waa a person with genius
enough to secure success without work.
ORLAN1).
If you ever reach any ambition you moat
Mias Gertrude Buck, daughter of Alliterally “work your way to it”.
bert R. Buck and wife, of this place,
Yon are a member of a great human
|
society, and your true interests are one and Warren E. Kennedy, of Bucksport, j
with those of the world which will go on were married hen Monday noon at the
much the same, however it fare with yon.
Rev. Walter MorLive the larger life, and you will find it Congregational church,
gan officiating. The church was decorated
the happier.—Charles Hargrove.
with ferna and sweet peas. The bride wes j
Build your social intercourse on the
things that are real in all our lives, not attended by her sister, Mies Abbie Back,
on the commonplaces.
Make the law of as maid of honor, and both carried bouyour being a law of sympathy, not one quets of white and pink sweet
peas.
ot repulsion, and, so sure as tbe
daylight Katherine Buck and Margie Kennedy
is stronger than the night, you will find
were
dower girls. The best man was
that life becomes larger and sweeter for
yon continually.—Henry Wilder Poole.
j Cleveland H. Kennedy, brother ol the
—

|
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